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Summary

Software testing is an inevitable part of software development to ensure the quality of the product.
Thorough testing of software, however, might consume an significant amount of time and resources.
Therefore, already decades ago, research has begun to reduce this effort by automating the process,
while improving the efficiency of testing as well. One of the recommended methods is white-box
test generation, which uses only the source code to generate test cases. Although there are several
types of techniques using this idea – including symbolic execution, search-based testing, and guided
random testing – the complexity of real-world software canmake their application burdensome. These
techniques usually suffer from issues, when the software under test interacts with its environment,
structured objects should be created for good coverage, valid test oracles should be guessed, or the
size of the program is too large. Furthermore, the use of such advanced techniques is not trivial for
ordinary developers or testers due to their underlying complexity, hence the identification of test
generation problems can be a difficult task as well. This work empirically evaluates these challenges
and addresses some of them by proposing new techniques and tools for white-box test generation.

The goal of Thesis 1 is to provide insights from studying white-box test generators in practice.
The thesis presents the designs and the results of two empirical studies conducted with human partic-
ipants. The first, replicated study addresses the problem of using test generators during development
and compares the generated tests’ capabilities to manually written ones in terms of coverage achieved
and bugs found. The second study analyzes how participants can classify the generated white-box
tests with respect to a given behavior specification: do the generated oracles encode a fault silently,
or they represent the real expected behavior.

Thesis 2 aims at providing a solution for the environment interaction problem of white-box test
generation. We designed a novel approach that automatically transforms the source code to alleviate
the interaction between the test generator and the dependencies of the unit under test. The trans-
formed source code invokes generated fake methods inside a parameterized sandbox instead of the
real dependencies. The concrete values in the sandbox are provided by the test generator. The tech-
nique is implemented in a tool called AutoIsolator that is evaluated in a large-scale experiment with
open-source projects.

Thesis 3 targets the problem of understanding and problem resolution of a popular white-box test
generation technique: symbolic execution. We propose a detailed visualization approach of represent-
ing the test generation processes via symbolic execution trees. Each node in the tree has additional
metadata definitions attached to it, which helps the users of the test generator to identify, understand,
and possibly resolve issues that occurred during the test generation. This technique is implemented
in a ready-to-use, open-source tool (SEViz).

Our results from the empirical studies identify and strengthen some of the practical challenges of
white-box test generation. The two techniques we propose are addressing these challenges by keeping
the practical aspects in focus as well. The results and the feedbacks received show the potential in
both proposed approaches.
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sszefoglaló

Napjainkban a tesztelés a szoftverfejlesztési folyamatok megkerülhetetlen része, ám a részletes,
átfogó tesztelés jelentős időt és erőforrást emészthet fel. E probléma megoldására már évtizedekkel
ezelőtt megkezdődtek a kutatások, melyek a tesztelési folyamat minél magasabb szintű automatizá-
lását irányozzák elő. Az egyik ilyen kifejlesztett megoldás a fehérdoboz-tesztgenerálás, mely csupán
a forráskód felhasználásával képes tesztesetek automatikus előállítására. Habár számos módszer lé-
tezik, amely erre az ötletre épül (pl. szimbolikus végrehajtás, keresés alapú tesztgenerálás, irányított
véletlen alapú tesztgenerálás), a valós, nem kutatási célt szolgáló szoftverek forráskódjai számos aka-
dályt gördíthetnek eléjük. Ez legtöbb esetben a kevés generált tesztesetben és az általuk elért alacsony
kódfedettségbenmutatkozik meg, amely így hátráltatja a gyakorlati alkalmazásukat. Az említett mód-
szerek a legtöbbször a következők során ütközhetnek gyakorlati problémába: a vizsgált szoftver a
környezetével lép interakcióba, a bemenetekhez komplex objektumokat kell példányosítani, a tesz-
tesetekhez megfelelő orákulumokat kell előállítani, vagy a program mérete túl nagy az elemzéshez.
Az ilyen és hasonló problémák azonosítása ugyanakkor egy, a háttérben lévő algoritmusok kevésbé
ismerő felhasználó számára bonyolulttá válhat. A disszertáció ezt a problémát empirikus módszerek
segítségével vizsgálja meg, majd néhány kiválasztott kihívásra javasol új technikákat és eszközöket,
így megkönnyítve a fehérdoboz-tesztgenerálás gyakorlati alkalmazását.

Az első tézis célja, hogy betekintést nyújtson a fehérdoboz-tesztgenerátorok gyakorlati hasz-
nálatának vizsgálatába. A tézis két, fejlesztők és diákok bevonásával végzett empirikus tanulmány
terveit és eredményeit mutatja be. Az első tanulmány egy replikált kísérlet, amely a fehérdoboz-
tesztgenerátorok szoftverfejlesztés közbeni használatát vizsgálja a generált és manuálisan írt tesz-
tesetek által elért eredmények (kódfedettség, megtalált hibák száma) összehasonlításával. A második
tanulmány egy feltáró kísérlet, amely azt vizsgálja, hogy a résztvevők mennyire tudják megítélni egy
generált fehérdoboz-tesztesetről, hogy az megfelel-e egy előzetesen definiált specifikációnak, vagy
sem. Azaz, a generált tesztorákulumok észrevétlenül kódolnak-e el hibát, vagy a jó viselkedést vizs-
gálják.

A második tézis arra az esetre kínál megoldást a fehérdoboz-tesztgenerátorok számára, amikor a
forráskód sok esetben végez interakciót a környezetével. A tézisben részletezett módszer automati-
kus transzformációkat végez a forráskódon, így izolálva azt a környezetétől, mellyel biztosítja, hogy
a tesztgenerátor működését az ne hátráltassa. A transzformált, izolált kód automatikusan generált,
ám helyettesítő (fake) metódusokat hív, amelyek egy paraméterezett térben foglalnak helyet. Ezen
paramétereket minden egyes helyettesítő metódus hívásakor a tesztgenerátor tölti ki konkrét, álta-
la relevánsnak tartott értékekkel. A módszer egy AutoIsolator elnevezésű eszköz alakjában valósult
meg, melyet a tézis egy nagyméretű kísérletben értékel ki nyílt forráskódú projektek segítségével.

A harmadik tézis a szimbolikus végrehajtás megértésének problémáját célozza meg. A tézis egy
olyanmódszert javasol, amely részletesen vizualizálja a tesztgenerálási folyamatot szimbolikus végre-
hajtási fák segítségével. A megjelenített fákban lévő csomópontok további metaadatokkal szolgálnak,
melyek a tesztgenerálás felhasználójának segítenek abban, hogy azonosítsa és megértse, továbbá eset-
legesen feloldja a generálási folyamat során felmerülő problémákat. A módszer egy használatra kész,
nyílt forráskódú eszköz (SEViz) formájában került megvalósításra.

A disszertációban bemutatott empirikus kísérletekből nyert eredmények precízebben azonosítják,
és megerősítik a fehérdoboz-tesztgenerálási módszerek gyakorlati kihívásait. A két tézisben javasolt
egy-egy megközelítés ezen kihívások feloldását célozza meg a gyakorlati alkalmazási szempontok
figyelembevételével. A kapott eredmények és visszajelzések alátámasztják a két módszerben rejlő
potenciált.
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Chapter1

Introduction

Software testing is a crucial part of modern software development lifecycles. Testing aims to ensure
and assess the quality of the software being designed and implemented. Lack of testing in software can
cause catastrophic or even lethal damages to their users. There are several approaches for software
testing, each with different purposes: the goal of tests on module level is to ensure that the isolated
behavior of the module is as expected, whereas system-level tests assess the integration of all modules
defined and used in the software. Regardless of the approach, thorough testing of software requires
significant time and effort. Therefore, supporting software testing activities is an active research area,
and several automated techniques have been introduced in the past decades to increase the velocity
of the testing process [Ana+13].

These automated techniques can derive tests from a given specification or the source code itself.
White-box test generation techniques create abstract representations from the source code to derive
test inputs according to various fault or code coverage criteria. There are three main approaches
used for white-box test generation. The simplest technique builds on the fault-finding capability of
randomly selected test inputs. Such techniques usually apply a feedback loop guiding the random value
generation to create more relevant tests [PE07]. Search-based white-box test generation applies the
principle of search-based software engineering: the technique represents the test generation problem
as a search space, and defines criteria to be reached, such as code coverage [FA13b]. Symbolic execution

is another white-box test generation technique [CS13]: it interprets the statements in the source code
and creates formulas for each possible execution path (path condition). Then, constraint solvers derive
satisfying inputs for those formulas. The combination of these inputs and their respective observed
behavior yields concrete test cases.

For instance, consider the examplemethod in Listing 1.1 that classifies an input number into one of
three categories. A white-box test generator would yield three tests just by analyzing the code. These
tests would cover all three execution paths (each ending with a return statement) of the function
(Table 1.1). Note that such tools use the observed behavior to form expected outcomes (assertions) for
the generated test cases as by default they cannot rely on any given specification.

Although simple examples like the above one may seem easy, using white-box test generation
techniques can become a non-trivial task in practice. Empirical studies show that such techniques can
face various, yet common issues that may yield lack of generated test cases and lower code coverage
achieved [Eno+17; Sha+15; RWS12; KPW14; Eno+16; QR11]. Experiences from real-world usage con-
firm these issues [FA13a; THX14]. Survey papers about white-box test generation [Che+13; Yan+19]
list, for example, the following underlying challenges for such issues: unexpected effects of environ-
ment dependencies, the difficulty of instantiating complex objects, handling concurrent behavior, or

1



1. Introduction

Listing 1.1: An example method that catego-
rizes numbers into three categories.
1 public int ClassifyNum(int n)

2 {

3 if (n > 0) {

4 if(n % 2 == 0) return 0;

5 else return 1;

6 } else return 2;

7 }

Table 1.1: The three test cases generated by a
white-box test generator.

ID Input [n] Observed output

T1 0 2
T2 1 1
T3 2 0

explosion of state space.
As an example, the environment dependency problem is illustrated with Listing 1.2. Similarly to

the previous example, there are several execution paths in this program. However, it is not trivial
to exercise all of them. If a white-box test generator tries to traverse the TransferMoney method,
it will most likely stop at line 4 due to the invocation to the environment (the database). If the test
generator executes the database query method, multiple problems can occur (e.g., the connection to
the database cannot be established, the database does not have the required data), which all result in
an exception that blocks the test generator’s code exploration.

Listing 1.2: The definition of a method implementing a simplified money transfer process.
1 public static bool TransferMoney(Token userToken, int amount, Account destination)

2 {

3 if (amount <= 0) throw new Exception("Invalid amount to transfer");

4 int balance = DB.RunQuery<int>("GetBalance", userToken);

5 if (balance < amount) throw new Exception("Not enough balance");

6 TransferProcessor tp = new TransferProcessor(userToken);

7 ProcessedTransfer pt = tp.Process(amount, destination);

8 if (pt.IsSuccess) return true;

9 return false;

10 }

The resolution of these problems may be a challenging task for developers using off-the-shelf
test generators because the efficient application of such tools often require a thorough understanding
of the underlying test generation theories during problem investigation. Moreover, most white-box
test generators emit hard-to-read test cases, which hinders the maintenance and evolution of the
test suites [Gra+18]. For an instance of a hard-to-read generated test case, refer to Listing 1.3, which
presents a generated test by Microsoft Pex/IntelliTest for a method in an open-source .NET project
found on GitHub. Both complexity and bad test readability can increase the time spent on testing,
which could hinder the wide-spread application of automated test generation in industrial practice.

Although white-box test generators like Pex/IntelliTest are considered mature tools, their em-
pirical evaluation is quite limited: there are only a few studies that investigate their use in practical
settings with human participants. The validity of the results from such studies can be extended in
two ways: i) using a replication, which is a repeated experiment using an existing study design with
minor modifications, or ii) elaborating a new study design that examines the topic from a new aspect.

2



1.1. Research method and challenges

Listing 1.3: An example of a hard-to-read white-box test case generated by Microsoft IntelliTest.
1 public void Has252()

2 {

3 ServerInfo serverInfo = new ServerInfo("\0", 0, (string)null, LogLevel.Off);

4 ServerInfo[] serverInfos = new ServerInfo[2];

5 serverInfos[0] = serverInfo;

6 serverInfos[1] = serverInfo;

7 List<ServerInfo> list = new List<ServerInfo>((IEnumerable<ServerInfo>)serverInfos);

8 byte[] bs = new byte[16];

9 IPAddress iPAddress = new IPAddress(bs);

10 iPAddress.ScopeId = 0L;

11 IPAddress[] iPAddresss = new IPAddress[1];

12 iPAddresss[0] = iPAddress;

13 List<ServerInfo> list1_ = new List<IPAddress>((IEnumerable<IPAddress>)iPAddresss);

14 AvailabilityGroup s0 = default(AvailabilityGroup);

15 s0.Id = null;

16 s0.Instances = list;

17 b = this.Has(s0, list1_, 0);

18 Assert.AreEqual<bool>(false, b);

19 }

Objective. The objective of the dissertation is to extend the empirical evidence on white-box test
generation techniques, and propose novel approaches that facilitate their use in practice.

1.1 Research method and challenges

This section summarizes the research methods applied in the dissertation [Eas+08]. First, we empiri-

cally evaluated selected issues with white-box test generators (Thesis 1) via methods used in empiri-
cal software engineering [WA15]. This first phase of the research involved reviewing existing studies
about the topic and analyzing the constructs and the employed experimental settings. Then, based on
the lessons learned, we designed and executed two empirical studies to gain novel insights, identify
new challenges (marked with C1-4 below), and strengthen already existing results.

Study 1. Despite several empirical studies investigated the application of white-box test genera-
tion, they employed a small number of participants, therefore limiting their validity. Replications can
increase the confidence in the results of a study. Thus, our first study was a replication of an existing
controlled experiment investigating the use of white-box test generation during software development.
Based on the identified threats to the validity of the experiment design, our replication changed three
main design variables of the study: the programming language, the test generator tool, and the partici-
pants’ background experience. The participants, 30 software engineers and students, had two separate
tasks. First, they had to implement a small module, and write test cases manually, then they had to
code another module with the help of using an automated white-box test generator. The results of
the study suggested that the code coverage of generated tests is low when running the test generator
for the first time (C3).

Study 2. The second study targeted a previously uninvestigated topic, thus we designed a whole
new exploratory empirical study. In most of the previous studies, the performance of white-box test

3



1. Introduction

generator tools was evaluated using coverage metrics or mutation score. Both metrics have their
advantages and disadvantages, but they share a common drawback: neither of them considers the fact
that white-box tests might encode faulty behavior (contradicting a specification) in their assertions
by observing a faulty output during test execution. Such faults in the generated tests might remain
hidden until a developer notices that those tests pass or fail, while the opposite should happen. Our
novel study investigated to what extent developers can classify white-box generated tests as either ok
(i.e., no contradiction to a given specification) or wrong (the expectations in the test case contradict
the specification). The results from 106 participants have shown that generated white-box tests can
be hard to interpret (C1), and there is a general lack of trust in the tests generated by such tools (C2).

Challenges. The two empirical studies quantified three challenges of white-box test generators.
The dissertation investigated also a fourth challenge (that is related to the previous three): generally,
due to the complexity of real-world programs, white-box test generators cannot achieve high code
coverage with their generated test suites on large software (C4).

Challenge 1: Understanding white-box generated tests (C1). To effectively apply white-
box test generation and tackle possibly occurring issues that hinder its use, one should
understand how the test generation process works and how a given test case was generated.
However, most test generation techniques use non-trivial algorithms and generate tests that
are difficult to interpret for humans.

Challenge 2: Low trust in white-box test generators (C2).Due to the complexity of white-
box test generation algorithms and the hard-to-read tests, there is generally low trust in
tools applying such techniques, which hinders their widespread use in practice.

Challenge 3: Initially low code coverage of generated white-box tests (C3). Without
adding manual help, most white-box test generator tools cannot reach high code cover-
age with first their generated test suites due to various factors that hinder their process.
One of them being is the interaction of the code under test with the environment that is a
typical scenario in practice.

Challenge 4: Difficulties of white-box test generation on large programs (C4). Apply-
ing white-box test generators on large and complex programs introduce various problems
(e.g., handling a large number of environment dependencies, creating complex objects) that
result in low trust in the tools and low code coverage reached. This could still happen af-
ter multiple iterations of test generation. Therefore automated techniques are required that
support test generation techniques in resolving such problems while facilitating their prac-
tical use.

New techniques and tools In response to the identified challenges, in the second phase of the
research I applied methods from technology research [SS07] for the proposal of novel techniques and
tools that are derived from scientific results, and are suitable for practical use in large, real-world
programs as well.

• I elaborated an approach to automatically isolate the unit under test from its dependencies
during white-box test generation (Thesis 2).

• I proposed a novel visualization technique that serves as a helping hand when using white-box
test generation (especially symbolic execution) on complex programs (Thesis 3).

As an overview of my research, the relationship of the challenges and my theses are depicted in
Figure 1.1.

4
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the investigated challenges and own contributions.

1.2 Contributions and Structure of the Dissertation

The contributions presented in this dissertation are organized into three theses based on the targeted
field and are presented in five chapters loosely following the addressed challenges from Section 1.1.

• Thesis 1 (Chapter 3) concentrates on the empirical aspect of practical white-box test generation
to shed light on issues occurring only when such tools are used by humans. The thesis will
present two empirical study designs and their corresponding results: one is regarding with the
use of a white-box test generator tool during development and its performance compared to
manual testing, while the other study examines the human understanding of generated test
oracles.
This thesis identifies Challenges 1, 2, and 3 discussed in Section 1.1.

• Thesis 2 (Chapter 4) is regarding with a technique that aims to tackle the isolation problem in
white-box test generation. The thesis will present how source code transformation are able to
automatically isolate external invocations to e.g., other modules, the file system or the network.
The thesis also presents the results of an evaluation of the technique on open-source projects.
This thesis responds to Challenges 3 and 4 discussed in Section 1.1.
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1. Introduction

• Thesis 3 (Chapter 5) is about a novel visualization technique that alleviates the work with sym-
bolic execution on large and complex programs. The thesis will show what type of elements are
used to clearly visualize symbolic execution processes. Also, the thesis will present additional
metrics for such visualizations that are able to help the identification of issues with the test
generation process (e.g., low code coverage).
This thesis responds to Challenges 1, and 2 discussed in Section 1.1.
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Chapter2

Background

The approaches, techniques and studies presented in this dissertation build on basic concepts of soft-
ware testing, test generation, and on the current state-of-the-art of research in those fields.

2.1 Software Testing

The dissertation refers to software testing as an activity based on the definitions of IEEE and ISTQB,
which are as follows.

• Software testing (IEEE): Testing is a set of activities targeting the evaluation of properties of the
items under test [ISO13].

• Software testing (ISTQB): Software testing is a static or dynamic process that exists in all software
development phase, and related to the design, implementation and evaluation of the software
product, which makes it able to decide if the software meets it requirements and goals. Testing
is responsible for finding the defects in the software product [IST18].

2.1.1 Types of Testing

Source of test case design Based on the source of test case design, one can differentiate between at
least four types of testing. If the developers or testers write test cases based on a given specification,
then it is considered as black-box testing. Note that this type of test cases can be designed without
writing a single line of implementation (e.g., test-driven development). Using the specification test
inputs can be selected using e.g., equivalence partitioning, decision tables or state machines. When
there is no specification of behavior, and the internals of the program are available for testing, the test
cases can be derived from the structure of the source code. This kind of test cases are called white-

box tests. Such techniques select test inputs based on criteria defined on the source code, for instance
coverage of statements, decisions, paths or even program states. Defining the expected behavior for
a test case is usually easy in black-box testing – as the specification is given, but white-box tests
can only rely on the possibly observed behavior or other forms of implicit or derived test oracles
[Bar+15]. Thus, it is widespread to combine the advantages of black-box and white-box testing, which
is commonly referred as grey-box testing. Finally, test cases can be designed based on one’s domain
knowledge of the system under test that is a type of experience-based testing.
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2. Background

Source of testing goals Considering the source of testing goals two types of testing can be sepa-
rated. One is based on the functional requirements and their specification, while the other uses non-
functional requirements (e.g., performance or time-based criteria) to define the goals.

This dissertation considers white-box and grey-box test case design, and functional testing goals as
its main focus area.

2.1.2 Levels of Testing

The well-known V-model of software development lifecycles is a widespread way to define the level
of testing performed at each stage of the process. The lowest level is unit testing, which tests the
implementation of a single module separated from others. This separation is an important concept
in unit testing called isolation of the unit under test: all external or environmental dependencies are
replaced in the module using test doubles. This enables to focus only on the behavior of the unit
itself, and prevents other sources from affecting the test outcomes. Integration testing analyzes the
interaction of two or more units. Integration tests may also examine the communication of a module
with the environment or a whole underlying subsystem. System-level tests inspect the software system
as a whole, which is performed at the final stage of the development process. The expectations on this
level are usually set via high-level requirement specifications of behavior. At the very top of the V-
model acceptance testing is performed to assess the completed software in production environment
with the presence of end-users.

Figure 2.1 presents an example of how these levels can be interpreted. Unit testing is performed
on module B (marked with blue border), and all invocations to external dependencies (e.g., module A
and the database) are isolated. Integration testing can be performed on the communication of module
C and the database (marked with green border). System level testing (grey border) is executed on all
the modules and environments (including e.g., databases, network access).
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Figure 2.1: An example for demonstrating three levels of testing.

Nowadays popular agile methodologies mostly focus on unit and integration tests, which are
usually written by people having cross-functional skills (both developers and testers). Such testing is
commonly referred as developer test.
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The dissertation concentrates on unit-level testing (and developer tests in case of agile processes).

2.1.3 Test Doubles and Isolation

An external dependency of a unit under test can be any module by which the tested module interacts.
It is usual that there is no control over such dependencies from testing point of view [Mes06; Osh09].
This may yield several problems during testing a unit e.g., flaky tests, unexpected exceptions or behav-
ior. Test doubles (or sometimes referred as fakes) provide a way of isolating external dependencies from
the unit under test. On test code level, these are replacement objects of the originally external ones,
and they usually define a simplified behavior for testing purposes, instead of the original. The simplest
type of test doubles is a stub, which serves as a single value provider for test execution. Consider an
externally-typed object with with a function that returns a boolean value. To isolate this dependency
one can define a stub with a fixed true or false return value for a given test case. However, to inject
such test double into the unit under test, the structure of the code should be designed for testability

(e.g., dependency injection pattern), otherwise runtimeworkarounds might be required. Another type
of test double is a mock, which differs from stubs in the fact that mocks – via the assertions encoded
into them – can directly affect the outcomes of test cases, whereas stubs can only have indirect (e.g.,
via return values) influence on the outcome.

There are tools, which provide an easy, yet manual way of creating stubs and mocks for external
dependencies. Such tools are usually called isolation frameworks [Osh09]. Two types of these frame-
works can be separated: constrained and unconstrained. Constrained frameworks use code generation
and compilation to semi-automatically provide test double implementations. These tools are con-
strained, because the programming language, or the intermediate language representations restrict
what can be performed. Using constrained frameworks usually require testability refactorings. Un-
constrained isolation frameworks use runtime profiler or compiler APIs as a workaround to isolate
dependencies from the unit under test, hence testability aspects do not play any role in the process.

This dissertation heavily uses the concept of test doubles (fakes), isolation frameworks, andmostly
uses the word mock for stubs as well – due to its broader meaning.

2.2 Software Test Generation

As software testing can be an effort-intensive task, and thus can become expensive, research on auto-
mated test generation have been present since multiple decades. Generally, test generation techniques
are categorized by the source of the input they use to derive test cases: black-box test generation ap-
proaches use some form of specifications as their input, while white-box techniques employ graph
representations of the code.

2.2.1 Black-Box Test Generation

Automated black-box test generation techniques use some form of requirement specifications. As au-
tomatically deriving test cases from natural language specifications would be too difficult, thus most
of such techniques use formal or semi-formal requirement specifications as inputs. These descriptions
can include various types of domain-specific models (in combination with constraint languages), UML
diagrams, Petri nets, or state machines. Using these representations black-box test generation algo-
rithms are able to automatically derive test cases. Other types of black-box test generation techniques
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may also employ boundary value analysis or equivalence partitioning in combination with random
testing to create the test cases required for fulfilling a given coverage criterion.

2.2.2 White-Box Test Generation

Automatedwhite-box test generation techniques use the internal structure of the source code to derive
test cases. White-box test generation techniques usually form test cases by generating test inputs and
asserting to the observed behavior triggered by the inputs. There are several well-known categories
of algorithms that are able to obtain test inputs from the source code.

Random techniques. Such approaches select random values for the input domain of the code
under test (e.g., for arguments of a given method). It is a cheap way to obtain test cases, however
those values can be irrelevant or invalid. Thus, advanced random test generation techniques use a
feedback loop to gather information about the outcome for a given input set. Using that they can
be able to i) reduce the interval being analyzed in the input domain, and ii) throw redundant cases.
Randoop [PE07] is a random test generator for Java.

Search-based techniques. These methods represent test generation as a search problem and the
program structure (including the input domain) as a search space to be explored under the guidance
of various metrics (objective functions). In large programs, the search space can be so large that meta-
heuristics are required to find solutions of the problem. Also, the objective functions can be rather
complex as they usually include coverage, redundancy, and other possibly user-defined criteria as
well. EvoSuite [FA13b] is a search-based test generator for Java, which employs the combination of
various multi-objective optimizations (e.g., maximizing coverage while minimizing the test suite size).

Symbolic execution-based techniques. Symbolic execution uses its own interpreter to read state-
ments of the program under analysis. Starting from an entry point, it gathers all constraints (e.g.,
branches, loops) throughout each execution path. Solving a constraint of a path results in a test in-
put, which can be used to execute the given path of the program. Pex [TH08] uses dynamic symbolic
execution and supports C# for test generation. KLEE [WZT15] is a popular symbolic execution based
test generator for LLVM bytecode targeting mostly plain C. Symbolic Pathfinder [PR10] is a static
symbolic execution engine for Java based on the well-known model checker, Java Pathfinder.

2.3 Symbolic Execution

2.3.1 Overview of the Technique

Symbolic execution (SE) is a static program analysis technique, which employs symbolic variables on
the inputs of the program instead of concrete values. Throughout the analysis, each statement in the
program is interpreted and its effects are evaluated on the symbolic variables. This process continues
until every path is traversed in the program (or a predefined boundary is reached). Note that the
feasibility of a path is undecidable in general.

As the special interpreter goes through the statements and conditions it forms constraints over
the symbolic input variables (e.g., one of the input variables must be positive to have true as a return
value). Each step of this process yields a symbolic state containing a quantifier-free, first-order logical
formula defined using the symbolic variables. This results in individual symbolic states described
with a formula at the end of each execution path, which is commonly called as path conditions. Path
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conditions are indirectly used for test input generation. SE engines use a constraint solver to which
they feed the path conditions. Such solvers can provide concrete values for each variable that satisfy
the formula. In the case of SE, the variables are not only evaluated over boolean values but other
domains as well. This leads to a more general problem called Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT).
SMT solvers can provide e.g., integer or string values as well to fulfill a path constraint. To form a test
case for a given execution path, an oracle is required. As it is a white-box test generation technique,
SE uses the observed behavior as a test oracle when generating a test case with a given set of inputs.

The exploration process of symbolic execution can be represented in a directed rooted tree, called
the execution tree. This graph represents each state of the traversal progress and contains all the
necessary information gathered during the analysis. Each node in the tree represents the symbolic
state of the exploration and can be mapped to a statement or a set of statements (e.g., program basic
blocks) of the program. A directed edge goes from nodeA to nodeB if the symbolic state represented
by node A is directly followed by the symbolic state in B.

Note that these trees are different from control-flow graphs (CFGs), because CFGs represent the
possible flow between statement blocks of the program under test, while symbolic execution trees
represent the exploration and its states that are mapped to the program blocks.

2.3.2 Dynamic Symbolic Execution

Dynamic symbolic execution (DSE) is a white-box test generation technique that combines symbolic
execution with concrete execution by running them in parallel. This enables the support and guidance
of symbolic execution through the information obtained from concrete executions.

DSE starts with the simplest concrete inputs for the given input domains (e.g., zero for an in-
teger argument), then collects the constraints during the concrete execution along the path being
traversed. After that the search strategy of DSE selects a branching in the code to unfold: it negates
the constraint and passes it to an SMT solver to gain new concrete inputs for the negated condition.
The provided solution leads to another concrete execution path in which new constraints can be dis-
covered. This process continues until new execution paths are reached or the algorithm reaches a
predefined boundary.

Consider the method ClassifyNum presented in Listing 1.1. The symbolic execution tree for the
corresponding DSE test generation process on this method would be as depicted in Figure 2.2. Note
that regular SE test generation would result in the same tree, but possibly with different ordering of
the nodes. DSE starts with the simplest concrete input values, which is here: n := 0. At first, the
method’s entry point is parsed (represented with node 0), which is followed by a decision. Here, at
node 1, the concrete execution with n := 0 steers the algorithm to the branch ending with return 2;

(node 2). Hence, n := 0 serves the input in the first test case, while the assertion refers to 2 as expected
value. After the finish of the first path’s execution, the previous condition is negated (!(n <= 0)) and
the resulting formula is solved that yields n := 1 as the next concrete input. The execution with this
value will traverse another decision in the code checking whether n is even or odd. As the current
input is odd the execution finishes at statement return 1;. Therefore, n := 1 serves as the second
test case’s input. Finally, the previous decision’s formula is negated and then added to the first with a
logical AND: !(n <= 0)∧!(n%2! = 0). By solving this formula, n := 2 is extracted as a satisfactory
input, and the execution with this input reaches the remaining return 0; statement.
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Figure 2.2: The symbolic execution tree for method ClassifyNum.

2.4 Practical Problems of White-Box Test Generation

Several research works have aimed at exploring the challenges and practical problems of all types
of white-box test generation techniques (e.g., [CS13; Yan+19; Che+13; FA13a; Ciu+08; Bal+18; Gay16;
Fra+15; DF14]). Taking an overview of their results leads to the identification of multiple types of
common problems affecting all the techniques.

Test oracles. Generating tests based only on the source code implies that no behavior specifications
can be used to derive assertions for the test cases. Thus to enable white-box test input generation

to become test generation the assertions are created from the observed behavior after the very first
execution of the given test inputs. However, such test oracles are often not relevant and they may
encode a faulty behavior found in the implementation (due to the lack of specification).

Usability. White-box test generation techniques use complex algorithms to derive test cases only
from the source code. Everyday users of these techniques are not aware of the underlying algorithms
and hence applying them on real-world software may introduce heavy difficulties. Also, the lack of
understanding makes it hard to identify possibly occurring problems with the test generation process
itself.

Environment. Invocations to the environment during test generation (e.g., to the file system, or to
an external library or module) might trigger side effects for the code under test that may influence
the outcome of the generated test case, or could block the test generation process entirely.
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Object creation. It is a well-known problem of white-box test generation, and is also referred to
as the complex input problem. In object-oriented software a large portion of the methods to be tested
have non-primitive types as parameters. If such method is the starting point of the test generation
process, then the given technique should guess how to instantiate the type (e.g., which constructor
to use, or with which call sequences to synthesize an object of the type).

Concurrency. Commands in the code under test that involve concurrent execution may lead to
unexpected side effects during test generation based only on the source code (e.g., locked resources,
inconsistency of variable values). On one hand, the techniques which do not involve concrete execu-
tions of the code may disregard the concurrency related statements, though such techniques cannot
find any concurrency related issues. On the other, dynamic techniques using concrete executions for
test generation may trigger concurrent executions on multiple threads that can cause side effects,
while finding concurrency bugs remains cumbersome. Test generation for testing concurrency is an
active research area.

State space explosion. When the test generation process is practically unbounded, such algo-
rithms may explore program states that are out-of-scope or cause fruitless executions (e.g., redun-
dant paths). On one hand, the number of these paths may grow so large that constraint solvers, or
the computer’s memory cannot deal with it. On the other hand, when a boundary is set, it should be
defined in a way that it does not hinder exploring important states in the program.

In the followings, three of the identified issues are elaborated more deeply as they serve as a motiva-
tional basis for the topic of this dissertation.

2.4.1 Environment Dependencies

In a real-world software that has measurable complexity, interactions with external dependencies are
prevalent. These can include reading and writing to the file system, establishing communication over
network, calling external libraries or even invocations to other components of the software that are
outside of the analysis scope. The importance of isolating these dependencies during testing stems
from the fact that they can cause unwanted side effects or events, and can uncontrollably affect test
outcomes.

To tackle this issue, creating test doubles to replace the original, external objects is a common way
for dependency isolation. This is usually an effort intensive task as all problematic dependencies have
to be replaced manually or with the support of isolation frameworks. As white-box test generation
algorithms automatically explore the source code in combination with concrete executions, they will
try to traverse all external dependencies as well: this yields that they interact with the file system, they
send messages over network, will reach out to external components. If anything in the dependencies
fail, it might affect the test generation process or the outcome of the generated test case. In other cases,
when white-box test generators do not employ concrete executions, they may fail to move forward
on the statements interacting with and reaching to dependencies.

Thesis 2 of this dissertation (Chapter 4) proposes an approach to overcome the issues caused by
environment dependencies by isolating them in an automated way.

2.4.2 Test Oracle Generation

White-box test generation techniques rely only on the source code to derive test cases. This yields
that test oracles, which decide on the outcome of the generated test cases cannot be extracted from
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specifications. To overcome this gap, and to evolve from test input generation to test case generation,
such techniques apply observed behavior to create assertions. The observations are derived from
concrete executions of the program with the already generated test inputs.

However, this introduces a fundamental problem – which is usually not considered during eval-
uations of white-box test generators – that if a faulty behavior is implemented in the program, then
the white-box test generator might encode the fault in the observations and thus the test will pass al-
ways. To tackle this, developers should analyze each generated assertion with respect to a behavioral
specification. This process can consume lots of effort, as the generated tests and the assertions might
be hard to read and understand.

Thesis 1 of this dissertation (Chapter 3) presents an empirical study investigating the process of
analyzing the assertions in terms of sucess and required effort.

2.4.3 Problem Identification

Handling environment dependencies and object creational problems are only two of the numerous
common problems of white-box test generators that may hinder the test generation process. Often,
such issues are hard to identify as white-box test generator tools by default do not provide any feed-
back about the reason of the lack of generated tests [Xia+11a]. The single symptom in those cases is
usually the low code coverage achieved.

In those cases, the user of the test generator tool should analyze the root cause, which can be
a non-trivial task for people who do not have experience with the underlying algorithms. Thus it
is clear that users need to have support to alleviate the investigation process, which can be e.g., an
automated process of issue identification [Xia+11b], or a visualization that makes it easier for users
to grab an overview of the test generation process and its results.

Thesis 3 of this dissertation (Chapter 5) presents a technique for automatically visualizing the test
generation process of symbolic execution.

2.5 Evaluating White-Box Test Generation Techniques

The evaluation of white-box test generation techniques can be performed from multiple aspects. The
most simplest viewpoint is to assess a technique via the coverage reached by its generated tests. This
can provide feedback about the code exploration capabilities of the technique, however the practicality
of focusing only on code coverage is questionable. Thus, more sophisticated studies use the fault-
finding capabilities of the generated tests to valuate the performance of the techniques involved.
While it can provide more practice-related results, the process of measuring the detected faults can
be far from trivial. In the followings, three of the most important study design variables are detailed
to help better understanding why such evaluations are difficult to plan and execute.

2.5.1 Design Decisions on Evaluating Test Generators

What to measure? As discussed, most evaluations use the fault-finding capability or the code cov-
erage reached as one of their dependent variables. There are multiple ways to quantify the fault-
finding capability of generated tests, yet the two most common are: mutation score and the use of
a golden implementation. The measurement of mutation score involves transformations of the code
under test to check whether the tests are sensitive to a given change in the code. Although there are
concerns with the metric [Pap+16], according to some studies, the higher the mutation score, the bet-
ter the practical fault-finding capability of a test suite [And+06; Jus14; Jus+14]. The usage of golden
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and faulty implementations is another way of measuring fault-finding capability. In such evaluations
the measurement process is the following: the generated white-box tests are executed both on the
faulty and on the golden implementations, and if a test case fails on the faulty and passes on the
golden, then it is considered as a fault-detector. Empirical studies can also evaluate white-box test
generators based on code coverage metrics. The advantage is that it is fairly simple to measure (e.g.,
using off-the-shelf tools) and to report, however it has been shown that it is not well correlated with
the fault-finding effectiveness of a test suite [IH14].

Who to measure? The evaluation of a white-box test generator can focus on the practical use of
the tool and technique. If that is the criterion, then human participants are a great way to improve
the external validity of the study. However, organizing and conducting such studies is difficult, e.g.,
due to the inhomogeneous population of people. Also, it is not trivial whether students can represent
developers in an empirical study [HRW00; Die+17; Fal+18]. Focusing only on the quantitative side of
the evaluation, one can use automated scripts as the subjects that will execute the test generator with
predefined parameters.

Where to measure? If one grasps the practical side of evaluating a white-box test generator, then
real-world programs can be used from open-source repositories. However, a carelessly planned pro-
gram selection criteria or process might strongly affect the outcome and may introduce a bias that
cannot be compensated in the results. To reduce such bias, one should design rigorous selection crite-
ria for open-source projects or should consider using artificial programs tailored for a given purpose,
while concerning the traits of real-world source code as well. Finding the balance between these two
might cause this task to become difficult.

2.5.2 Literature overview

The forthcoming list aims to provide an overview of the current state of experiments and empirical
studies in software engineering, and more specifically white-box test generation that are related to
the topics of this dissertation.

Experiments in software engineering. Sjøberg et al. [Sjø+05] present a survey of controlled ex-
periments in software engineering: in the analyzed 5,453 papers from 1993 to 2002 only 103 articles
reported experiments. More recently, Ko et al. [KLB13] performed an analysis of 1,065 papers from
2001 to 2011 reporting on new software engineering tools. They found that the existence of some kind
of empirical evaluation is quite common, however, “experiments evaluating human use are still quite
rare”.

Evaluating test generators. Several studies analyze automated test generators in different set-
tings. Lakhotia et al. [LMH10] compared the AUSTIN and CUTE tools on 5 programs. Qu and Robin-
son [QR11] analyzed the coverage of CREST and KLEE on an embedded system. Generated tests were
compared to existing manually written tests by Wang et al. [WZT15] for the CoreUtils project and
the KLEE tool, and by Kracht et al. [KPW14] for 10 projects from SourceForge and the EvoSuite and
CodePro tools. Shamshiri et al. [Sha+15] performed an experiment with three tools on real faults.
These experiment provide important findings on the capabilities of the tools, but they do not address
tool usage.
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Test generation during development. Ceccato et al. [Cec+15] investigated whether generated
tests have an impact on debugging. They found that the effectiveness of debugging is comparable
when manual tests are available. Beller et al. [Bel+15] reported about a field study of monitoring
416 developer: developers rarely write and run tests, but tend to overestimate their testing effort. In
the paper by Fraser et al. [Fra+13] participants tested an existing unit either manually or with the
help of EvoSuite. It was later replicated by the same authors [Fra+15]. In the study by Rojas et al.
the task of the participants was to implement a class and test it either manually or with the help of
EvoSuite [RFA15]. It was a follow-up experiment of some of the authors of [Fra+13]. The study by
Ramler et al. is similar [RWS12]: manual tests were created by participants, but the generated tests
were created by the authors using Randoop.

Test generation and oracles. If a white-box test generator does not use any other input than the
code itself, then it generates derived oracles [Bar+15], which should be examined by a human. We
found three studies that are closely related to this topic. In the study of Staats et al. participants had
to classify invariants generated by Daikon [Sta+12]. They found that users struggle to determine
the correctness of generated program invariants (that can serve as test oracles). The object of the
study was one Java class, and tasks were performed on printouts. Pastore et al. used a crowd sourcing
platform [PMF13] to recruit participants to validate JUnit tests based on the code documentation. They
found that the crowd can identify faults in the test assertions, but misclassified several harder cases.
Shamshiri et al. conducted an experiment [Sha+18] along with two replications with 75 participants
to learn more about how generated tests influence software maintenance. Their setting started with a
failing test (caused by an artificial change in the code) and participantswere asked to 1) decidewhether
it is a regression fault or the test itself contains errors, and to 2) fix the cause of the problem. They
found that the regressive maintenance of generated tests can take more time with same effectiveness.
However, they do not consider the case when the generated tests is created on originally faulty code
(mismatching the specification) on which our study focuses (thus ours is not a regression scenario).

The next chapter (Thesis 1) will present the design and the results of two empirical studies. As
presented before, several studies targeted the practical use of white-box test generators during de-
velopment, however, the number of conclusions that could be drawn was limited. Thus, as the first
step in our empirical investigation, we decided to replicate a study, which had a design that we found
the most suitable. The evaluation of this study’s results has led us to the discovery of an uninvesti-
gated problem of empirical study designs of white-box test generation: the classification of generated
white-box tests in terms of correctness. Therefore, as a second study, we set out to explore the gen-
erated white-box test classification problem in a setting where participants work in a development
environment on new features of a complex project.
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Chapter3

Empirical Investigation of Practical

White-Box Test Generation

3.1 Overview

As white-box test generation techniques and tools evolve, more and more empirical evaluations are
published to assess their capabilities. In most of the studies, the tools are evaluated in a technology-
oriented setting (e.g., [KPW14; WZT15; Sha+15]). Only a limited number of studies involved human

participants performing prescribed tasks with the tools [Fra+15; RFA15; Eno+16].

Empirical Investigation of Practical White-Box Test Generation

Study 1: Using White-Box Test Generation

During Development

Study 2: Classifying Generated

White-Box Tests

Identified Challenges

Generated tests are hard to understand

Low trust in test generator tools

Low code coverage of generated tests

Issues with test generation in complex programs

C3

C4

C1

C2

Construct Measuring code coverage and fault detection

Method Replicated study design with 30 participants

Result Generated tests can be better than manual

Thesis 1

Construct Measuring user understanding

Method New study design with 106 participants

Result Users tend to misclassify generated tests

Sec 3.2

Sec 3.2.1

Sec 3.2.2

Sec 3.2.3

Sec 3.3

Sec 3.3.1

Sec 3.3.2

Sec 3.3.4

Figure 3.1: Overview of the structure of Chapter 3.

In this chapter, two human-focused experiments are presented that assess two different aspects of
white-box test generation: i) supporting development with test generation, 2) classifying the gener-
ated tests in terms of correctness. Figure 3.1 shows the main sections of this chapter and summarizes
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the challenges we identified from the outcomes of the two studies. In a nutshell, white-box gener-
ated tests are mostly difficult to understand, and thus users have low trust in the automated tools.
Also, most of the generated test suites have low code coverage, which is mostly caused by issues with
white-box test generation techniques in complex software.

3.2 Study 1: Using White-Box Test Generation During Development

3.2.1 Introduction

The alarming results of white-box test generation experiments with human participants suggest that
although developers using automated tools were able to generate tests reaching higher code coverage,
software quality and number of detected bugs have not increased. These experiments all employed a
single test generator tool and mostly students as participants.

Replications are used to increase the confidence in the results of an experiment [JV10]. A body of

knowledge can only be built by replicating isolated studies; as Basili et al. [BSL99] stated “replications
that alter key attributes ... are then necessary to build up knowledge about whether the results hold
under other conditions”. Replications are also the key to manage the trade-off between internal and
external validity [SSA15].

We analyzed the previous studies with human participants and extracted the scenarios in which
test generator tools were used. Using this information we identified the potential variables in the
studies’ design (unit is already implemented or not, source code is available, etc.). This helped us to
get an overview of the collective findings of the studies.

After piloting two experiments [Fra+15], [RFA15], we selected the one performed by Rojas et

al. [RFA15], where participants had to both implement and test a unit. Their findings provide an
important step in understanding whether test generation tools help developers to achieve better code
quality. However, as the authors also noted in their conclusion, replications need to complement these
results, e.g., with different participants or tools.

Therefore, we set out to perform an external, differentiated replication (according to the definitions
of [Bal+14]). The main changes of the experiment design included (i) using professional developers
along with students as participants, and (ii) selecting a different test generation tool, the IntelliTest
feature in Visual Studio 2015 (a successor of Pex [TH08]). These changes increased the external va-
lidity of the original experiment and broadened its results.

Our results confirmed one original research question fully, two partially, and provided no new ev-
idence to support the fourth one. However, similarly to the original experiment several of the findings
were not statistically significant. Moreover, we strengthened the confidence that the original results
were not limited to EvoSuite and student participants.

3.2.2 Experiment design

The description of the conducted replication follows the guidelines from Carver ([Car10]), therefore
the designs of both the original and the replicated experiment are presented in a structured way. The
description of the replication emphasizes the differences to the original one.
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Table 3.1: Classes of the experiment

Project NCSS Methods # of classes # of tests Manual tests IntelliTest tests
Java C# Java C# Instr. Branch Instr. Branch

FilterIterator 49 41 11 11 9 8 81.82% 82.61% 66.67% 60.87%
FixedOrderComparator 68 64 10 10 7 6 88.00% 84.00% 73.00% 56.00%
ListPopulation 54 43 13 14 39 9 65.85% 67.5% 70.73% 67.50%
PredicatedMap 44 27 9 7 16 21 20.37% 13.04% 83.33% 82.61%

3.2.2.1 Original Experiment

The original experiment was conducted by Rojas et al. [RFA15] in 2014. Their goal was to “empirically
evaluate the effects of using an automated test generation tool during development“. After a selection
procedure, the authors employed EvoSuite [FA13b] as the test generation tool.

Participants of the experiment had two objectives: to implement classes based on Javadoc speci-
fications, and to write unit tests to achieve high code coverage.

Note that the original paper [RFA15] contained a second study, think-aloud observations of five
professional developers. In this replication we only concentrate on the first study, the experiment.

EvoSuite Test Generation Tool EvoSuite is a code-based test generator for Java, which generates
JUnit tests with intention to reach high code coverage. Due to the underlying methodology, EvoSuite
generates assertions based only on the observed behavior, hence test oracles have to be extended
manually for each generated test. EvoSuite can be used via an Eclipse plug-in that provides a one-
click option to generate test cases for arbitrary classes.

Research Questions

RQ1 Does using EvoSuite during software development lead to test suites with higher code cover-
age?

RQ2 Does using EvoSuite during software development lead to developers spending more or less
time on testing?

RQ3 Does using EvoSuite during software development lead to software with fewer bugs?
RQ4 Does spending more time with EvoSuite and its tests lead to better implementations?

Participants The authors of the original study invited undergraduate and master students from
their local university by sending them e-mails. In total, 41 participants were recruited. Each student
was paid 30 GBP for participating in the experiment. Some of them were familiar with the tools
(including EvoSuite) used during the experiment. Most of the participants had several years of ex-
perience in Java programming.

Objects Objects of the original experiment were four classes from the Apache Commons project
[The16] written in Java. These were selected manually by using several suitability criteria. Table 3.1
introduces the number of source code statements and methods of the four Java classes.

The classes were transformed into skeletons that have only method stubs from their public mem-
bers. Each of these skeletons were bundled into their pruned projects containing only the class skele-
ton and its dependencies. Every project was copied into predefined Eclipse workspaces. The original
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implementations and the test cases of the classes were packaged into golden projects for coverage
and error analysis.

The users were able to receive their task environment by entering their identifiers. Participants
used a preconfigured Eclipse environment with the Rabbit usage tracking tool that saved user activity
during the experiment.

Evaluation of the resulting implementation and test cases required two tools: the EclEmma code
coverage tool and the Major mutation framework [Jus14]. The data analysis was conducted using an
R script that evaluated datasets of each participant.

Experiment Procedure First, participants were given a brief, 30-minutes tutorial about concepts
regarding the experiment: 1) a short presentation on testing, JUnit and the classes to implement and
test, 2) a small project for an interactive programming and testing exercise.

Next, participants were asked to fill the background questionnaire concerning their education,
industrial experiences, and knowledge on programming, testing.

This was followed by the two main sessions for the two experiment tasks. A session for each task
lasted for 60 minutes. The participants completed one task with EvoSuite and one manually, both on
different classes. After the second task, subjects were asked to fill an exit survey with questions on
their feelings about the tools and the experiment.

Context Variables The variables of the experiment were the followings.
• Factors (treatments): method of testing (manual or assisted)
• Fixed independent: test generator (EvoSuite), objects (Apache Commons projects), participants
(students), time limit (60 minutes)

• Dependant: achieved code coverage (instruction, branch), achieved mutation score, test out-
comes (error, failure), activity counts (debugging, test run, coverage measurement, test genera-
tion)

Summary of Results The results were calculated using a three-step analysis:
• running subject test suite on subject implementation to measure the thoroughness of tests,
• running golden test suite on subject implementation to check the implementation,
• running subject test suite on golden implementation to validate the tests.
The calculation of results involved statistical analysis, along with the inspection of test suite evo-

lution during each task. According to their results, Rojas et al. stated the following answers to their
research questions.
RQ1 “. . . coverage can be increased with EvoSuite, depending on how the generated tests are used.”
RQ2 “In our experiment, using automated unit test generation reduced the time spent on testing in

all four classes.”
RQ3 “Our experiment provided no evidence that software quality changes with automated unit test

generation.”
RQ4 “Our experiment suggests that the implementation improves the more time developers spend

with generated tests.”
According to the exit survey that participants took, in the task where EvoSuite was used: they

1) had enough time for implementation and testing, 2) think that a good test suite was produced, 3)
were uncertain about their implementation. However, most of the participants agreed that EvoSuite
helped testing. The results also showed that most effort was required for understanding the class
under test.
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Table 3.2: Summary of changes to the original experiment

Change Original Replication Reason for change

Recruitment Invitations via email Public announcements More people from industry
Participants Students from Univ. of

Sheffield
Students and professionals Different samples

Design One experiment session Multiple experiment ses-
sions

More suitable for professionals

Tool EvoSuite IntelliTest Increase external validity
Objects Apache Commons (Java) Apache Commons (C#) IntelliTest works with C#
Artifacts No provided documentation Cheat sheets, tips & tricks Learning curve of IntelliTest
Data collection Collected by Rabbit tool Collected by custom plug-in No suitable tools found
Coverage Measured on every build Measured only on test runs More realistic results
Analysis tools Summarized by EclEmma,

Major, JUnit
Summarized by OpenCover,
VisualMutator, MSTest

IntelliTest works with C#

The authors of the original study claim that the effect of a test generation tool on quality greatly
depends on how the tool and its generated tests are used. The conclusion of results points out that
generated tests shall be more readable, the tools shall be integrated into development environments,
and developers need to be educated on how to use these tools.

3.2.2.2 Replicated Experiment

We replicated the experiment without any interaction with the original authors. During the design
of the replication, we only relied on the published paper and the lab package1. We chose this option
to reduce the chance of bias. The provided materials were detailed and well-prepared, we did not
identify any missing point when planning the replication.

class FilterIterator {
  /* Description */
  public void Remove() {
     // TODO   
  }
}

class FilterIterator {
  ...
}
class TestFilterIterator {
   
}

Coding/testing IntelliTest IntelliTest

Coding/testing

Golden implementation and test suiteUser implementation and test suiteClass template and specification

Exercise 1 (IntelliTest)

Exercise 2 (Manual)

60 minutes

Figure 3.2: Overview of the replicated experiment (adopted from [RFA15]).

The overview of the experiment procedure is seen on Figure 3.2. Before the live replication, we
conducted a pilot study with a master student from which we used the feedback to improve the
materials and artifacts. The experiment sessions were carried out in January 2016. The summary of
changes for the replication is found in Table 3.2

IntelliTest Test Generation Tool IntelliTest is the latest version of Pex [TH08], a white-box test
generator tool for .NET. IntelliTest currently supports C# language and is integrated into Visual Studio
2015. The tool generates test cases for the MSTest testing framework.

A basic concept of IntelliTest is the parameterized unit test (PUT) that serves as a specification for
the method currently under test [TS05]. PUTs are test methods with arbitrary parameters, which are

1Available from http://www.evosuite.org/study-2014/
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called from the generated test cases with concrete arguments. PUT methods can be extended using 1)
assumptions in order to steer test generation to a desired execution path, and 2) assertions to check
properties which should hold for similar inputs. Test generation can be invoked for a PUT, generated
tests are stored in separate files for each PUT. Thus, test suites for whole classes could be generated
via multiple steps (unlike the one-click option of EvoSuite).

IntelliTest has a GUI integrated into Visual Studio. Its functionalities can be reached via context
menu items. Certain circumstances require concepts that need to be grasped by the user (e.g., speci-
fying factory methods). The user interface of the tool is more complex compared to EvoSuite.

Participants We created an online application form and announced our experiment in different
places. We held two presentations in local events to have the attention of people from industry. Ad-
ditionally, we also sent direct invitations about our experiment via email to industrial contacts. The
announcements and emails reached approximately 1500 developers and testers. As inclusion criteria
we specified experience with C# and Visual Studio and familiarity with unit testing.

After the first round of applications we decided to extend the samples with undergraduate, master
and PhD students from a local university. Undergraduates there learn the C, Java and C# languages,
and have some proficiency with Visual Studio. Master students are enrolled in a course about software
V&V, where they practice unit testing in assignments and learn about test generation in one lecture.

In summary, we had 35 applications, from which 4 people did not make it to the experiment,
and 1 person had to be excluded at the beginning due to lack of necessary experience with C#. The
remaining 30 participants included 4 undergraduate, 11 master and 5 PhD students, while 10 people
have finished their studies. From the 11master students 7 are employed in half-time or nearly full-time
jobs. Altogether 17 participants stated more than one year of work experience. Every participant was
familiar with Visual Studio and 28 stated that understands the concept of code coverage well or very
well. The average score of participants on the C# programming and testing quiz in the background
questionnaire was 7.0 out of 10. Participants did not receive monetary compensation.

The number of involved participants could seem low, however it is common in software engineer-
ing experiments with human subjects. Ko et al. [KLB13] reported a median of 36 participants (ranging
from 2 to 222), while the survey of Sjøberg et al. [Sjø+05] measured a median of 42 participants (rang-
ing from 12 to 120) in human subject experiments.

The original study employed 42 students (mostly undergraduates) from the University of Sheffield.
The participants had at least basic experience with programming and testing. Note that they received
monetary compensation for participation.

Artifacts The replication used the same Apache Commons projects for experimentation, how-
ever they were manually converted from Java to C#. The transformation had difficulties, because
the projects build on some Java-specific concepts. For example, difficulties included conversion be-
tween visibility indicators, transformation of a Java-specific iterator to C#, and instantiation of anony-
mous classes. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the Java implementation and the converted version
of classes. In case of C#, the statement numbers are slightly lower due to the usage of C#-specific
simplifications. However, two differences are noticeable: 1) ListPopulation has one more method, and
2) PredicatedMap has two methods fewer (and significantly fewer statements). The first one is due
to a .NET-specific implementation of a collection iterator that is used by ListPopulation. The cause
of the second difference is the omission of two file persistence methods (writing, reading) from the
golden implementation. We excluded these, because the stub of the classes (in the Java version) did
not contain these classes, hence subjects did not have to implement them.
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Table 3.1 also presents the details of golden implementations including 1) the number of other
classes in the project, 2) the number of tests, 3) the statement and branch coverage reached using
golden test suites, 4) the statement and branch coverage reached using IntelliTest. We executed Intel-
liTest on every method, and only corrected simple execution errors (e.g., specifying a factory for the
class), thus this represents the coverage that can be easily reached by the default settings of the tool.
Note that golden tests reach very low coverage on PredicatedMap, and ListPopulation has numerous
classes in its project (these are not specific to the C# versions).

We ensured the correctness of our translation by converting the golden test suites from JUnit to
MSTest. This transformation was straightforward.

We also transformed to C# the tutorial project used before the experiment tasks. During the tu-
torial, we used the same presentation with slight modifications suiting the needs of the replication.
Due to the more complex functionalities provided by IntelliTest, we created seven tutorial slides that
included tips and tricks for the usage of IntelliTest, and a short description of how testing works in
Visual Studio. Moreover, we created three cheat sheets for IntelliTest and MSTest that contain the list
of assumption and assertion methods. Both the seven tutorial slides and the three cheat sheets was
part of the printed pack that participants received during the experiment. The pack additionally con-
tained the last six slides from the tutorial briefly describing the classes to implement and test, along
with an information paper detailing the steps of the experiment.

Experiment Procedure We used the same experiment procedure with the same tasks and time
limits. We only divided the whole experiment into nine sessions on different days and times (four
in the afternoon and five in the evening). We made this change to ensure participants from industry
have at least one session that suits their free time. Before the experiment each participant signed an
informed consent.

Data Collection The Rabbit tracking tool used in the original experiment is only available for
Eclipse. Therefore, we had to choose another tool for Visual Studio that fits our needs. After an un-
successful pursuit for a suitable tool, we wrote a new extension for Visual Studio to track user activity.
Our tool is capable of measuring the same data that were reported in the paper of the original exper-
iment.

We carried out only one change in the data collection procedure compared to the original. Rojas et
al. persisted theworkspaces of the subjects when a buildwas triggered. This datawas used for creating
a time analysis of the branch coverage per minute. We changed this to only save the workspace when
a test was run. Although this modification leads to fewer data, it only measures coverage when it
really does exist (i.e., the user has run the tests).

Data Analysis The evaluation of the results was conducted with different tools due to the conver-
sion to C#. We applied FxCop for measuring the non-commenting source code statements, MSTest for
running test suites, OpenCover [Wil16] for measuring code coverage, and VisualMutator [DT15] for
calculatingmutation score.We chose VisualMutator, because it is the onlymutation framework for C#
that is actively developed. VisualMutator has 19 mutation operators from which only 6 are common
with Major (the mutation tool used by the original experiment). VisualMutator lacks statement dele-
tion and value replacement operators, whereas defines method and class level operators like access
modifier change or changing overloading method content. Therefore differences may occur among
the calculated mutation scores compared to the original experiment. Similarly, the coverage numbers
should not be strictly compared to the Java coverage in the original paper.
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The aggregation of the collected data was conducted by a semi-automated script written in Pow-
erShell. The output from this was evaluated by R scripts. We reused the R scripts for data analysis
provided by the authors of the original study. The scripts were slightly modified as the output from
our aggregation script had different schemes.

We used the same statistical measures as in the original study: Student T-test with Cohen d statis-
tics and Mann-Whitney U-test with Vargha-Delaney statistic.

3.2.2.3 Threats to Validity

The replicated experiment had similar threats to validity to the original one. We briefly summarize
them and emphasize only the differences.

Construct: The quality of the implementation is measured with the number of failures of the
golden test suite, and failures are not traced back to faults. Moreover, as we can see from Table 3.1 the
golden test suite does not fully cover the implementation. The quality of the tests is measured using
coverage and mutation, which are only proxy measurements (although research suggest that gen-
erated mutants are similar to real faults [And+06]). Although VisualMutator uses carefully selected
mutation operators [DT15], equivalent mutants could also introduce a threat as they can distort the
fault-finding effectiveness of a test suite in both ways. Therefore, in the current experiment mutation
score should be used as a relative comparison metric between the test suites

Internal: There are several threats when using human participants. To avoid bias, objects were
assigned randomly to participants. To counter learning effect, the order of the task were also random-
ized. However, the final assignments were manually tweaked to have balanced samples. To reduce
fatigue effect a 15-minutes break was scheduled between the two tasks with soft drinks, snacks and
pizza. A short presentation and tutorial exercise was held at the beginning of each session to ensure
participants understood the tasks. However, as the original study suggested and our results confirmed
education is key with automated test generators, and such a basic training may not be sufficient.

The replication introduced some new threats to internal validity. As we split the experiment in
several sessions care was taken to deliver the tutorial in the same way every time. The printed mate-
rials have not been changed. We had sessions in the evening (6:00pm–9:00pm), hence the participants
could have been more tired than the ones in afternoon sessions or in the original experiment. We used
a custom tool for tracking the activities of the participants, which was only validated in the pilot.

External: The three factors limiting external validity in the original experiment included fixed
object classes, student participants and fixed tool. We changed two out of three: participants and the
tool. A different set of populationwas usedwith participants havingmore diverse work experience (13
reporting 1–5, 1 reporting 6–10 and 3 reporting 10+ years of work experience). EvoSuitewas replaced
with IntelliTest (and consequently Java with C#). Therefore, the combined results of the original and
replicated experiments would greatly increase the external validity of the original.

Conclusion: As seven to eight people performed a given task and project combination our sam-
ple sizes are small, similarly to the original experiment. However, we decided to follow the original
experiment and keep all the four projects.

3.2.3 Results

Before evaluating and statistically testing the results, we manually validated the data [d9]. We found
the following issues with the data set.

• One participant had no implementation in one task.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of instruction and branch coverage values, andmutation scores calculated from
running the participants’ test suites on their own implementations. Assisted means using IntelliTest
for generation.

Class Measure Assisted Manual sd Â12 U pv d T pv N

FilterIterator Instructions 57.6% 41.3% 30.9% 0.63 0.52 0.52 0.41 58
Branches 51.6% 38.6% 28.9% 0.60 0.65 0.45 0.48 79
Mutation 99.2% 54.3% 25.4% 0.80 0.09 1.76 0.08 6

FixedOrderComparator Instructions 53.5% 54.4% 21.4% 0.67 0.52 -0.04 0.95 8820
Branches 53.4% 53.8% 15.0% 0.47 1.00 -0.02 0.98 31309
Mutation 75.0% 65.8% 41.4% 0.53 1.00 0.22 0.77 322

ListPopulation Instructions 48.0% 67.1% 21.1% 0.24 0.13 -0.90 0.14 20
Branches 47.0% 69.1% 20.0% 0.19 0.07 -1.10 0.08 14
Mutation 39.0% 49.0% 47.4% 0.42 0.66 -0.21 0.71 354

PredicatedMap Instructions 46.3% 73.8% 25.1% 0.25 0.27 -1.09 0.21 14
Branches 41.1% 73.7% 23.8% 0.20 0.18 -1.37 0.13 9
Mutation 78.2% 37.8% 36.7% 0.70 0.39 1.10 0.15 14

• 18 out of 60 (two tasks for 30 participants) data points could not be evaluated due to lack of tests.
We could not find a single source for this, as these included 6 manual and 12 IntelliTest tasks,
and all four projects occurred at least twice. Moreover, only three participants were not able to
finish both of their tasks (one of them is a 3rd year undergraduate, one is a master student and
one is a professional with full-time job).

• Testing time was measured during the experiments, however suspicious values were obtained
in some cases. The values are ranging from 3 to 56 minutes with an average of 27 and following
normal distribution. The average and the minimum seem plausible (some of the participants
barely finished the implementation). However, the maximum is too close to the 60 minutes
limit; it is not reasonable to finish the implementation in 4 minutes even when developing with
TDD.

• Some participants reported crashes of Visual Studio, MSTest and IntelliTest. This could be a
reason for some of the anomalies above.

We excluded the results belonging to the first two items from the analysis. We did not found the
reason for the testing time anomaly, hence we will not draw conclusions from it in the subsequent
research questions.

3.2.3.1 Original Research Questions

RQ1: Effects on resulting test suites Table 3.3 shows the average of instruction coverage, branch
coverage and the mutation score reached when executing the subjects’ test suites on their own im-
plementations. In case of FilterIterator, the average coverage measures and mutation scores were
considerably higher when using IntelliTest. Running both types of test suites on FixedOrderCom-
parator resulted in almost the same average branch and statement coverage. However, the mutation
score of the test suites generated by IntelliTest were slightly higher on average. The outlier numbers
in column N denote that in order to have statistically significant difference between the assisted and
manual we would need that large numbers of samples. It caused by the fact that the two statistical
populations are very similar to each other in the current results (see e.g., the almost equal avarage
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Table 3.4: Average instruction and branch coverage reached using the golden implementation and test
suites of subjects.

Coverage
type

Class Assisted Manual sd Â12 U pv d T pv N

In
st
ru
ct
io
n

co
ve
ra
ge

FilterIterator 56.7% 40.1% 31.1% 0.63 0.52 0.53 0.40 56
FixedOrderComparator 59.3% 48.8% 24.5% 0.64 0.60 0.43 0.55 86
ListPopulation 39.8% 59.8% 22.9% 0.24 0.13 -0.87 0.16 22
PredicatedMap 37.5% 66.7% 21.6% 0.12 0.09 -1.35 0.10 10

Br
an
ch

co
ve
ra
ge FilterIterator 50.4% 37.7% 29.1% 0.62 0.58 0.44 0.49 82

FixedOrderComparator 49.3% 42.3% 24.2% 0.67 0.52 0.29 0.68 189
ListPopulation 40.4% 60.2% 20.9% 0.23 0.12 -0.95 0.13 19
PredicatedMap 41.3% 69.6% 20.1% 0.15 0.11 -1.41 0.10 9

coverage results). For ListPopulation and PredicatedMap, the measured statement and branch cov-
erage were significantly higher in case of manual testing. In the first two classes, the measurements
resulted in medium effect sizes, yet the results on the last two classes have larger effect sizes.

Our results showed two similar cases compared to the original study: 1) FilterIterator, where In-
telliTest and EvoSuite produced test suites with higher coverage values than manual, and 2) Predi-
catedMap, where test cases written manually gave higher coverage than generated tests.

The original study pointed out as potential explanation that the coverage differences could be
related to frequency of coverage measurements (found in Table 3.5). However, our results do not
strengthen this relation, since there is no noticeable connection between the differences in coverage
measurements and coverage values.

The quality of the test suites were analyzed using the golden implementation, which works as
specified in the commented documentation. Thus, these results could show how the test suite of
each subject can cover the specified behavior. The results are summarized in Table 3.4. In case of
FixedOrderComparator and test suites generated by IntelliTest, there is a noticeable increase for both
coverage measures with slightly higher effect sizes. The differences in coverage of the other three
classes remained almost the same when executing on the golden implementations.

The original study also emphasized FixedOrderComparator as a focus of interest. Their results
on this class also showed an increase in coverage of generated test cases when running them on the
golden implementation. Although, Rojas et al. mentioned the more time spent on tests as a possible
cause, our results do not strengthen this: as shown in Table 3.5, FixedOrderComparator had the lowest
testing time from the three cases.

In summary, our results showed that there are cases when generated tests produce higher cov-
erage, and cases where manually written tests perform better. However, the potential relationships
between usage of generated tests and the increase of coverage are not discovered by our results.

RQ1: Our results show that coverage can be higher when using IntelliTest in certain cases.

RQ2: Effects on time spent on testing Table 3.5 shows the summarized activity of the subjects in
different cases for each class. Our results show that manual testers ran code coverage measurements
more often than IntelliTest users. It is interesting that in case of IntelliTest nobody ran test debug, and
ran significantly less tests and coverage measurements.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of average number of times when a test suite was executed, debugger was
started and coverage was measured.

Class Property Assisted Manual d T pv N

FilterIterator MSTest coverage 0.40 1.00 -0.47 0.47 73
MSTest debug 0.00 1.67 -0.92 0.31 19
MSTest run 3.40 7.33 -0.86 0.20 22
Minutes spent on tests 38.51 32.79 0.67 0.30 36

FixedOrder-
Comparator

MSTest coverage 0.33 1.33 -0.96 0.20 18
MSTest debug 0.00 0.33 -1.29 0.17 10
MSTest run 6.00 6.17 -0.04 0.96 10505
Minutes spent on tests 15.87 26.95 -0.67 0.37 36

ListPopulation MSTest coverage 1.33 0.43 0.91 0.15 20
MSTest debug 0.00 0.43 -0.76 0.36 28
MSTest run 6.83 13.86 -1.04 0.13 16
Minutes spent on tests 25.34 38.55 -1.09 0.08 14

PredicatedMapMSTest coverage 0.50 2.40 -2.21 0.02 4
MSTest debug 0.00 0.20 -0.89 0.37 21
MSTest run 1.75 15.80 -2.45 0.04 4
Minutes spent on tests 18.78 37.37 -1.27 0.10 11

Compared to the original study, we obtained different results. Participants of the original exper-
iment were more active in most of the activities when using EvoSuite. This could be due to the
investigation procedure to see how the generated tests perform. However, our results show less ac-
tivity than in manual cases, which could point out that generated tests of IntelliTest may require less
effort to understand.

However, this research question can be only partially answered due to the issues mentioned in
the beginning of Section 3.2.3. Hence, time analysis of testing effort is not conducted here.

RQ2: Our results show that the usage of IntelliTest could reduce the required amount of user activity.

RQ3: Effects on implementation quality The quality of the implementation was measured by
executing the golden test suites on the subject implementations. As in the original experiment, two
types of test outcome were measured: 1) failure, when an MSTest assertion failed, 2) error, when an
unexpected exception occurred during test execution. Authors of the original study considered golden
test failures as a problem of the user implementation.

Table 3.6 summarizes the failures and errors for each class in both testing use cases. One may first
notice that there were large number of errors and failures for FilterIterator with both use cases. Since
all test cases of the golden test suite pass on the golden implementation, the root cause of this fact is
the subject implementations. The poor implementation quality could mean that participants did not
understand the concept of iterators: C# uses enumerators, which is a slightly different concept, this
could led to confusions. However, the iterator concept was introduced in the tutorial.

Another interesting fact could be seen in the case of PredicatedMap,where all the implementations
had no errors and failures. We manually checked all these projects due to the suspiciousness, yet we
only found good implementations. This could mean that PredicatedMap was the easiest project. In
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Table 3.6: Average number of failures and errors calculated by running the golden test suites on the
implementation of participants.

Class Measure Assisted Manual sd Â12 U pv d T pv N

FilterIterator Failures 1.60 1.50 1.52 0.52 1.00 0.07 0.92 3631
Errors 5.60 5.67 2.27 0.47 0.93 -0.03 0.96 18132
Fa.+Er. 7.20 7.17 1.02 0.33 0.36 0.03 0.96 14834

FixedOrderComparator Failures 1.00 0.67 1.11 0.64 0.57 0.30 0.68 174
Errors 0.00 1.67 1.29 0.33 0.37 -1.29 0.17 10
Fa.+Er. 1.00 2.33 1.87 0.42 0.79 -0.71 0.32 32

ListPopulation Failures 1.33 1.00 2.59 0.46 0.85 0.13 0.83 949
Errors 0.50 1.29 1.34 0.43 0.69 -0.59 0.38 47
Fa.+Er. 1.83 2.29 2.99 0.38 0.50 -0.15 0.80 686

PredicatedMap Failures 0.00 0.00 — — — — — —
Errors 0.00 0.00 — — — — — —
Fa.+Er. 0.00 0.00 — — — — — —

Table 3.7: Correlation analysis between lack of correctness (calculated from the sum of failures and
errors) and 1) the number of IntelliTest executions, and 2) the time spent on generated test suites.

Class Property Correlation CI N

FilterIterator IntelliTest runs -0.18 [-0.92, 0.84] 243
Time spent on tests 0.33 [-0.78, 0.94] 71

FixedOrder-
Comparator

IntelliTest runs -0.87 — 7
Time spent on tests -0.24 — 133

ListPopulation IntelliTest runs -0.76 [-0.97, 0.12] 10
Time spent on tests -0.14 [-0.85, 0.76] 427

PredicatedMap IntelliTest runs — — —
Time spent on tests — — —

terms of the other two projects, testing with or without IntelliTest produced very small differences in
implementation quality.

These results are similar to the original results, as they also could not provide evidence of changes
in quality.

RQ3: Our results show no evidence on changes of implementation quality when using test genera-

tion.

RQ4: Effects on time spent with IntelliTest Table 3.7 summarizes the correlations between the
lack of correctness (sum of failures and errors) and the number of IntelliTest executions. Correlation
cannot be calculated in case of PredicatedMap because there were no errors and failures. For Fixe-
dOrderComparator, the correlation also could not be calculated, since there were not enough complete
observations of this case.
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The number of IntelliTest runs has a strong negative correlation with errors and failures in case of
FixedOrderComparator and ListPopulation meaning that as the number of runs increases, the num-
ber of failures and errors decreases. We manually analyzed each sample of these participants and
found out that they understood how to use IntelliTest effectively (e.g., they applied assumptions and
assertion). For FilterIterator, there is only a weak negative correlation, and the number of minimal re-
quired sample is high. Comparing our results to the original study leads to contrary, since the original
experiment showed positive correlation between EvoSuite runs and the lack of correctness.

The correlation of time and the sum of failures and errors is not stated here due to the issues with
testing time. Thus, this research question is only partly answered.

RQ4: According to our results, spending more time with IntelliTest improves the implementation.

Participants survey After the experiment sessions, participants were asked to fill the exit survey
with questions on their feelings about the tools and concepts of the experiment. The survey con-
sisted of 42 questions, from which three had open text answers. The remaining 39 were questions (or
statements) using the five-point Likert scale.

Figure 3.3 presents the results of 8 questions separated into the two different types of testing. A
noticeable shift is present in the question, where subjects were asked about the confidence on their
own test suites: most users of IntelliTest were uncertain that they have produced good tests. Another
deviation might be noticed in the answers of question G: users of IntelliTest were more certain that
their implementation is correct, which is in correspondence with our results (see RQ4). Significant
part of the participants answered they had not enough time testing, which is a feedback about the
study design.

The first open text question was asking about the difficulties when writing tests manually. Some
participants emphasized covering all possible executions in the source code, while others mentioned
that testing requires repeating code snippets, thus making it a monotonous work.

The next open text question asked participants about the difficulties when testing with IntelliTest.
Several of them mentioned the complexity and learning curve of the tool and the struggle with un-
derstanding the generated tests. Some participants mentioned the lack of scenario generation, when
sequences of method calls are present in the tests.

Participants had different views on how IntelliTest could be improved. Three participants men-
tioned the generation of equivalence classes for parameterized unit tests, and one subject would also
extend this concept with systematic boundary value analysis. Two participants mentioned the im-
provements of the user interface.

3.2.3.2 Qualitative Analysis

We performed additional data analysis apart from the statistical tests of the original study. First, we
visualized each participant’s progress in writing tests (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). Each color and line
represents a distinct participant, dots represent occasions, where tests were executed. The manual
tasks seem quite reasonable. Some of the participants started executing tests after 20 minutes, some
only after 40 minutes. For most of them coverage gradually increased between test executions as
more and more tests were added. Testing using IntelliTest is quite suprpising. Test executions are less
frequent, coverage is erratic. There are participants with high coverage values, but their coverage
values are the results of only one or two executions or the coverage of their tests are not increasing
even after several executions.
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A: I had enough time to finish implementing the class

B: I had enough time to finish testing the class.

C: It was easy to implement the target class.

D: It was easy to test the target class.

E: I have produced a good implementation.

F: I have produced a good test suite.

G: I am certain my implementation is correct.

H: The target class was easy to understand.

Manual
IntelliTest
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100 50 0 50 100
Percentage

Response Fully agree Partially agree Neither agree nor disagree Partially disagree Fully disagree

Figure 3.3: Likert chart of exit questionnaire containing the answers for questions regarding both
testing types (Manual or IntelliTest).

These observations shed light on the difficulties of using IntelliTest and automated tools in prac-
tice. While from the average coverage and failure values it seemed that the results of assisted testing
is similar to manual or even better in some cases, Figure 3.5 suggest that most of the participants were
quite uncertain about how and when to use the tool.
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Figure 3.4: Progress of coverage achieved by each participant’s manually implemented tests on the
golden implementation. Dots represent test executions.

Next we reviewed all the test codes produced by the participants. Our finding can be summarized
as follows.
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Figure 3.5: Progress of coverage achieved by each participant’s automatically generated tests on the
golden implementation. Dots represent test executions.

• The experiment did notmeasure, but some of the participants createdmaintainable, high quality
test code. They used a consistent naming convention (e.g. GetChromosomes_Success_Check-
ReadOnly), used only one Assertions per test to avoid Assertion Roulette [Mes06], or used
common initialization methods. One participant even wrote comments for the tests!

• Coverage values can be misleading. One of the participants had only one manual test, which
tested the “happy path” of the unit. This lone test reached 40% coverage on the golden imple-
mentation, which is the participants’ average value! Hence reaching a seemingly average level
is not that hard, but further increases require non-linear effort.

• Only five participants added assumptions or assertions to their IntelliTest tests. The other 13
participants who had tests for IntelliTest probably just copied the generated tests and tried to
understand them, but were not able to modify them. Even participants who had no problem
with the manual task struggled with finding a good way to use IntelliTest.

This also stresses that taking advantage of the benefits of an automated tool is not trivial and
requires guidelines.

3.2.4 Discussion

Finally, we compare our results to the original study, summarize the combined findings of both studies
and give recommendations for further experiments regarding this topic.

3.2.4.1 Comparison of Results with Original Study

In case of RQ1, the original study did not have a conclusive answer. This was our case also, as we
could not discover a relationship between the usage of generated tests and the increase of coverage.
However, it is clear that in certain situations (for some of the classes), IntelliTest or EvoSuite could
be able to generate test suites with higher code coverage than manually produced tests.

Our results for RQ2 only partially answer the question because of the issues related to time mea-
surement described in Section 3.2.3. However, our results pointed out that IntelliTest required less
amount of user activity than manual testing. The original study also supports this answer.
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The answer for RQ3 is in correspondence with the original study concluding that there is no
evidence of changes in software quality when using test generation.

Although RQ4 is only partially answered in this study due to the mentioned time measurement
issue, the number of IntelliTest runs had a strong negative correlation with the number of failures and
errors. Hence, without precisely knowing time spent on tests, the number of IntelliTest executions
was enough to provide the answer, i.e. spending more time with IntelliTest (executing more times)
improves the quality of the implementation. The same answer was provided in the original study.

In summary, the answers of RQ1, RQ2 and RQ4 were strengthened by our replication. Answering
RQ3 requires a significantly larger sample size, since both the original and our study could not give
enough evidence for this question.

3.2.4.2 Conclusions Across Studies

The results from both studies suggest that coverage can be increased using automated test generation
tools, and these results are independent from the tool being employed. However, as the results showed,
the exact increase (or decrease) depends on the testing tool and the class being tested.

Our results were measured on a mixed group of subjects meaning that not only students were
involved, unlike the original study. As the results of both studies are similar, we can state that these
results are not limited to only students.

Both studies stress the importance of human factors (e.g. understanding generated tests). This is
in line with the experiences of the Pex team [THX14].

3.2.4.3 Recommendations for Future Studies

Based on the feedback and our observations we recommend to consider these changes to the experi-
ment’s design.

• Time: 60 minutes was in most cases not enough to finish the task. This is useful to counter
ceiling effect [KLB13], but we felt that only the best participants were able to reach signifi-
cant progress. However, the experiment is already long (3 hours), extending it would hinder
recruiting. Perhaps switching to teams of two would help to reduce the load.

• Objects: The objects were too specific, most of the professionals do not implement collection
classes. Maybe more “business-like” classes would be easier to understand. The dependency
classes should be more controlled, significant amount time was spent on understanding the
context of some of the classes.

• Training: Automated test generators seem to be push-a-button tools, but they are not. Partici-
pants could not use them reliably after using them on an easy tutorial. Amore intensive training
is recommended.

3.3 Study 2: Classifying Generated White-Box Tests

A common aspect of evaluating the effectiveness of test generator tools is the fault detection capabil-

ity of the generated tests. Related studies [Eno+17; Fra+15; Pan+16; RFA15; RWS12; Sha+15; NMT13]
typically employ two metrics for this purpose: 1) mutation score and 2) number of detected faults.
Mutation score shows how many mutations of the given source code can be detected by test cases.
Although mutation score has been shown to be in correlation with real fault detection capability
[Jus+14], it has concerns to be aware of [Pap+16]. The number of detected faults is commonly mea-
sured using a faulty version (with injected faults) and a fault-free version (reference) of the code under
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test. It is usual in these studies that if a generated test passes on the faulty version and fails on the
original, it is considered as a fault-detector.

3.3.1 Introduction

Motivation The fundamental problem is that the developers2 who use test generators have no com-

plete and precise knowledge about the correctness of the implementation in real scenarios (i.e., there
is no faulty and fault-free version, only one version, for which we do not know whether it contains
faults). If the test generator uses only the program code, then the developer must validate each asser-

tion in the generated test code to decide whether the test encodes the expected behavior with respect
to a given specification (also known as oracle checking [PV18]). This is very simple for trivial errors,
but it could be rather complex in case of slight mismatches between the implementation and its in-
tended behavior. Although some experiments (e.g., Fraser et al. [Fra+15]) mention this potential issue,
most of the related studies do not consider it as a potential threat to validity in their evaluations. The
consequence of this is that the practical fault-finding capability of generated white-box tests can be

much lower than presented in experimental evaluations that focus only on the technical aspects of
fault detection. Although this thesis aims at generated tests only, the problem addressed is also valid
for hand-crafted white-box tests as well.

Listing 3.1: Source for the example presenting the motivation.
1 /// <summary>Calculates the sum of given number of

2 /// elements from an index in an array.</summary>

3 /// <param name="start">Zero-based index.</param>

4 /// <param name="number">(Possibly zero) number of

5 /// elements to summarize.</param>

6 /// <param name="array">Array to use.</param>

7 /// <exception cref="ArgumentException">Thrown

8 /// when the inputs are invalid.</exception>

9 int CalculateSum(int start, int number, int[] a) {

10 if(start+number > a.Length || a.Length <= 1)

11 throw new ArgumentException();

12 int sum = 0;

13 for(int i = start; i < start+number-1; i++)

14 sum += a[i];

15 return sum;

16 }

2In this section, we will refer to all software and test engineers using white-box test generators as developers.
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Table 3.8: A possible set of generated tests for the example.

ID start num result a classification

T1 0 0 0 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ok
T2 0 4 15 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 wrong

Listing 3.2: Source code for tests with ID T1 and T2. The assertion encoding unexpected behavior is
highlighted.
1 [TestMethod]

2 public void CalculateSumTest284() {

3 int[] ints = new int[5] { 4,5,6,7,8 };

4 int i = this.CalculateSumTest(0, 0, ints);

5 Assert.AreEqual<int>(0, i);

6 }

7 [TestMethod]

8 public void CalculateSumTest647()

9 {

10 int[] ints = new int[5] { 4,5,6,7,8 };

11 int i = this.CalculateSumTest(0, 4, ints);

12 Assert.AreEqual<int>(15, i);

13 }

Example Consider the example function presented in Listing 3.1, which showcases the addressed
problem. The intended behavior is described in the commented textual description (“specification”):
the method returns the sum of number elements starting from start index in the array a. If the inputs
are invalid (e.g., too long or too short), then the method throws an ArgumentException exception.

To demonstrate the task of generated white-box test classification, we generated tests with Mi-
crosoft IntelliTest [TH08] for the function in Listing 3.1. The generated test inputs and outcomes are
found in Table 3.8. Also, we present the code of the generated tests in Listing 3.2. What are the traits
of these tests and what information do we obtain about the possible faults in the implementation with
the help of generated tests?

1. The first test case (with ID T1) starts from index 0 and gets the sum of 0 elements. The return
value of the function with these two inputs is 0 (therefore the tool generates an assertion for
0). This is the expected behavior (based on the specification).

2. The second generated test case also starts from zero, but sums up 4 elements. The return value
for these inputs is 15, which is unexpected with respect to the specification: the expectation is
4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 22. However, the fault is only detected if the developer inspects the test code
and realizes that this assertion encodes an unexpected behavior.

Objective The example showed that depending on whether a fault is triggered in the implementa-
tion by the selected inputs, the generated tests can encode an expected or unexpected behavior with
respect to the specification. In this thesis, we will classify the expected case as ok and the unexpected
case as wrong. But unless there are other test oracles available, this classification is not automatic,
and the developer must validate the information in the generated tests. However, it is not evident that
humans can correctly perform this classification and identify all faults that can be possibly detected
using the generated tests. Therefore the question that motivated our research is the following:
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How do developers who use test generator tools perform in deciding whether the
generated tests encode expected or unexpected behavior?

Answering this question would help in assessing the fault-finding capability of white-box test
generator tools more precisely, and in identifying threats when using or evaluating such tools in
practice.

Method We designed and performed an exploratory study with human participants that cover a
realistic scenario resembling junior software developers testing previously untested code with the
help of test generators. Moreover, we performed an internal replication of our study to gain more
confidence in the results from the first study. The participants’ task was to classify tests generated
by Microsoft IntelliTest [TH08] based on whether the generated tests encode expected or unexpected
behavior (ok or wrong). We carefully selected 4 open-source projects from GitHub, which suit the
study’s purpose. The activities of participants were recorded using logging and screen capture. Fur-
thermore, the collected data were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Results The results show that deciding whether a test encodes expected behavior was a challenging
task for the participants even in a laboratory setting with artificially prepared environments. Only 4
of the 106 participants were able to classify all 15 tests correctly. Surprisingly, a large number of tests
encoding expected behavior were also misclassified (aswrong). The time required to classify one test
case varied broadly with an average of 2 minutes. In experimental research, the possibility to replicate
the study is vital to increase the validity of results. Thus we made the whole dataset, along with the
videos, and the full analysis scripts available for further use [d10].

Our results have implications both for research and practice. First, the outcomes emphasized that
creators of test generator tools should take the test classification problem into account, as it can
clearly affect the real fault-finding capability of tools. Furthermore, our recommendation is to consider
the revealed threats when evaluating the fault-finding capabilities of white-box test generators in
empirical studies. Finally, developers using test generators should pay attention to that generated
tests need validation and identifying a fault is not trivial.

3.3.2 Study planning

3.3.2.1 Goal and method

Our main goal was to study whether developers can validate the tests generated only from program
code by classifying whether a given test encodes an expected or an unexpected behavior.

As there is little empirical evidence about the topic, to understand it better we followed an ex-

ploratory and interpretivist approach [WA15]. We formulated the following base-rate research ques-

tions [Eas+08] to gather data that can direct future research or help to formulate theories and hy-
potheses.
RQ1 How do developers perform in the classification of generated tests?
RQ2 How much time do developers spend with the classification of generated tests?

As these test generator tools are not yet widespread in industry we selected an off-line context.
We designed an exploratory study in a laboratory setting using students as human participants. Also,
we performed a replication to strengthen our initially explored results. Our research process involved
both quantitative and qualitative phases.We collected data using both observational and experimental
methods. The data obtained was analyzed using exploratory data analysis and statistical methods. For
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Table 3.9: Details of the selected objects for the original (top) and replicated study (bottom).

Project Selected class

Name #Classes KLOC Name #Methods LOC Selected methods

NBitcoin 602 29.8 AssetMoney 44 202 CompareTo, Constructor,
Equals, Min, Plus

Math.NET 271 48.7 Combinatorics 17 95 Combinations, CWithRepeti-
tion, Permutations, Variations,
VWithRepetition

NodaTime 303 6.7 Period 51 231 AddTo, Between, HaDateCom-
ponent, Minus, ToDuration

NetTopologySuite 611 21.9 CoordinateArrays 22 147 Extract, IncreasingDirection,
IndexOf, IsRing, MinCoordi-
nate

the design and reporting of our study, we followed the guidelines of empirical software engineering
[Eas+08; WA15; Woh+12].

3.3.2.2 Variable selection

Understanding and classifying generated tests is a complex task and its difficulty can be affected by
numerous factors. We focus on the following independent variables. For each variable, their possible
levels are listed, from which the bolds are the ones we selected for our study design.

• Participant source: What type of participants are recruited [students, professionals, mixed].
• Participant experience: Experience in testing and test generation tools [none, basic, experi-
enced].

• Participant knowledge of objects: Whether the participant has a priori knowledge about the im-
plementation under test [known, unknown].

• Objects source: The source, where the objects are selected from [open source, closed source,
artificial/toy, . . . ].

• Object source code access: Whether the objects are fully visible to the participants [white-box,
black-box].

• Fault types: The source and type of the faults used in the objects [real, artificial, mutation-
based].

• Number of faults: The number of faults injected into the objects [0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ].
• Expected behavior description:How the specifications of the objects are given [code comments,
text document, formal, . . . ].

• Test generator tool: Which test generator is used for generating tests [IntelliTest, EvoSuite,
Randoop, . . . ].

• User activity: The allowed user activities in the study [run, debug, modify code . . . ].
The following dependent variables are observed:
• Answers of participants: Classification of each test as ok (expected) or wrong (unexpected).
• Activities of participants: What activities are performed by participants during the task (e.g.,
running and debugging tests).

• Time spent by participants:Howmuch time participants spend with each individual activity and
in each location.
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Note that as this is an exploratory research there is no hypothesis yet, and because the research
questions are not causality-related or comparative questions, all independent variables had fixed levels
(i.e., there are no factors and treatment as opposed to a hypothesis-testing empirical evaluation).

3.3.2.3 Test generator tool

There are many off-the-shelf tools for white-box test generation, from which we chose Microsoft
IntelliTest (formerly known as Pex [TH08]). We decided to use it because it is already a state-of-the-
art, mature product with a good user interface. IntelliTest currently supports C# language, and it is
fully integrated into Visual Studio 2015. IntelliTest’s basic concept is the parameterized unit test (PUT),
which is a test method with arbitrary parameters called from the generated test cases with concrete
arguments [TS05]. Also, the PUT serves as an entry point for the test generation process.

3.3.2.4 Subjects (Participants)

Our goal was to recruit people who were already familiar with the concepts of unit testing and white-
box test generation. We performed the recruitment among MSc students who enrolled in one of our
V&V university courses. They were suitable candidates as they already had a BSc degree in software
engineering. Furthermore, our course has covered testing concepts, test design, unit testing and test
generation prior to the performed study (5 × 2 hours of lectures, 3 hours of laboratory exercises
and approximately 20 hours of group project work on the topics mentioned). Throughout the course
we used IntelliTest to demonstrate white-box test generation in both the lectures and the laboratory
exercises.

Participation in the study was optional. We motivated the participation by giving the students
extra points (approximately 5% in the final evaluation of the course). Note that we also announced that
these points are given independently from the experiment results to avoid any negative performance
pressure.

Using students as participants in a study instead of professionals has always been an active topic
in empirical software engineering. However, Falessi et al. [Fal+18] have conducted a survey with
empirical software engineering experts, whether they agree or disagree about using students. On
one hand, based on their results, using students is a valid simplification of real-world settings for a
laboratory study. On the other, this remains a threat to the validity as well, which must be considered
during the interpretation of results.

3.3.2.5 Objects (Projects and classes)

The main requirements towards the objects were that i) they should be written in C#, ii) IntelliTest
should be able to explore them, iii) they should not be too complex so that participants could under-
stand them during performing their task. We did not find projects satisfying these requirements in
previous studies of IntelliTest (Pex), thus we searched for open source projects. Based on our require-
ments, the project selection was performed along the following criteria.

• Shall have at least 500 stars on GitHub: this likely indicates a project that really works and may
exclude prototypes and not working code.

• Should not have any relation to graphics, user interface, multi-threading or multi-platform ex-
ecution: all of these may introduce difficulties for the test generator algorithm by its design.

• Shall be written in C# language: The IntelliTest version used only supports this language.
• Shall be able to compile in a few seconds: this makes users able to run fast debugging sessions
during the experiment.
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We decided to use two different classes from two projects with vastly different characteristics for
both the original and the replicated study. The selection criteria for the classes were the followings.

• Shall be explorable by IntelliTest without issues to have usable generated tests.
• Shall have more than 4 public methods to have a reasonable amount of generated test cases.
• Shall have at least partially commented documentation to be used as specification.
We conducted pilots prior to finalizing our design.We found that participants can examine 15 tests

in a reasonable amount of time. To eliminate the bias possibly caused by tests for the same methods,
we decided to have the 15 cases for 5 different methods (thus 3 tests for each method).

Selected projects and classes Finding suitable objects turned out to be much harder than we an-
ticipated. We selected 30 popular projects from GitHub as candidates that seemed to satisfy our initial
requirements. However, we had to drop most of them: either they heavily used features not supported
by IntelliTest (e.g., multi-threading or graphics) or would have required extensive configuration (e.g.,
manual factories, complex assumptions) to generate non-trivial test cases. Finally we kept the two
most suitable projects that are the followings.

• Math.NET Numerics [Mat17] is a .NET library that offers numerical calculations in probability
theory or linear algebra. It contains mostly data structures and algorithms.

• NBitcoin [Met17] is a more business-like library, which is available as the most complete Bitcoin
library for .NET.

In terms of the replicated study, we performed the same selection procedure on another set of open
source projects from GitHub that suit the initial requirements. We finally decided on the following
two.

• NodaTime [Nod18] is an advanced date and time handling library that aims to replace the cor-
responding built-in .NET types with a richer feature set.

• NetTopologySuite [Net18] is a .NET library, which implements 2-dimensional linear geometry
based on a standard defined by the Open Geospatial Consortium.

Table 3.9 lists the selected classes and methods of the four projects. Using the requirements for the
classes we manually analyzed each method inside them to ensure that they are suitable for the pur-
pose. The Combinatorics class implements enumerative combinatorics and counting: combinations,
variations and permutations, all with and without repetitions. The AssetMoney class implements the
logic of the Open Asset protocol for arbitrary currencies that have conversion ratio to Bitcoin. Class
Period in project NodaTime is responsible for describing and handling a given date and time period.
The class CoordinateArrays of project NetTopologySuite is responsible for handling coordinates
organized into an array along with providing the corresponding operations as well.

Most of the selected methods originally had method-level comments containing the description
of expected behavior. In case of missing descriptions we extended them; they are still not perfect
(nor formally complete), but based on feedbacks from preliminary pilot sessions (discussed later in
Section 3.3.3), they tend to represent comments used in real projects. It is important to note here that
we did not extend anything if the methods invoked (from the unit under test) had clear descriptions.
This way participants had to explore and understand the code more deeply to provide classification
answers.

Fault selection and injection To obtain fault-encoding tests from IntelliTest, faults need to be
injected into the classes under test. There are multiple alternatives to obtain such faults, each of them
affect the validity of the study in different ways.
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• Historical faults extracted from issue archives would more likely represent real-world scenarios,
but would make the control of the study more difficult due to the limited number and type of
actual faults for the selected projects.

• Artificial faults can be obtained from surveys of typical software defects (e.g., [DM06]). These
surveys rank and categorize the most common faults made by developers during software de-
velopment. On one hand, this enables more control over the faults and objects in the study
(because of the vast amount of possibilities), on the other hand it may reduce the similarity to a
real scenario if the selection and injection is performed without care (e.g., the fault is too trivial
or impossible to find).

As we did not find a diverse, controllable set of historical faults for the selected classes from
the GitHub version history of the projects, we used artificial faults in a systematic way. We selected
representative fault types [DM06] from the Orthogonal Defect Classification [Chi+92]. The survey
we used identifies the most commonly committed types of faults in real-world programs. We selected
the actual faults from the top quarters of the ODC categories (see Table 3.10). During the injection
procedure we made sure that the faults 1) are causing unexpected behavior, 2) they have no cross-
effects on each other, and 3) they have no effect on behavior other than the intended. All three were
validated using test generation (IntelliTest) on the classes with and without the injected faults. We
injected three faults in each selected class.

Generated tests We generated tests with IntelliTest for each selected method using parameterized
unit tests. Tests were generated from the version already containing the selected faults. There were
methods, where IntelliTest could not generate values that cover interesting or unexpected behaviors.
In these cases, we extended the parameterized unit tests with special assumptions that request at least
one test case from IntelliTest with values that fulfill the preconditions. From each test case set, we
selected 3 test cases for the study.We chose themost distinct cases that cover vastly different behaviors
in the method under test (e.g., from different equivalence partitions). Each test case was given an
identifier ranging from 0 to 14 (therefore all four projects have tests T0 to T14). Furthermore, the
corresponding method is indicated with a suffix in each test case identifier. Thus for the first method,
three cases were generated: T0.1, T1.1 and T2.1. IntelliTest generates one test file for each method,
but we moved the test cases into individual files to alleviate the tracking of participant activities.

3.3.2.6 Environment

A Windows 7 virtual machine was used that contained the artifacts along with Visual Studio 2015
and Google Chrome. Participants were asked to use only two windows: 1) an experiment portal in
Chrome (for brief test overview and answer submission), and 2) Visual Studio (for code inspection,
test run and debug).

We designed a special website, the experiment portal (Figure 3.6) in order to record the answers
of the participants. It was a more reliable way to collect the results than using some mechanism in
the IDE (e.g., using special comments), as participants could not unintendedly delete or regenerate
the test code.

Participants used this portal to decide whether the test encode expected behavior or not. The
portal displayed the test code and the commented specification of the corresponding method. They
recorded their answer using two buttons. Moreover, participants could correct their already answered
cases. Questions could be skipped if a participant was not sure in the answer (however, nobody used
that option).
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Table 3.10: Selected faults for the study. The upper six are the faults for the original study, while the
other six are selected for the replication. The ODC column represents the fault classification
category: Algorithm (AL), Assignment (AS), Check (CH), Function (FN), or Interface (IF).

Project Name ODC Original snippet Faulty snippet

Extraneous assign-
ment using another
variable

AS - dec = dec + divisibility;

NBitcoin Missing function call AL return _Quantity

.Equals(other.Quantity);
return true;

Algorithm - large
modification FN left.Quantity

<= right.Quantity;

left.Id._Bytes.Length

<= right.Id._Bytes.Length;

Missing OR sub-expr
in expression used as
branch condition

CH k < 0 || n < 0 || k > n k < 0 || n < 0

Math.NET
Wrong logical ex-
pression used as
branch condition

CH k < 0 || n < 0 || k > n k < 0 && n < 0 || k > n

Wrong arithmetic
expression in pa-
rameter of function
call

IF SpecialFunctions

.FactorialLn(n + k - 1)

SpecialFunctions

.FactorialLn(n - k + 1)

Wrong arithmetic
expression in pa-
rameter of function
call

IF Add(result, seconds*scalar) Add(result,seconds/scalar)

NodaTime
Missing OR sub-expr
in expression used as
branch condition

CH months != 0 || weeks != 0 months != 0

Wrong logical ex-
pression used as
branch condition

CH Months != 0 || Years != 0 Months != 0 && Years != 0

Wrong value as-
signed to variable AS - npts += 1;

NetTopology Missing function call AL pts[i].CompareTo(pts[j]) -1
Large modification
in the algorithm FN return false return true

In Visual Studio the default development environment was provided with a simple activity track-
ing extension. Participants got the full project with every class. Participants were asked 1) not to
modify any code, 2) not to execute IntelliTest, and 3) not to use screen splitting. On the other hand,
we encouraged them to use test execution and debugging to explore the behavior implemented in the
code under test.

3.3.2.7 Procedure

The main procedure of the 2-hour sessions is as follows.
1. Sign informed consent.
2. Find a seat, receive a unique, anonymous identifier.
3. Fill background questionnaire.
4. Listen to a 10-minute briefing presentation and go through a 15-minute guided tutorial.
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Figure 3.6: A test page in the experiment portal.

5. Perform the assigned classification task in at most 1 hour.
6. Fill exit survey.
Participants only received one sheet of paper that describe both the procedure and the task with

the path to the project and class under test. To obtain detailed knowledge about the participants, we
designed a background questionnaire asking about their experience with development and testing.
Also, the questionnaire had a quiz in the end about C# and testing. We designed a 10-minute presen-
tation in which the procedure, the project and class under test, the environment, the basic concepts
of IntelliTest, and the rules are introduced. Also, participants were implicitly warned to check the
invoked methods of the method under test to obtain full overview of both the required and the actual
behavior.

To make participants familiar with the environment and the task, a 15-minute guided tutorial was
held on a simple project created for this specific purpose. The tutorial had both types of tests to be
classified (ok and wrong). The main task was to classify each of the 15 generated test cases in the
portal whether they encode expected (ok) or unexpected (wrong) behavior. Finally, an exit survey
was filled that asked participants about their feelings regarding the task accomplished.

We planned to perform 2-2 sessions for both the original and the replicated study, as the room
where the study was planned to be conducted had only 40 seats available.
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Table 3.11: Confusion matrix for participant answers.

Correct

answer

Participant answer

ok wrong

ok True Negative (TN) False Positive (FP)
wrong False Negative (FN) True Positive (TP)

3.3.2.8 Data collection

We used two data collection procedures. On one hand, we extended the development environment
so that it logged every window change, test execution and debug. Also, we wrote a script that docu-
mented every request made to the experiment portal. On the other hand, we set up a screen recording
tool to make sure that every participant action is recorded.

Each participant had 6 output files that were saved for data analysis.
• Answers: The answers submitted to the portal in JSON format.
• Background: The answers given in the background questionnaire in CSV format.
• Exit: The answers given in the exit survey in CSV format.
• Portal log: The user activity recorded in the portal.
• Visual Studio log: The user activity recorded into a CSV-like format using a customVisual Studio
extension.

• Screen recorded video: The participant activity during the main session in MP4 format.

3.3.2.9 Data analysis

First, the raw data was processed by checking the answers of the participants along with their activ-
ities via parsing the logs or coding the screen capture videos. Next, the processed data was analyzed
using exploratory techniques.

Analysis of answers We analyzed the answers obtained from the experiment portal using binary
classification for which the confusion matrix is found in Table 3.11.

00:09:00 00:10:00 00:11:00 00:12:00 00:13:00 00:14:00 00:15:00
Time (hh:mm:ss)

2 Changed page in portal

4 Changed window in VS

5 Marked as OK

6 Marked as WRONG

8 Running test

B
e
h
a
v
io

rs

No focal subject Time diagram of observation 1

Figure 3.7: Coded events in Boris for one participant (excerpt).

Video coding In the original study, we annotated every recorded video using an academic behav-
ioral observation and annotation tool called Boris [FG16]. We designed a behavioral coding scheme
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Table 3.12: Coding scheme of the video analysis.

Behavior Modifiers

Portal activated -
Visual Studio activated -
Changed page in portal T0-14, Home

Change window in VS CUT, SUT, PUT∗,
T0-14

Marked as OK -
Marked as WRONG -
Remove answer T0-14
Running test -
Debugging test Start, End
Submit -

∗CUT: class under test, SUT: other system under test, PUT: parameterized unit test.

that encodes every activity, which we were interested in. The coding scheme can be found in Ta-
ble 3.12, all occurrences of these events are marked in the videos (see Figure 3.7). Note that, during
the video coding, we only used point events with additional modifiers (e.g., change of page in the
portal is a point event along with a modifier indicating the identifier of the new page). In order to
enable interval events, we created modifiers with start and end types.

Exploratory analysis We performed the exploratory data analysis (EDA) using R version 3.3.2 [R
C17] and its R Markdown language to document every step and result of this phase. We employ the
most common tools of EDA: box plots, bar charts, heat maps and summarizing tables with aggregated
data.

3.3.2.10 Threats to validity

During the planning of our study, we identified the threats to its internal, external and construct
validity. In terms of internal threats, our results might be affected by the common threats of human
studies [KLB13]. For instance, this includes the maturation effect caused by the learning of exercises,
and the natural variation in human performance as well. We addressed this threat by randomly or-
dering the methods and generated tests to classify. Also, to reduce fatigue and boredom, participants
only had to deal with 3 test cases per method.

Moreover, the students might know each other and thus they could talk about the tasks of the
study between the sessions (see Section 3.3.3). We eliminated this threat by using different projects
and faults at each occasion. The data collection and analysis procedure might also affect the results,
however we validated the logs by R scripts and the portal functions by testing.

The generalization of our results (external validity) might be hindered by several factors, including
the followings:

• Professionals or students: The performances of students and professional users of white-box test
generators may differ. Yet, involving students is common in software engineering experiments
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[Sjø+05], and results suggest that professional experience does not necessarily increase perfor-
mance [Die+17]. Our graduate students typically have at least 6 months of work experience,
thus they are on the level of an average junior developer.

• A priori knowledge of objects: The generalization of the results could be affected also by a less
likely fact that some participant may had a priori knowledge about the selected projects as they
are open-source, thus they could classify tests better.

• Completeness of described behavior: Another threat to external validity is the expected behavior
given in comments, and not in a precise program specification. However, our goal during the
study design was to carefully select open-source projects, which do not have formal specifica-
tions of behavior in general. This decision on one hand may reduce the genericity of results for
projects with formal specifications (incomplete specifications may reduce classification perfor-
mance), but on the other hand, it increases the genericity for open-source software.

• Fault injection: Fault injection procedure could have effects on the genericity of the results,
however we selected this approach after considering several other alternatives along with their
trade-offs as discussed in Section 3.3.2.

• Test generator tool: We used IntelliTest during our experiments, which reduces the generaliza-
tion of our results. However, IntelliTest is one of themajor white-box test generators. The effects
of another tool can be investigated in replication studies.

• User activity: Our study allowed participants to run and debug generated tests, but modification
of the source code was prohibited. Although this fact reduces the similarity to a real develop-
ment scenario, modifications in the code would hinder the comparability of participant results.
Moreover, it would require a vastly different study design that would introduce several new
threats to the validity.

The threats to the construct validity in our study is concerned with the independent variables.
It might be the case that some of the variables we selected do not have effects on the difficulty of
classification of generated white-box tests. We addressed this threat by carefully analyzing related
studies and experiments in terms of design and results in order to obtain the most representative set
of variables.

3.3.3 Execution

3.3.3.1 Pilots

Our original study was preceded by two separate pilot sessions. First, we performed the tasks using
ourselves as participants. After fixing the discovered issues of the design, we chose 4 PhD students
– having similar knowledge and experience as our intended participants – to conduct a pilot. We
refined the study design based on the feedback collected (see object selection and project selection in
Section 3.3.2). For the replicated study, we also had two 2 PhD students performing a pilot session for
both newly selected projects.

3.3.3.2 Sessions

We separated our original live study into two different sessions. On the first occasion the NBitcoin
project, on the second oneMath.NETwas used. The sessionswere carried out on 1st and 8thDecember
2016.

Our replication study was also separated into two sessions: on 30th November 2017 participants
dealt with project NodaTime, while on 7th December, 2017 they had NetTopologySuite as their system
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under test. All four sessions followed the same, previously designed and piloted procedure and could
fit in the preplanned 2-hour slot.

3.3.3.3 Participants

In the original study, altogether 54 students volunteered of the 120 attending the course: 30 came to
the first occasion (NBitcoin) and 24 to the second (Math.NET). 34 of the students had 4 years or more
programming experience, while 31 participants had at least 6 months industrial work experience.
They scored 4.4 out of 5 points on average on the testing quiz of the background questionnaire.

The replication study involved 52 students (no intersection with the participants of the original
study), from which 22 dealt with the project NodaTime, while the other 30 examined NetTopology-
Suite in the second session. Out of the 52 students, 43 had 4 or more years programming experience.
In terms of work experiences, 36 participants have worked at least 6 months in the programming
industry. The students in the replicated study scored 4.5 out of 5 on average in the testing quiz of the
background questionnaire.

3.3.3.4 Data collection and validation

We noticed three issues during the live sessions in the original study. In the first session, Visual Studio
cached the last opened window (in the virtual machine used), thus participants got three windows
opened on different tabs when they started Visual Studio. In the second session, we omitted the addi-
tion of a file to the test project of Math.NET that led to 3 missing generated test cases in Visual Studio
(for method CombinationsWithRepetition). We overcame this issue by guiding the participants
step-by-step on how to add that test file. This guided part lasted approximately 9 minutes, thus we
extended the deadline to 69 minutes in that session. Finally, unexpected shutdown of two computers
caused missing timing data for the first two tests for two participants (ID: 55 and 59). The rest of their
experiments were recorded successfully. The experiment portal has a continuous saving mechanism,
therefore their classification answers were stored permanently. We took all these issues into account
in the timing analysis. During the validation of the recorded data we discovered only one issue. The
network in the lab room went off on 1st December, 2016, and due to this the experiment portal was
not able to detect every activity. This data was recovered with the coded videos for each participant.

In the replicated study, there were no issues, thus we used the raw activity logs as our main data
source.

3.3.4 Results of the original study

3.3.4.1 RQ1: Performance in classification

To evaluate the overall performance of participants in the classification task, we employed binary
classification using the confusion matrix presented in Table 3.11. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 present
the overall results with all the answers given. The figures encode all four outcomes of evaluated
answers. The first and foremost fact visible in the results is that there are numerous erroneous answers
(marked with two shades of red). This implies that not only wrong cases were classified as ok, but
also there were ok cases classified aswrong. The exact numbers of the selections and their outcomes
are presented in Table 3.13.

In case of NBitcoin, therewas only one participant (ID: 10) who answeredwithout any errors. Also,
there was no test, which was not marked falsely by at least one of the participants. Furthermore, one
can notice two patterns in the results for NBitcoin. First, tests T0.1 and T2.1 show very similar results
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for the same participants. This can be caused by similarity of their source codes and names. However,
there were no injected faults in the code, both cases encode expected behaviors with respect to the
specification. The other noticeable result is that T11.4 has more wrong answers than correct ones.
This test case causes an exception to occur, yet it is an expected one. Although throwing an exception
is not explicitly stated in the method comment, the specification of the invoked and exception-causing
method implies its correctness.
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Figure 3.8: NBitcoin results of the participants measured with the common binary classification mea-
sures.

Table 3.13: The summarized overall number of selections for both possible answers as well as the
numbers for the four types of their outcomes.

Project ok wrong FN FP TN TP

NBitcoin 309 141 21 72 288 69
Math.NET 251 109 29 66 222 43

In case of Math.NET, the overall results show similar characteristics to NBitcoin: there is no test,
which was correctly classified by everyone, and also only one participant (ID: 47) was able to classify
every test correctly. In this project, two tests show larger deviations in terms of results: T2.1 and T8.3.

• T2.1: Taking a closer look at T2.1 (encoding unexpected behavior) reveals that its functionality
was simple: participants had to examine the binomial coefficient

(
n
k

)
calculation. The fault was

injected into the sanity check found at the beginning of the method (this sanity check is not
explicitly in the description, however, the definition of the binomial coefficient implies the re-
strictions). In this particular test case, the test inputs should have triggered the sanity check to
fail, however – due to the fault injected – the execution went through the check and the method
yielded an unexpected behavior.
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Figure 3.9: Math.NET results of the participants measured with the common binary classification
measures.
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Figure 3.10: Box plots of the results containing detailed metrics of binary classification.

• T8.3: For test T8.3, the misunderstanding could have come from an implementation detail called
factorial cache, which pre-calculates every factorial value from 1 to 170. The original documen-
tation states that numbers larger than 170 will "overflow", but does not detail its exact proce-
dure and outcome (no explicit statement of exception is given). The fault injected causes the
input check to treat some invalid inputs as valid. Test T8.3 uses 171 as one of its inputs (incor-
rectly treated as valid) for which the faulty implementation returns positive infinity (which is
consistent with other parts of the program). Some participants probably expected an overflow
exception here, even though the specification did not state it. Thus, as the assertion generated
(positive infinity for the result) is an expected behavior, the test case can be marked as ok.

We also analyzed the data in terms of different metrics for binary classification. We consider the
following widely used metrics suitable for measuring performance in our context: true positive rate
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(TPR), true negative rate (TNR) and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [Pow11]. Summary of
these metrics are shown in Figure 3.10.

In terms of TPR, participants of the NBitcoin session outperformed the results of participants
working with Math.NET. For NBitcoin, the median is 1, which means that more than half of the
participants were able classify all tests encoding unexpected behavior as wrong. In contrast, results
for Math.NET show that the upper quartile starts from 0.75, which is much lower.

For TNR, the two projects show very similar results with almost the same medians and inter-
quartile ranges. Only a slightly wider distribution is visible for NBitcoin. This and the results for TPR
suggests that the classification could be easier for NBitcoin.

MCC is a correlation metric between the given and the correct answers, and thus gives a value
between -1 and 1. If MCC is zero, then the participant’s classification has no relationship with the
correct classification. For NBitcoin, the MCC values show slightly worse results than what can be
expected from TPR and TNR values. The median is only around 0.55, which is only a moderate cor-
relation. In case of Math.NET, the inter-quartile range of MCC is between 0.5 and 0.2, which can be
considered as a low correlation between the correct classification and the ones given by participants.
Another interesting note is that both experiment sessions had participants with negative correlation
that indicates mostly faulty answers.

RQ1: The overall results of the participants showed a moderate classification ability. Many of them

committed errors when gave their answers. Some of these errors were possibly caused by the

misunderstanding of the specification, however a large portion of wrong answers may have

been caused by the difficulty of the whole structured problem (involving understanding the

specification, inspecting the code and its execution, and classifying the test cases).

3.3.4.2 RQ2: Time spent for classification
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Figure 3.11: Time spent on each of the possible locations.

We analyzed the data obtained from the video annotations from various aspects to have an
overview of the time management of participants. Note that during the time analysis we excluded
the data points of participants 55 and 59, who had missing time values for T0.1 and T1.1 (caused by
unexpected computer shutdowns), as these may affect the outcome of the results.

Table 3.14 summarizes the total time and time spent on a single test. Total time was calculated
using the interval between the first and last recorded activity. For the test cases, we summed 1) the time
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Figure 3.12: Full time spent with each test case for project NBitcoin (wrong cases markedwith orange).
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Figure 3.13: Full time spent with each test case for project MathNet (wrong cases markedwith orange).

spent in the IDE on the code of a specific test case and 2) the time spent on the portal page of the given
test. The total time spent during the sessions is very similar for the two projects. There is a roughly
17 minutes difference between the fastest and slowest participants, while the average participant
required 45 and 46 minutes to finish the classification. Note that this involves every activity including
the understanding of the code under test. The time results show rather large deviations between test
cases. The shortest times in case of NBitcoin were probably caused by two factors. First, there were
participants who gained understanding of the code under test, thus were able to quickly decide on
some of the tests. Second, each method had 3 test cases, and the third cases could be classified in a
shorter amount of time, which emphasizes a presence of a learning curve. In contrast, participants
required a rather long time period to classify some of the test cases. Based on our results, a rough
estimation for the average time required for classifying a single test case is around 100 seconds.

To understand how participants managed their time budget, we analyzed their time spent on each
of the possible locations (Figure 3.11). These locations are the followings: portal pages of the tests, the
Visual Studio windows including the test codes, class under test (CUT), other system under test (SUT)
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Table 3.14: Descriptive statistics of time spent by the participants during the whole session [mins]
and on each test [s].

Project Min Median Mean Max sd

T
o
t
a
l

[m
i
n
] NBitcoin 37.41 46.94 46.26 54.90 3.96

Math.NET 34.88 44.57 44.52 52.61 5.24

T
e
s
t
s

[s
] NBitcoin 1.82 117.82 146.87 818.12 121.89

Math.NET 6.07 86.24 113.90 555.03 87.50

than CUT, and parameterized unit test (PUT). Note that we excluded the home page of the portal from
this analysis, as it contains only a list of the cases, thus served only for navigation. The results are
similar for both projects, yet there is a difference to mention. It is clear that participants mostly used
the test code and the corresponding specification in the portal and in Visual Studio to understand the
behavior. However, in case of NBitcoin they analyzed the class under test almost as much as the test
code in Visual Studio. This is not the case for Math.NET, probably because participants were already
familiar with the domain (combinatorics) of the tested class.

In order to gain deeper insights into the time budget, we analyzed the time required for each test
case (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13). We calculated this metric by summarizing five related values: the
time spent in the portal page of the test, the time spent in the Visual Studio window of the test, the
time spent with CUT (class under test), PUT (parameterized unit test) and SUT (other system under
test than CUT) for the test case currently opened in the portal. On a high-level overview, two trends
can be noticed in the values. The first one is the decreasing amount of time required as participants
progressed. The second factor is the first-test effect causing the first test to have longer required times
for several methods.

RQ2: The analysis of the time spent by participants emphasized that they spend roughly around

100 seconds on average in the IDE to classify a particular generated white-box test case. Based

on the results, the developers may have to spend a noticeable amount of time to decide whether

the encoded behavior is expected or not.

3.3.5 Results of the replication

3.3.5.1 RQ1: Performance in classification

Table 3.15: The summarized overall number of selections in the replicated study for both possible
answers as well as the numbers for the four types of their outcomes.

Project ok wrong FN FP TN TP

NodaTime 214 86 11 37 203 49
NetTopologySuite 363 117 32 53 331 64

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show the binary classification results of the participants in the repli-
cated study. Taking a first look at the results yields a similar classification performance compared to
the original study: there are misclassifications for both ok and wrong test cases. Table 3.15 presents
the exact numbers for both answer types along with their outcomes.
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Figure 3.14: NodaTime results of the participants measured with the common binary classification
measures.

For NodaTime, only one participant (ID: 22) was able to classify all generated tests correctly,
meanwhile there was no test, which was correctly classified by all participants. Also, participants
with IDs 9 and 12 had a very poor classification performance with misclassification ratio of 53.33%
and 40.00%, respectively. Based on the background questionnaire, participant 9 rarely writes unit
tests, but has 1-2 years of work experience and has been programming since 3-5 years. Participant
12 occasionally writes unit tests, but has been programming since 4 years without any real work
experience.

In case of NetTopology, the misclassifications mostly exist for certain test cases, which were seem
to be hard-to-classify. Similarly to NodaTime, there was only one participant (ID: 62) who was able
to classify all tests correctly. However, 5 test cases were correctly classified by all of the participants.
The most notable misclassification rate is found in test cases T1.1 and T2.1 for the method Extract.
The method gets a subsequence of an array while clamping the inputs to the size of the underlying
structure. These cases are very similar as they have identical outcomes (an ArgumentException)
with slightly different inputs. The described behavior of the method does not state that this method
throws this type of exception, however the description of the method that is called inside explicitly
describes this behavior. Thus these outcomes are expected for both tests.

We analyzed the true positive (TP) and negative rate (TN) along with the Matthews correlation
coefficient (MCC) for the replication study. These are shown in Figure 3.16.

Considering TPR, participants working with NodaTime had better performance at classifying
wrong test cases correctly. Also, more than half of the participants in the NodaTime session were
able to correctly classify these wrong cases. For NetTopologySuite, the inter-quartile range is much
wider, and also the median TPR is only 66.67%, which is mostly caused by the previous two widely
misclassified, exception-throwing test cases.
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Figure 3.15: NetTopologySuite results of the participants measured with the common binary classifi-
cation measures.
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Figure 3.16: Box plots of the results containing detailed metrics of binary classification.

In terms of TNR, the two projects show very similar results while having much lower variance
than for TPR. There are two noticeable outliers for NodaTime, who are the two participant we have
already considered during the overview of the overall results (IDs 9 and 12).

The Matthews correlation coefficients (MCC) for both projects show a moderate correlation be-
tween the participants’ classifications and the correct ones. However, in NetTopologySuite, there were
participants with negativeMCC, which yields that some of them had very poor performance in identi-
fying whether the test cases encode real expected behavior (e.g. with IDs 55 and 61, who misclassified
all of thewrong cases along with some other ok cases as well). Surprisingly, despite the poor perfor-
mance, participant with ID 55 has 4 years of programming experience and often writes unit test. The
other participant having lowMCC has only 2 years of programming experience and only occasionally
writes unit tests.

RQ1: In overall, participants of both replicated sessions (projects NodaTime and NetTopologySuite)

were able to classify the generated tests with a good performance, however most of the partici-
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pants had somemisclassified cases. Also, for NetTopologySuite, two ok test cases were classified

as wrong by the larger portion of participants due to the fact that they failed to explore all

of the called methods inside the code under test, and thus they were not aware of an expected

behavior.

3.3.5.2 RQ2: Time spent for classification

Table 3.16: Descriptive statistics of time spent by the participants during the whole session [mins]
and on each test [s].

Project Min Median Mean Max sd

T
o
t
a
l

[m
i
n
] NodaTime 26.75 33.38 33.66 41.62 4.60

NetTopologySuite 32.57 40.33 41.35 55.33 6.17

T
e
s
t
s

[s
] NodaTime 1.02 55.83 83.17 516.05 82.73

NetTopologySuite 1.02 61.00 86.96 519.68 78.24
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Figure 3.17: Time spent on each of the possible locations during the replicated study.
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Figure 3.18: Full time spent with each test case for NodaTime (wrong cases marked with orange).
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Figure 3.19: Full time spent with each test case for NetTopologySuite (wrong cases marked with or-
ange).

For the replicated study, as the recordings were complete, we used the activity logs for the analysis
of time spent by the participants. We also archived the videos for these sessions, thus if there were
validity concerns, we could annotate the videos to extract measured values.

In Table 3.16, we present the descriptive statistics of the total amount of time (in minutes) and time
spent on a test (in seconds) in both Visual Studio and the web portal. First, each participant finished
their task in the 60 minutes time frame. For NodaTime, most of the participants were able to classify
the assigned 15 test cases in around 33 minutes on average, which yields roughly 2.2 minutes of work
per test case. In case of NetTopology, participants required around 41 minutes to finish on average,
which gives an average of 2.7 minutes per test case. The standard deviation between the finishing
time was 4 and 6 minutes for the two projects respectively, which is a realistic difference between 1)
the participants’ management of time and 2) the difficulty of the projects.

To gain further understanding of participants’ behavior, we analyzed the time spent in different
locations during the session (shown in Figure 3.17), which includes the followings: pages of the portal
(excluding index) along with the test codes, the class under test (CUT), other system under test (SUT)
and the parameterized unit tests (PUT) opened in Visual Studio windows. The two projects show
similar results in all types of times, only one exception is noticeable: the time spent with test codes
in Visual Studio. This metric shows somewhat larger deviations (broader inter-quartile range) in case
of NetTopologySuite, which could indicate that the test codes were harder to read, understand and
classify in that project.

We also analyzed how participants spent their time budget on each test case by summing the
amount of time spent in the portal and in Visual Studio for a particular case. The results are shown
in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 for projects NodaTime and NetTopologySuite, respectively. The first
phenomenon that can be noticed is that there is a learning curve for each method, which can indicate
that the participants tried to understand the behavior of a method during the analysis of the first
corresponding test case (similarly to the original study). The second effect is the influence of wrong
test cases (marked with orange on both figures); there are no clear, observable differences in the time
spent for wrong cases compared to the correct ones. Also, the amount of time spent for a test case
decreases slowly on average from the first test cases to the last one. This may be caused by the learning
curve of classification task similarly to the original study.
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3.3. Study 2: Classifying Generated White-Box Tests

RQ2: During the analysis of RQ2 for the replicated study, we found that most of the participants

spent roughly 55-60 seconds with each test case and finished their whole classification task in

around 33-40 minutes. Classification of a single test case in 60 seconds could be a noticeable

amount of effort in a large-scale software having hundreds of generated white-box test cases.

3.3.6 Conclusions across studies

We performed our study along with a replication examining participants’ performance in classifica-
tion of generated white-box tests. For that, we changed the projects used, the faults injected, and also
we recruited new participants from a population having same characteristics.

3.3.6.1 RQ1: Performance in classification

In RQ1, we investigated how participants perform in classifying the generated white-box test in terms
of their correctness. Both studies showed that participants cannot perfectly perform the classification
task. Moreover, they also tend to commit mistakes both in classifying thewrong and the ok cases as
well.

In the original study, we found that theMatthews correlation coefficient (indicating the correlation
between the correct and the given classification) was between only around 0.4 and 0.55 for most of
the participants. This can be considered as a moderate positive correlation. In the replicated study, the
results have shown that the MCCwas roughly between 0.55 and 0.75. Combining and averaging these
results together will yield only a moderate classification performance of 0.56. These results have also
shown that the change of project for the replication (with keeping participant’s overall knowledge on
the same level) may have effects on the classification performance. Also, we discovered that in both
the original and replicated study, there were participants who had negative MCC values, meaning
very poor classification performance.

3.3.6.2 RQ2: Time spent for classification

In terms of participants’ time management, the original study has shown that they usually require
roughly 100 seconds to classify a single test case on average. In the replicated study, we found that
they require an average of 60 seconds to classify a case. This yields a difference in the average time
required, however the minimum (1̃ second) and maximum values (around 500 seconds) were common
for the two studies. These results strengthens that more than one minute is usually required for a
participant to classify a single generated white-box test case.

In both studies, we investigated that in which location participants spend their time. Both studies
suggested that they mostly used the portal to inspect the test code and the corresponding method
specification. In the original study, the participants spent a vast amount of time to inspect the gener-
ated test code in Visual Studio, more time than examining the class under test. Contrasting to this, the
participants of the replicated study spent more time with the class under test than with the generated
tests. This may indicate that the original study had test cases that were more complex and harder to
understand. In other parts of the code (system under test and the parameterized unit test) participants
of both studies spent similar amount of time.

Finally, we examined the time spent with each of the test cases by summing their times in the por-
tal and in Visual Studio. We observed three learning-curve effects in both of the studies: 1) task learn-
ing, 2) class learning and 3) method learning (first test) effects. The task and class learning had similar
effects which is that the classification required less time as participants progressed from method to
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method. The method learning (first test) effect can be observed in the time spent for a single method:
for most of the participants, the classification of the first test case required much more time than the
second, and also the second test case mostly required more time to classify than the third.

3.3.7 Discussion

White-box test generators can be applied for many testing use cases throughout the development
lifecycle. When using it for security checking purposes, the outcome of the generated tests and their
tendency to encode faults are less likely to be in focus; the gist is to bring the system under test
into an unsecure, faulty state. White-box tests are also widely applied for regression testing in order
to obtain differences between the behaviors of two program versions. In this case the outcome of
a given test may differ between versions. However, if one would like to investigate the root cause
of the differences, the tests and their outcomes must be scrutinized and classified to decide whether
the difference is due to a new feature or one of the old or new versions is faulty. Finally, a similar
classification must be performed when testing new features of a program using white-box tests (which
was the focus of the current study).

3.3.7.1 Implications of the results

The results for RQ1 in both studies showed that classifying the correctness of generated white-box
tests could be a challenging and noticeably time-consuming task (also depending on the project). The
median of misclassification rate in the original study was 33% for wrong tests and 25% for ok tests.
In terms of the replication, the misclassification rate in wrong and ok test cases were 27% and 14%,
respectively. Both could be caused by several factors such as 1) the misunderstanding of the described
behavior, 2) the misunderstanding of source code behavior, 3) the misunderstanding of generated
test cases, or even 4) the underlying fault types in the software under test and 5) the participants’
experience.

For RQ2, our results showed that participants spent significant amount of time to understand the
encoded behavior and functionality in the test cases. In a more realistic setting, there could be ten
times more generated tests for a single class. The classification should be also performed for all of
these white-box cases, which may require vast amount of time and effort. This result indicates that
developers and testers could spend a noticeable amount of time with the classification, which may
reduce the time advantage provided by generated white-box tests.

3.3.7.2 Recommendations based on the study results

This section collects our recommendations for enhancing the usage of white-box test generators based
on insights from observing the participants, and analyzing the answers and suggestions in the exit
survey.

Insights fromparticipants’ behavior Bywatching and coding the original study’s screen capture
videos, we gained important insights into the user activities and behaviors during the classification
of generated white-box tests.

As expected, many participants employed debugging to examine the code under test. They mostly
checked the exceptions being thrown, the parameterized unit tests for the test methods, and assertions
generated into the test code. This emphasizes the importance of debugging as a tool for investigating
white-box test behavior. Almost all of the participants executed the tests to check the actual outcomes.
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Based on this, it seems that generated tests codes are not clearly indicating their outcomes. Some cases
contained unexpected exceptions, and thus failed after execution, which may have confused some
participants. These insights show that there is a clear demand for a tool, which is able to support this
classification task in various ways.

Another interesting insight we obtained is that some participants spent only seconds with the
examination of the last few test cases. This could pinpoint that they either gained understanding of
the code under test by the end of the session (i.e., learning factor), or they got tired by the continu-
ous attention required during the classification task. The latter could also emphasize the need for a
supporting tool for this task.

Results from exit survey The participants in our study filled an exit survey at the end of the
sessions. They had to answer both Likert-scaled and textual questions.
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Figure 3.20: Likert-scale exit survey answers in the original study.

Original study The results (shown in Figure 3.20) for the agreement questions yielded that partic-
ipants had enough time to understand the class under test and to review the generated tests. Most of
them also answered that it was easy to understand the class and the tests. Also, they agreed that the
generated tests were difficult to read, however the answers were almost equally distributed for the
questions about the difficulty of the task and the confidence in their answers. Their answers show
that they are mostly not very confident about their own answers. Based on the feedback about the
time required and task’s difficulty, our study design was suitable for its purpose (i.e., no complains
were made about the selected variables of the study design).

Replication As shown in Figure 3.21, the largest portion of participants stated that they had enough
time both to understand the class under test and to finish the classification task. Also, most of them
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Figure 3.21: Likert-scale exit survey answers in the replication study.

agreed with the facts that the classes and the tests were easy to understand. Moreover, as opposed to
the original study, the majority of the participants were certain that they chose the right answer. In
their answers, most of them stated that the generated tests are difficult to read, too short, but had too
many assertions without useful meaning. 42% of the participants were uncertain whether it was easy
to select test cases with wrong assertions.

Suggestions by participants In their textual answers participants mentioned the difficulties in
reviewing the tests and gave several suggestions to improve the test code (some of these were also
reported in the literature [THX14]). We selected the most descriptive ones.

• “It was hard to decide whether a test is OK or wrong when it tests an unspecified case. (e.g. comparing
with null, or equality of null)”

• “Distinguishing between the variables was difficult (assetMoney, assetMoney1, assetMoney2).”
• “Tests should compare less with null and objects with themselves.”
• “I think that some assertions are useless, and not asserting ’real problems’, just some technical details.”
• “I would somehow write a short cause in comment next to an assertion about why the generator thinks
that assertion needs to be there.”

• “Generated test cases are not separated into Arrange, Act, Assert and should createmore privatemethods
for these concerns.”

• “Generate comments into tests describing what happening.”

Summary of recommendations Based on the results and the feedbacks, our recommendations
for improving test generators to help developers and testers with generated assertions consist of the
followings.
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• Instead of using the assert keyword, test generators could use a different keyword (e.g.,
observed) emphasizing that these outputs are just recorded observations and some kind of
validation is needed.

• Similarly, it could be confusing for the developers that most of the generated tests pass and are
“green”. Some test execution engines allow to mark test runs as inconclusive (meaning neither
pass nor fail). If no other test oracles are available, then white-box test generator could use
inconclusive as the default outcome.

• Assertions could be categorized and arranged by the types of checks they perform (e.g. observed
values, sanity checks...).

• Assertions could have a short and descriptive comment about why they were generated.
• Generated tests having null inputs could be distinguished from the others.
• The generated tests could have short descriptions about what they are checking and covering
(similarly to [Pan+16]).

• Generated tests could contain variables with more meaningful names (e.g., [DRF17] for test
names).

• The generated tests could employ the Arrange, Act, Assert pattern in the structure of generated
tests.

• The tests could contain intra-line comments that describe what the given line is responsible for.

3.4 Summary and Future Work

In this chapter I have presented the detailed design and results of two empirical studies analyzing
practical aspects of white-box test generation. Both studies showed that there are several improve-
ment areas that could alleviate the practical applicability of these techniques.

The study investigating white-box test generation during development (Section 3.2) yielded that
white-box generated tests may reach higher code coverage compared to manual testing, yet those
values are still too low (C3). This may stem from various sources (e.g., limitations of the techniques)
that need to be resolved for improved practical applicability.

The other study regarding with the generated test classification performance of developers (Sec-
tion 3.3) showed that the users of such techniques tend to incorrectly classify white-box tests causing
fault-encoding tests to remain in the test suites. Based on these results the following challenges can
be quantified.

• Generated white-box tests are difficult to interpret and to decode what is the purpose of each
statement in the test code (C1). Users of the test generation techniques should be aware of how
the test cases are generated.

• In general there is a lack of trust in white-box generators, which hinders further improvements
of such tools (C2). If the users of test generators can easily get an a overview how the concrete
test cases are generated, then the trust might be increased.

Thesis 1 I have analyzed the use of white-box test generation in two separate empirical stud-
ies. Based on the results I have identified and quantified new challenges thatmay hinder practical
white-box test generation, and also strengthened the evidence for already known challenges.
1.1 I designed and conducted a replication for an existing empirical study with 30 human

participants on using white-box test generation during development to gain further in-
sights of the topic. The outcome showed that white-box test generation might provide
test suites reaching higher coverage with less manual effort compared to manually writ-
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ten tests. The study also showed that spending more time with test generation increases
the implementation quality.

1.2 I designed and conducted an empirical study and its replication with 106 individuals al-
together. The studies addressed the white-box test classification performance of the par-
ticipants. The studies provided evidence that developers tend to misclassify generated
white-box tests in terms of correctness.

Publications. The detailed description of the design and the results of the white-box generated test
classification study (Thesis 1.2) has been published in Software Quality Journal (SQJ) [j2]. The datasets
of both studies are publicly available [d9], [d10].

Applications. The conclusions drawn from the results of this thesis serve as a basis for the research
presented in the dissertation’s other two theses. Setiani et al. designed and conducted an experiment
on test case understandability [SFH20] using the publicly available dataset of Study 2 [d10].

Future work. To strengthen the outcomes of both studies, conducting their replications – by mod-
ifying a context variable or steps of the procedure – can serve as a future research direction. For
example, designing a study where participants perform regression testing would be important future
work: similarly to Study 2 the users might be given the task to classify generated white-box tests,
but based on a given delta of the specification. In this way, an empirical body of knowledge about
white-box test generation techniques can be built by the replicated studies.
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Chapter4

Automated Isolation of Dependencies

in White-Box Test Generation

4.1 Overview

4.1.1 Background

As mentioned in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3, white-box test generation techniques often suffer from
various issues, when generating tests to a component, which heavy relies on its environment. Such
issues often result in low coverage achieved by the test generator tool implemented for the given
technique. The root cause of this is that these dependencies may yield unexpected side-effects or
could block the whole execution of the test generation algorithm. To enable fully isolated white-box
test generation for a given component (unit), the following challenges should be tackled.

• C1 – Handling external invocations: Each of the method or member accesses – that are defined
outside the unit under test – should be isolated.

• C2 – Handling external object creations and state tracking: Each of the objects – that have types
defined outside the unit under test – should be handled separately from other objects.

• C3 – Reducing the manual effort required: All isolated members should have some fake or mock
behavior defined, which may require large amount of manual effort.

• C4 – Implementing the approach as generic as possible: Using a pre-selected isolation framework
for handling the dependency issue may lead to compatibility issues with various white-box test
generation techniques.

In this chapter, we present an advanced technique and its large-scale evaluation that addresses
these challenges in a novel, automated way. Figure 4.1 presents the structure of the current chapter.

4.1.2 Motivational example

In this section, we present a complete practical example, which aims to show the problem of isolation
in white-box test generation. First, the method under test is introduced, then we describe the many
factors that could hinder the test generation process. Finally, we show how a concrete test generator
fails to cover all statements in the code under test. Note that in Sect. 4.3, we show how automated
isolation can improve the coverage achieved via the implemented syntax tree transformations.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the structure of Chapter 4.

Throughout this chapter we define the unit under test (UUT) as a single object-oriented class 1.
Also, for each measurement – including this example – we measure the code coverage achieved for a
single method under test inside the UUT.

If an invocation (or other member access) reaches to a method (or a class member) that is defined
outside the UUT, wemark it as external. These externalmethods (ormembers) may induce unexpected
behavior or unwanted side-effects when they are invoked. Throughout the unit testing phase, these
invocations (and member accesses) should be isolated and replaced with something else to avoid such
issues. The replacement can return any kind of custom, yet simplified behavior that is defined by the
user (e.g., based on a given specification), or extracted automatically from an environment model (e.g.,
a state machine).

Let us consider TransferMoney as the method under test for the example with its source code
found in Listing 4.1 (it has already appeared in Chapter 1). Thismethod implements a simplifiedmoney
transfer workflow consisting of multiple atomic steps. The static method takes three parameters in
respective order: the current user token, the amount to transfer, and the destination account. First,
the method checks whether the amount to transfer is larger than zero. Then, a database query is
run to verify that the user has enough balance to perform the transfer. Finally, an external service
called TransferProcessor is invoked to move the money to the other account. If the transfer was
successful the method returns true, while false otherwise.

1Note that our approach could be used for UUT defined in coarser granularity (e.g. classes in the same namespace).
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Listing 4.1: An example method that implements a simple money transfer logic.
1 public static bool TransferMoney(Token userToken, long amount, Account destination)

2 {

3 if (amount <= 0) throw new Exception("Invalid amount to transfer");

4 int balance = DB.RunQuery<int>("GetBalance", userToken);

5 if (balance < amount) throw new Exception("Not enough balance");

6 TransferProcessor tp = new TransferProcessor(userToken);

7 ProcessedTransfer pt = tp.Process(amount, destination);

8 if (pt.IsSuccess) return true;

9 return false;

10 }

Table 4.1: The set of test inputs generated by IntelliTest for the example method without isolation.

ID userToken amount destination result

T1 null 0 null Exception
T2 null 1 null SqlException

This seven lines of code – without performing any isolation – has multiple difficulties for white-
box test generators. First, unit test generators should not have any access to databases (line 4), because
data access layers could be too complex to explore or test generatorsmay accidentally delete ormodify
parts of the database. Second, constructing external objects (TransferProcessor) inside the unit
under test is an action that should be avoided (line 6), because they could call unknown, external
services and thus they could be unintentionally accessed by the test generator. These may also lead
to unwanted side effects for the test generation process. Finally, in line 7, there is an invocation to an
external method (Process), which has a boolean return type. The value returned is tested inside the
branching condition of the subsequent line. By default the called method’s code will be traversed and
its return values (for each possible case) will be calculated based on the traversal’s outcome. However,
if this method is not fully implemented yet, or it depends on other complex algorithms that are not
explorable, the test generator may fail to provide inputs to trigger both true and false return values.

4.1.2.1 Using Default Behavior

If there is no isolation provided for the database connection, the white-box test generator will traverse
until the code raises an SqlException at line 4 indicating that the database connection is not available
from the host, from where the invocation is started. Thus, only two lines (lines 3 and 4) of code will be
covered by default. To demonstrate this, we implemented the method under test in C# and executed
IntelliTest on it. The generated test inputs and their respective outcomes are shown in Table 4.1.

4.1.2.2 Manual stubs

The simplest way of manually isolating a problematic external dependency is to replace the method
with a single stub that returns a fixed value. In the example’s case, to avoid access to the database, we
replaced the RunQuerymethod with a stub that returns 0 for every invocation. With this simple step,
we were able to isolate the database access from the test generator, however we also constrained its
behavior in terms of test generation. The tests generated by Pex described with their inputs and out-
comes are shown in Table 4.2. There are two generated tests achieving only 50% statement coverage.
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Table 4.2: The set of test inputs generated by IntelliTest for the example method with manual stubs.

ID userToken amount destination result

T1 null 0 null Exception
T2 null 1 null Exception

In order to step through the balance checks the test generator should be able to dynamically change
the return value of the RunQuery method. However, creating such stubs or mocks is far from trivial
and could be time-consuming – if possible at all.

4.1.2.3 Parameterized mocks

Listing 4.2: An example parameterizedmock implementation (retrieving a return value fromMicrosoft
Pex) for TransferProcessor’s Process method defined using Microsoft Fakes.
1 ShimTransferProcessor

2 .AllInstances

3 .ProcessInt32Account = (a,d) => {

4 return PexChoose.Value<bool>("ProcessReturnValue");

5 }

6 }

To enable the white-box test generator to reach 100% statement coverage, one should define all
possible outcomes (return values and possibly side-effects) for the isolated, external methods. One
can achieve this via parameterized mocks, where the test generator can decide what type of behavior
to induce in the called methods.

However, in the current example, injection of the two, externally-typed objects
(TransferProcessor and ProcessedTransfer) is not possible due to the restricted parameter
list (i.e., they are instantiated inside the method body). Thus, first a testability refactoring is required
(which might influence other parts of the code as well), and then the fake methods should be defined
with parameterization and a simplified behavior. One can also use advanced isolation frameworks
that are able to replace invocations without testability refactorings. We present such implementation
of a mock in Listing 4.2 using Microsoft Fakes, a state-of-the-art isolation framework for C#.

On one hand, this might take significant amount of time and effort, as these should be performed
for each method under test. On the other, this way the test double (mock) implementations in the
software under test will contain test generator tool-dependent parts. Therefore our goal was to rec-
ommend an automatic approach that does not require manual testability refactorings and mock defi-
nitions.

4.2 Approach for Automated Isolation

In this section, we present an advanced approach (based on our preliminary, proof-of-concept
ones [w6],[j1]) that is able to overcome the isolation problem for white-box test generation by auto-
matically transforming the source code of the unit under test (UUT). These transformations ensure
that the invocations inside the UUT will only invoke a parameterized sandbox, where arbitrary be-
haviors are created with values obtained from the white-box test generator (e.g., a return value for an
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isolated method). This generalizes the concept of parameterized mocks and mock generation [TS06;
TS05; TGS07] for all kinds of white-box test generation techniques without including any specific
isolation framework.

We implemented the approach in a ready-to-use tool called AutoIsolator using Microsoft Pex
(also known as IntelliTest) [TH08] as test generator. We designed a large-scale evaluation involv-
ing 10 open-source projects from GitHub. We measured the number of generated tests, along with
the statement and branch coverage reached by Pex with and without the transformations to decide,
whether the approach is capable of alleviating the isolation problem in the given context. Also, to
gain better understanding of the practical applicability of our approach, we measured the additional
time required by the transformations in the scope of the test generation process.

4.2.1 Overview and main concepts

B. Program AFTER isolationA. Program BEFORE isolation

Unit Under 
Test (UUT)

External module

1. External e = new External()
2. e.calc()

calc():Int32

Transformed 
UUT

2. e._().ExternalCalcInt32()

Fake singleton

ExternalCalcInt32():Int32

Uninitialized 
instantiator

1. External e = New<External>.get()

Test input 
generator

3. return Generate.Int32()

AST transformations

Code generation

Figure 4.2: An overview of the automated isolation approach for white-box test generation with ex-
ample code snippets.

Figure 4.2 shows the overview of our proposed approach for automated isolation in white-box
test generation. The input required by the technique is the fully qualified description of the unit
under test (which can contain multiple classes or even modules). The left hand side in the figure
visualizes a simple program, which reaches to an external service (External) by instantiating it and
then calling its method calc. The right hand side presents the structure of the unit under test after
the automated isolation process that consists of special abstract syntax tree (AST) transformations
and code generation. The transformed unit instantiates the external service as an uninitialized object

and calls into a Fake singleton object instead of the original object in the memory. This allows the test
input generator to provide return and state changing values in the replaced method. We describe the
main concepts of the workflow below in detail.

The transformation algorithm (Algorithm 1) uses the source code and a unit definition (with a
sequence of fully qualified name as an input). First, it parses the source code to obtain the syntax
trees and the project being worked on, then performs the two main types of syntax tree transforma-
tions: member access and object creation. For each successful transformation a fake implementation
is generated (retrieving concrete values from the test generator), along with other basic mandatory
environment extensions described later in this section. Finally, the generated syntax trees are added
to the project, while the original syntax trees are replaced with the transformed ones. If everything
has been performed as expected, the project can be compiled again without any errors.
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Input: Qualified name of the unit under test (uut)
Input: Source code of the whole project (sc)
Output: The transformed source code

1 p← parseSourceCode(sc)
2 ti← transformMemberAccesses(p, uut)
3 to← transformObjectCreations(ti, uut)
4 if ti.isSuccess and to.isSuccess then
5 f ← generateFakeCode(ti.Data)
6 e← generateBasicEnvironment()
7 p← p.replaceOrAddSyntaxTrees(⟨ti, to, e⟩)
8 end

9 return p

Algorithm 1: AutoIsolator workflow overview

4.2.1.1 Fake singleton

The Fake object contains all external method or member definitions that are being accessed from the
unit under test throughout the isolation process. Each definition represents a single invocation dis-
tinguished by a globally unique identifier (thus multiple definitions may exist for the same method
but with a unique invocation identifier). The definitions in the Fake singleton contain the custom be-
havior specified by the test generator (by querying for a given type of values) or even by the user. The
advantage of wrapping all instance member definitions into one, globally singleton object is that the
injection of this object into the unit under test is much simpler than injecting multiple replacement
objects on-demand at each callsite. Note that the isolation of static members is performed using gen-
erated static fakes on per class basis as instances are not required to be injected in those cases. See
Listing 4.3 for a thorough example describing the structure for the generated fake code.

Algorithm 2 describes how the code generation is performed. The algorithm starts from the mem-
ber access metadata gathered during the transformation process. Then, for each member access (mi),
all required information is extracted to generate a fake copy of the member: identifier, and if applica-
ble the parameter list and type parameter list as well. If the member is a method, then all parameters
are examined and a value generator statement is emitted and assigned, if the parameter is of a non-
primitive type. Last, the same is performed for the return statement (if applicable), and the whole body
is assembled into a partial syntax tree. If the member itself, or its container (type) is static, then the
member will be emitted to a separate static fake class. Otherwise, the generated member definition is
written to the Fake singleton.

4.2.1.2 Isolator method

In order to replace the original member invocations to the fake ones in a static way (without concrete
execution), the syntax trees must be modified inside the unit under test. If only the member’s name is
modified at each invocation, it would cause a compilation error, because the generated fake member
(with the given name) is located in an other type (e.g., in the Fake singleton). Thus, the fake container
type (for non-static members) must be injected using only syntax tree transformations, which could
replace the original type and the generated fake member can be invoked. We achieve the injection of
the Fake singleton by using a special extension method.

Extension methods are special programming language constructs that allow developers to extend
the behavior of any type without modifying the original, thus these methods can be called on objects
having the desired type. Compilers use a dispatcher to enable the syntactic sugar of invoking the
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Input:Metadata of member accesses (md := {m0,m1, ... ,mn})
Output: Syntax tree of the Fake singleton file (sf )

1 stf, sif← ⟨∅⟩
2 for i← 0 to n do

3 id← extractMemberName(mi).concat(i)
4 p← extractParameterList(mi)
5 tp← extractTypeParameters(mi)
6 as← ⟨∅⟩
7 for j ← 0 to p.length do

8 t← getType(pj)
9 if not isPrimitiveType(t) then
10 vg ← generateV alueGenerator(t, tp)
11 as← as+ generateAssignment(pj , vg)

12 end

13 end

14 r ← generateReturnStatement(mi)
15 b← generateBody(as, r)
16 if isStatic(mi) or isStatic(mi.Container) then
17 stf← stf+ generateMember(id, p, tp, b)
18 end

19 else

20 sif← sif+ generateMember(id, p, tp, b)
21 end

22 end

23 r1← generateStaticFakeClasses(stf)
24 r2← generateSingletonFake(sif)
25 return combineIntoF ile(r1, r2)

Algorithm 2: generateFakeCode

extension methods on the original type instance. Most modern languages support extension methods
(e.g., Java, C#, Scala, Kotlin) either out-of-the-box, or with the use of advanced libraries and tools.

Our approach requires a single extension method (the isolator method) denoted with an under-
score, which practically injects the Fake singleton object into the unit under test at the callsite. We
achieve this by attaching the isolator to all types in the program with the use of the generic signature
for an extension method shown in Listing 4.4 (using C# syntax).

4.2.1.3 Uninitialized instantiation

In order to avoid constructor invocations acting as a leakage from the isolated unit under test, our
approach transforms (as introduced later in Section 4.2.3) those calls into creations of uninitialized ob-
jects. Such objects are only references to empty memory spaces corresponding to their initial required
size. Uninitialized objects in our approach ensure the type-safety in the transformed code, thus the
transformations do not have to introduce casts or changes in the type information. The use of unini-
tialized objects is supported in most modern programming languages (e.g., JVM-based languages,
.NET-based languages, C++).

We use the references to these uninitialized instances throughout the isolated unit under test. Note
that – due to the isolator method introduced before – members of these instances are never actually
reached, hence no errors occur in such cases. Though, the reference to the allocated memory is passed
to the generated code in the Fake singleton (as the isolator extension method knows on which object
reference it is used), where it is used for uniquely identifying the object itself. This way we ensure
that the generated code can provide various behavior for the same object in different simulated states.
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Listing 4.3: Example describing the structure, how the generated fake code works for instance and
static members.
1 public class Example {

2 public int ExampleCalc() {

3 External e = new External();

4 int a = e.calc();

5 int b = e.calc();

6 int c = External.staticCalc();

7 return (a+b-c) > 10;

8 }

9 }

10
11 public class IsolatedExample {

12 public int ExampleCalc() {

13 External e = New<External>.get();

14 int a = e._().ExternalCalcInt32_0();

15 int b = e._().ExternalCalcInt32_1();

16 int c = FAKE_External.staticCalcInt32();

17 return (a+b-c) > 10;

18 }

19 }

20
21 public class Fake {

22 public int ExternalCalcInt32_0() {

23 return Generate.Int32();

24 }

25 public int ExternalCalcInt32_1() {

26 return Generate.Int32();

27 }

28 }

29
30 public class FAKE_External {

31 public int staticCalcInt32() {

32 return Generate.Int32();

33 }

34 }

Listing 4.4: The definition of the isolator method with C# syntax.
1 public static Fake _<T>(this T obj) {

2 return Fake.Instance(obj);

3 }

4.2.2 Member accesses

In order to replace the original method invocations in the unit under test, we use isolating abstract
syntax tree (AST) transformations. Algorithm 3 shows how the transformation is performed for each
syntax tree in the unit under test. These are minimally invasive by design, thus they do not change
any other behavior in the program. First, the type information is retrieved for both the member itself,
and for the callsite as well. Then, each member access node in each syntax tree of the UUT is checked
in terms of: whether i) the caller of the member is not a subtype of the member’s container, and ii)
the member is contained by an external type (outside of the UUT). When both requirements are met,
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the transformation will take place for the given node. Our proposed approach performs two main
changes at each instance invocation (or member access that have no arguments).

• Identifier replacement: As the Fake singleton contains all of the replaced method definitions
(with a unique invocation identifier), we have to ensure that the generated method code has a
unique name, while maintaining the essential data for the users. We concatenate the following
data in respective order for identification: type name, method name, parameters’ types, return
type, unique callsite identifier.

• Isolator method insertion: The call to the isolator method (denoted with an underscore – as
defined in Listing 4.4) is inserted before the original member identifier node in the AST. This
enables the injection of the Fake singleton into the unit under test.

Input: Syntax trees of the unit under test (sts := {st0, st1, ... , stn})
Output: Syntax trees after transformation (trs)

1 trs← ⟨∅⟩
2 for i← 0 to n do

3 ms← extractMemberAccessNodes(sti)
4 for j ← 0 toms.length do

5 s← retrieveTypeInformation(msj)
6 if not baseTypeOf(msj .caller,msj .container) and isExternal(msj) then
7 nm← extractMemberName(s).concat(j)
8 if isStatic(msj) or isStatic(msj .Container) then
9 ma← generateStaticMemberAccess(s, nm, ta)

10 sti ← sti.replaceNode(msj ,ma)

11 end

12 else

13 ma← generateMemberAccess(s, nm, ta)
14 sti ← sti.replaceNode(msj ,ma)

15 end

16 end

17 end

18 trs← trs+ sti
19 end

20 return trs

Algorithm 3: transformMemberAccesses

In terms of static methods or members, we only perform two simple identifier transformations:
i) the static type’s name receives a prefix to identify the replacement, and ii) the method or member
identifier is transformed the same way as described for instance members.

Figure 4.3a shows an AST for a method invocation with a single argument, while Figure 4.3b
shows the transformed AST after the two modifications.

4.2.3 Object creations

Uninitialized objects are key parts of our approach. This concept ensures that no constructors are
invoked throughout the isolated unit under test. In order to achieve this, we apply an AST transfor-
mation for each object creation expression. Consider an example AST in Figure 4.4a, which shows a
simple instantiation of a type with a single argument. The uninitialized object creation (as discussed
in Section 4.2.1.3) is performed in an external utility class. We are required to transform the orig-
inal object creations into invocations reaching out to this generic utility class (called New<T>) and
its method (get). This special method contains the logic to return the reference to an empty space of
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(a) An invocation AST before isolating transformations. (b) The transformed AST of a method invo-
cation

Figure 4.3: Example transformation of method invocation

(a) An AST of an object creation with arguments. (b) Transformed AST of an object creation.

Figure 4.4: Example transformation of object creation

memory allocated to the size of type T. Although the idea behind this logic in this class is independent
of any programming language, its implementation is dependent on which language, framework, or
runtime is used. In Figure 4.4b, we present how the constructor invocation (found in line 2 of List-
ing 4.3) will be transformed automatically into an invocation to the mentioned utility. Note that all
of the constructor arguments are passed to the instantiator method so that they can be used at later
invocations, or for behavior simulation purposes.

4.3 Implementation for Microsoft Pex

We have chosen Microsoft Pex [TH08] (IntelliTest) as the test generator for which we implement our
approach, because it is one of the most advanced white-box test generators. Also, the language on
which Pex works (C#) supports all of the main concepts used in the approach out-of-the-box (e.g., no
external libraries are required for extension methods). Microsoft Roslyn [NET] provides an easy-to-
use API for syntax tree transformations and in-memory compilations in C#, thus we decided to use
this library for our implementation purposes.

4.3.0.1 Overview

To get a quick overview of how our implementation – called AutoIsolator – is designed, we present its
workflow in Figure 4.5. Our tool retrieves the source code of the unit under test by opening the project
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class FakeIO
{
int cnt() {
return TG.int();

}
}

class Foo {
IO._().cnt();

}

class Foo {
IO.cnt();

}

Unit Under Test

Dependency
Information

IO

Foo

Calls

Dependency
analysis1.

Transformed
Unit Under Test

Source code
transformations2.
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generation3.

Sandbox
Environment

FakeIO

Foo
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Compiled Library

Include in
compilation4.

Include in
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Test
Generator

Calls

Generate
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Figure 4.5: An overview of the workflow in the implemented tool in which Microsoft Pex acts as the
test generator.

into memory via Roslyn’s project and workspace handling feature. After that – using code analysis
– the tool extracts the information about all dependencies of the unit under test. Then, based on this
information, the UUT is transformed on abstract syntax tree level via Roslyn. In parallel, the required
fake method definitions are generated automatically, which are invoked from the transformed UUT.
Finally, with Roslyn’s in-memory compilation, an isolated dynamically linked library (DLL) is assem-
bled including the changes performed previously. The library also contains generated Parameterized
Unit Tests (PUTs [TS05]) for each externally reachable method in the UUT: they act as starting points
for Microsoft Pex’s test generation.

4.3.1 Current limitations

Object state handling Currently the tool does not support tracking the states of objects that have
types defined outside of the unit under test. By disregarding the object state the values returned from
their isolated methods are quasi-independent, and thus the test generator can choose arbitrary values.

Operators on external objects Operators are not treated in the isolating transformations at all,
which causes a runtime issue when the concrete execution applies the operator (e.g., equality) on an
uninitialized object. This is an important future fix to consider.

Special classes as a unit under test The current version of the tool does not support generic or
nested classes as the unit under test. Generic classes are not supported by Microsoft Pex either, thus
this is an external limitation.

Extension methods The tool does not support extension methods as a starting point of the test
generation, because they can be applied on other types than they are defined in, which makes the
definition of the unit under test unclear.
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4.3.2 Isolation example

We have presented a motivating example in Sect. 4.1.2 that has shown the issues with external depen-
dencies during white-box test generation. To demonstrate the capabilities of our previously presented
automated isolation approach, we executed AutoIsolator to enhance the test generation process of Pex
for that single unit and method under test.

Listing 4.5: The automatically isolated money transfer method from Section 4.1.2 and its related gen-
erated assets.
1 public static bool TransferMoney(Token userToken, long amount, Account destination)

2 {

3 if (amount <= 0) throw new Exception("Invalid amount to transfer");

4 int balance = FAKE_DB.RunQuery__0_<int>("GetBalance", userToken);

5 if (balance < amount) throw new Exception("Not enough balance");

6 TransferProcessor tp = New<TransferProcessor>.Instance();

7 ProcessedTransfer pt = tp._().Process__1_(amount, destination);

8 if (pt._().MemberIsSuccess__2_) return true;

9 return false;

10 }

11 internal static partial class FAKE_DB

12 {

13 internal static int RunQuery__0_<T>(string queryName, params object[] args)

14 {

15 return PexChoose.Value<int>("a");

16 }

17 }

18 internal partial class Fake

19 {

20 internal ProcessedTransfer Process__1_(long amount, Account destination)

21 {

22 return New<ProcessedTransfer>.Instance();

23 }

24 public bool MemberIsSuccess__2_

25 {

26 get

27 {

28 return PexChoose.Value<bool>("b");

29 }

30 }

31 }

32 public static class New<T>

33 {

34 public static readonly Func<T> Instance = Creator();

35
36 static Func<T> Creator()

37 {

38 Type t = typeof(T);

39 if (t == typeof(string)) return

Expression.Lambda<Func<T>>(Expression.Constant(string.Empty)).Compile();

40 if (t.IsValueType) return Expression.Lambda<Func<T>>(Expression.New(t)).Compile();

41 return () => (T)FormatterServices.GetUninitializedObject(t);

42 }

43 }

The transformed unit under test and the related generated code can be found in Listing 4.5. Note
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Table 4.3: The set of test inputs generated by Pex for the isolated example method.

ID userToken amount destination a b result

T1 null 0 null - - Exception
T2 null 1 null - - Exception
T3 null 861 null 862 true false

T4 null 861 null 862 - true

that the generated code differs compared to Listing 4.3 as the concrete implementation uses Pex-
specific instructions. In line 4 the transformed invocation to the database retrieves an arbitrary integer
value from the Pex engine (instead of having a stub with fixed value). In line 6, instead of creating a
normal instance of TransferProcess, an uninitialized memory space is allocated to that reference:
this avoids the possible unwanted side-effects of calling external constructors (refer to the definition
of the New class at the bottom of the listing as well as to Section 4.2.1.3 and Section 4.2.3 for more
details). Then, line 7 creates an uninitialized instance of ProcessedTransfer to avoid calling an
external method. Finally the result’s boolean property is checked in the branching condition. The
property’s value is again provided by the Pex engine and thus both outcomes can be covered. We
have executed Pex on the transformed unit under test, which resulted in the generated tests and their
respective outputs found in Table 4.3. Note that two new tests were generated compared to other
cases by which the statement coverage increased from 50% to 100%. The new tests were using the
arbitrary values that were generated by Pex (see columns a and b that are representing the generated
values from lines 15 and 28, respectively).

4.4 User-defined Sandbox Behavior for Symbolic Execution

We present an approach that builds on partial behaviors defined by developers to enhance the gen-
erated sandbox of our automated isolation technique resulting in covering more relevant scenarios
in the unit under test [w7]. Note that this approach is especially elaborated for (dynamic) symbolic
execution, hence – due to the concepts it builds on – it is not usable for all types of white-box test gen-
eration techniques. Also note that [w7] refers to dynamic symbolic execution, however the approach
can be employed for classic symbolic execution as well.

4.4.1 Context

Our approach for supporting white-box test generation with automated isolation consists of twomain
steps: 1) transforming the unit under test and 2) generating a parameterized sandbox. The methods
defined inside the parameterized sandbox receives the same input values as the original dependency
would. Also, the generated methods may have effects on the passed objects, andmay also return values
given by the test generator through the parameters of the sandbox. See Figure 4.6 for more details of
the approach. The unit under test denoted with UUT uses n dependencies (Dk) through functions fk.
These dependencies also exist in the sandbox in a parameterized form, where the return values and
effects are provided by the test generator.

An issue with the parameterized sandbox – that may hinder the test generator from generating
relevant cases – is that its behavior is uncontrolled, thus completely relies on the generated values
(refer to the false behavior problem in Section 4.5.5). However, these values, in most of the cases are
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(a) SE without isolation. (b) SE with parameterized sandbox.

Figure 4.6: The essence of the automatically generated parameterized sandbox approach.

only relevant for covering more statements, i.e., their behaviors are not depending e.g., on 1) the state
of the unit under test, 2) the state of other called dependencies, 3) their own state. In order to overcome
this issue, we propose an approach that employs inputs defined by the users, i.e. developers or testers.
In this approach, we focus on

For the precise definition of input types we employed existing concepts (defined below) from
related works on compositional symbolic execution [AGT08].

Partition-effects pair [Per+08] A partition-effects pair (i, e) has 1) an input constraint i that is an
expression over constants and symbolic variables, 2) an effects constraint e, which denotes expressions
of symbolic variables bounded to values. A set of partition-effects pairs is used to describe the behavior
of a method. A constraint i defines a partition of the input space and an effect e denotes the effects
when the given argument values are found in the partition i.

Symbolic summary [God07] A symbolic summary of methodm is a set of partition-effects pairs
msum = {(i1, e1), (i2, e2), ..., (ik, ek)}, where i1, i2, ..., ik are disjoint.

An important aspect of compositional symbolic execution is to execute each unit separately and
create method summaries to other units that use the currently analyzed one. The concepts introduced
before can be employed for both static and dynamic compositional symbolic executions, although
running each component (unit) is required for such analyses.

4.4.2 Approach

The basic idea of our approach is to obtain behaviors for the generated sandbox incrementally from
developers and testers (the users of test generators). These behaviors are defined in an easily readable
format then transformed to symbolic method summaries with a preliminary logical check. When the
check passes, source code is generated, which can be used by symbolic execution-based test genera-
tion as summaries for the corresponding execution paths.

Several other related works have already addressed the problematic area of isolation in symbolic
execution-based test generation (e.g., [GMW10a; IC10b; PTY09a]). These approaches also rely on user
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Table 4.4: Table structure for providing behavior with two examples.

Input (I) Effects (E) Return
o b o

not null true new object() >10

null true - -1

input at some point, however these employ various forms of user inputs differently than ours. Also,
our approach uses incremental refinement by allowing the definition of partial behaviors as well.

We use an example to provide better understanding of our approach. The method
M(object o, bool b):int used is a dependency of the unit under test. The real behavior of
the method is out of scope for this example. Note that object o is passed by reference, thus its state
can be affected in M.

Figure 4.7: The approach for user-defined sandbox behavior.

Incremental refinement. Our approach uses incremental refinement of behavior (see Fig-
ure 4.7). At first, only the automated isolation transformation and sandbox generation are performed
(0th iteration). After this step, the behavior of the sandbox depends only on the white-box test gen-
erator. The generated effects, input and output values for each dependency are presented to the user.
Based on these, the user can decide to alter the behavior of each called dependency (1st iteration). The
change of behavior is defined in a table structure (presented in Table 4.4 for the example dependency
method M). This table describes the constraints for each parameter, effect and for the return value as
well. Also note that during the incremental usage, the user would see the values provided by the test
generator in each column.

In Table 4.4, method M has two behaviors defined by the user overriding the arbitrary default.
The first defines when parameter o is not null and parameter b is set to true, then o is assigned
to a new object, and the method returns more than 10. The second states that when o is null and b

is true, then the method returns constant -1. Note that in this example, the user provided only an
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under-approximation of the behavior as not all of the input partitions were covered (omitted where
parameter b is false). For unspecified cases, our approach employs an otherwise feature, where
both the effects and return value are set by the test generator.

Before the next execution, the automated isolation technique transforms the behavior (provided
by the user) to source code into the sandbox. However, a validity check is performed before the code
generation as the input partitions must be disjoint. In order to check this, our approach transforms
the user-defined behaviors to symbolic summaries first, and then generates code from the summaries.
The transformation from the table-structured user-defined behavior to the symbolic summaries can
be defined as follows.

Transforming behaviors to symbolic summaries. A user-defined behavior b for method m

consists of an input constraint i ∈ Im, an effect constraint e ∈ Em and a return value rm. Also, the
behavior of method m can be described using multiple bk ∈ Bm. First, it is checked that if

∧
ibk for

every k is unsatisfiable, i.e. checking if the input partitions defined by the user are disjoint, thus there
are no conflicts between them. If the check passes, then from all bk ∈ Bm the∨

k

(ibk , ebk ∧ rbk)

symbolic summary is created.
Consider the example in Table 4.4. The symbolic summary to be created here – based on the

previous description – can be formulated as follows: (o ̸= null ∧ b == true, o == new object() ∧
return > 10) ∨ (o == null ∧ b == true, return == −1).

The code generation for the sandbox is performed along predefined rules. These are designed
to produce code that appends the symbolic summary to the path conditions of symbolic execu-
tion. The input partition constraints are transformed to if statements and conditions, while the ef-
fects (as assignment statements) and return constraints are appended to the body of the sandbox
method. Consider the example in Table 4.4, the generated code for the sandbox method of method
M(object o, bool b):int would be as follows.

Listing 4.6: Sandbox code for method m(object o, bool b):int
1 public int FakeM(object o, bool b) {

2 if(o != null && b == true) {

3 o = new object();

4 return SE.ChooseFromRange<int>(11, int.Max);

5 }

6 if(o == null && b == true) {

7 return -1;

8 }

9 return SE.Choose<int>();

10 }

After the code generation has finished, the user is ready to re-execute the test generation pro-
cess to obtain new tests (this time with the user-defined sandbox behavior). In the next step of the
refinement, the user gets the values generated by symbolic execution again. The user can refine the
behavior again (Figure 4.7 – nth iteration) by filling, appending or modifying the table previously
introduced (Table 4.4). This process can be repeated until the user finds the behaviors acceptable.
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4.4.3 Complex example

The following example introduces an advanced scenario, where the user-defined behavior of the pa-
rameterized sandbox helps reducing the number of tests that trigger false behavior. The example is
based on a backend service of an e-commerce site.

The current example focuses on a module of the service, which is responsible for handling adver-
tisements. More precisely, the method under test (Listing 4.7) receives a product identifier and gets
the advertisements (Ads) for that product. In its current implementation, the ads are consisting of re-
lated products only. The query of the related products is performed through database using the data
access layer of the backend (DB). This layer fills in a set of integer identifiers of the related products.
If there are related products, then the query returns true, while returns false if the set remained
empty. The method under test adds the set of identifiers to the advertisement object to be returned.
The addition causes an error if the set being passed is empty as it cannot occur in real use with respect
to the specification.

In this example, the DBmodule is a dependency and has to be isolated during symbolic execution-
based test generation in order to avoid unwanted accesses to the database.

Listing 4.7: Source code for complex example method.
1 public Ads GetAdsForProduct(int id) {

2 if(id == -1) throw new NoProductExists();

3 Set<int> ids = new Set<int>();

4 bool success = DB.GetRelatedProducts(id, ids);

5 if(success) {

6 Ads ads = new Ads();

7 ads.AddRelatedProducts(ids);

8 return ads;

9 }

10 return null;

11 }

The first step of the incremental refinement is transforming the unit to use the parameterized
sandbox. In the 0th iteration, the sandbox is only controlled by symbolic execution. The generated
sandbox code would be as found in Listing 4.8.

Listing 4.8: Partial source code of the generated sandbox for advanced example.
1 bool FakeGetRelatedProducts(int id, Set<int> ids) {

2 ids = SE.Choose<Set>();

3 return SE.Choose<bool>();

4 }

The issue with this unrestricted sandbox behavior is that there is no connection between the
effects and the return value of themethod. This causes a false behavior: the sandboxmethod can return
true even when the set of identifiers remains empty causing the method under test to unintentionally
crash. To tackle this issue, users can define the partial behavior as found in Table 4.5.

Listing 4.9: Partial source code of the generated sandbox for advanced example
1 bool FakeGetRelatedProducts(int id, Set<int> ids) {

2 if(ids != null) {

3 for(int i = 0; i <= 10; i++) {

4 ids.Add(SE.Choose<int>(i));

5 }

6 return true;

7 } else if(ids == null) {
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Table 4.5: Table structure for providing behavior with two examples.

Input (I) Effects (E) Return
id ids id

- not null not empty true

- null - false

8 return false;

9 }

10 }

The generated code for these restrictions modifies the parameterized sandbox as found in List-
ing 4.9. The code contains a loopwith 10 iterations (predefinedwith sandbox loop settings) to fill in the
set with identifiers and return true if the set was not null. Otherwise, the code returns false. There
is no need for other branches as the input space is partitioned into two parts by the user-defined be-
haviors. Using this parameterized sandbox, symbolic execution will not yield test cases, where the set
is empty, and the method returns true, thus avoids the problematic false behavior that would cause a
known error. Note that this example can be continued with subsequent iterations of the incremental
process to refine the behavior of the sandbox.

4.5 Evaluation

Empirical evaluation of a novel technique and tool is crucial to demonstrate its benefits. In this section,
we present the design and the results of our evaluation of AutoIsolator on randomly selected open-
source projects.

4.5.1 Goal and method

The goal of this experiment is twofold. First, we would like to demonstrate that the approach im-
plemented in AutoIsolator can improve white-box test generation by automatically isolating external
dependencies. Second, we would also like to show that the implemented approach does not require
significant amount of additional time during test generation, thus it would be convenient to apply
in practice. Based on these two requirements, we formulate the following research questions for our
experimental evaluation.

RQ1 How the implemented automated isolation mechanism improves the statement and branch
coverage reached by generated white-box tests?

RQ2 On what extent does the implemented approach increase the time spent with the whole test
generation process?

Note that based on these goals the execution of the experiment should be large-scale and au-
tomatic. Therefore, the evaluation of the user-oriented extension presented in Section 4.4.2 is not
considered during this experiment.
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4.5.2 Experiment planning

4.5.2.1 Variable selection

In terms of collected data, we separate independent and dependent variables [Woh+12] (detailed in
Table 4.6). There were four main independent variables along with 12 other dependent ones. The first
main independent variable is the method (Method) for which the white-box tests are generated. The
second main independent variable takes a value whether there is isolation performed by our tool or
simply Pex was executed alone on the method (IsIsolated). This is the chosen factor for our empirical
evaluation with the mentioned two treatments. We also define two descriptive independent variables
for the details of the object being executed (CC, LoC).

Table 4.6: Independent and dependent variables defined for the experiment.

Cat. Name Description Type

I
n
d
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t IsIsolated Represents how the test generation is performed. We de-

fine two treatments: executing Pex without or with Au-
toIsolator.

Factor

Method The method to execute including its containing class and
project.

Factor

CC The cyclomatic complexity of the method. Numeric
LoC The non-commenting source lines of code found in the

method.
Numeric

D
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t

SC Statement coverage of the method under test. Numeric
BC Branch coverage of the method under test. Numeric
TC The total number of generated tests. Numeric
PWC The number of warnings found in the generated Pex re-

port by type.
Combined

PEC The number of errors found in the generated Pex report
by type.

Combined

PB The possible boundaries reached by Pex at the end of the
test generation.

Factor

IMethods The number of external method accesses, i.e. the number
of method accesses to isolate. This is a unit-level (class)
metric.

Numeric

IMembers The number of external property or field accesses, i.e. the
number of property or field accesses to isolate. This is a
unit-level (class) metric.

Numeric

TTransformation The time required by AutoIsolator for transformations Numeric [s]
TCodeGeneration The time required by AutoIsolator for emitting the fake

methods, properties and fields.
Numeric [s]

TCompilation The time required by AutoIsolator for the compilation of
the transformed project.

Numeric [s]

TTestGeneration The time required by Pex to generate tests. Numeric [s]
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In terms of dependent variables, we chose 12 that are observed as the outcomes of our evaluation.
First to form an answer for RQ1, we measure statement (SC) and branch coverage (BC) values to de-
cide on the enhancements introduced by AutoIsolator. We have considered other alternatives, such
as mutation score, to measure the quality of generated test suites. However, we defined the enhance-
ment as an increase in the explored behavior of the unit under test, thus the bug-finding capability
of the generated tests (mostly measured by mutation score) is not in the scope of this evaluation.
Also, we measured the number of generated tests by Pex (TC). For later investigation we observed
the number of warnings (PWC), errors (PEC) and boundaries (PB – e.g., maximum paths, timeout)
in Pex executions. We also measured how many external method (IMethods) and member accesses
(IMembers) are there in each unit that were automatically transformed by AutoIsolator. Note that
these two variables are dependent, because they are extracted from AutoIsolator, when executed on a
given method. Finally, to answer RQ2 we have measured 4 time-related variables (TTransformation,
TCodeGeneration, TCompilation, and TTestGeneration) that are concerned with the time required by
AutoIsolator compared to plain Pex-only test generations.

4.5.2.2 Object selection

To improve the external validity of our experiment, we selected projects from an external source. As
GitHub is the largest location where open-source C# projects are available, we selected 10 repositories
from there for our experimental purposes. The selection of these repositories was random from the
ones fulfilling the following four criteria.

• Has at least 1000 stars on GitHub, which represents the popularity of the project.
• Has no relation to user interfaces, as they are not well-suitable for white-box test generation.
• Has no relation to mobile applications, as they require special project setups that Roslyn does
not support (e.g., .NET Core).

• Has no relation to graphics, as they require special dependencies that are not handled by Roslyn.
The C# repositories found on GitHub usually contain multiple projects. To simplify the selection

process (e.g., do not drop a repository, which has one UI-related project besides others), we only
examined and used the root (main) project from each of these repositories.

After we selected the 10 projects, we implemented a tool that can extract all methods automatically
from a C# project. However, we made sure that all methods used in the experiment are supported by
Pex, thus we excluded the methods that had at least one of the following traits. The filtering process
was also fully automated.

• The method’s container is a nested class.
• The method’s container is an abstract class.
• The method’s container is a generic class.
• The method is abstract.
• The method is an extension method.
• The method’s accessibility (visibility) is not public.
Our selection and filtering procedure yielded the projects and methods found in Table 4.7. The

table also describes how many methods were explored (EM), and how many were applicable for our
purposes (AM).

We executed AutoIsolator and Pex on each of the methods and found that 2596 methods were

successfully executed by both tools out of the total 2935 applicable methods:
• AutoIsolator error: In case of 300 methods AutoIsolator yielded an uncompilable code or an
uncaught exception was thrown during the execution.
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Table 4.7: The randomly selected projects and their methods from GitHub. EM denotes the number of
total methods explored, while AM shows how many were applicable for us. The rest of the statistics
are regarding with the applicable methods.

Repository Project #EM #AM Mean LoC Total LoC Mean CC

Abot Abot 172 59 11.95 705 2.03
Akka Akka 2049 949 13.81 13074 1.48
GraphEngine Trinity.Core 902 386 16.86 6507 2.05
Humanizer Humanizer 444 114 21.00 2394 4.21
ImageProcessor ImageProcessor 367 194 35.99 6982 2.84
LiteDB LiteDB 600 326 16.08 5307 2.07
NodaTime NodaTime 681 228 15.21 3468 1.76
Polly Polly 746 47 9.72 457 1.13
Simple.Data Simple.Data 719 390 8.56 3338 1.55
TopShelf TopShelf 507 242 10.70 2590 1.50

Total 10 7187 2935 - 44822 -

• Pex error : Pex could not emit compilable source code for the generated tests in case of 39 meth-
ods.

In the forthcoming sections, we only consider the 2596 successfully executed methods, as they
are the comparable ones in terms of coverage and required time. These 2596 methods sum up 38618
lines of code, with a mean of 14.88. The cyclomatic complexity (CC) was 1.84 on average.

4.5.2.3 Process

We designed the procedure of the evaluation to answer both RQs at once. To simplify the definition of
the unit under test throughout the study, we decided to use single classes as the unit under tests. This
way the same transformations are performed for all methods found in the same class. To measure the
coverage and time difference for white-box test generation with and without the automated isolation,
we executed Pex on them two times (as described previously in the IsIsolated independent variable):
first without any isolation, and then with fully automated isolation. For both types of execution,
we measured the same, required variables. To enable a valid data collection procedure, and to avoid
unexpected outlier values, we performed each measurement 3 times. We analyzed all the numerical
variables and found that the standard deviation among the three sessions were negligible. Thus, all of
the values we analyzed are medians obtained using a preliminary data merge from the 3 measurement
sessions.

4.5.2.4 Environment

We used a cloud virtual machine to perform the automated evaluation, because executing test gener-
ation with and without AutoIsolator requires a special environment to run continuously for 33 hours.
Also, we had to ensure that running Pex without AutoIsolator is not causing unexpected effects on
the file system or any other service on the machine, hence we executed the evaluation with a separate
user having a strongly restricted access to the file system and other services. The virtual machine we
used was running Windows 10 and had 3.5 GBs of memory along with a dedicated CPU running at
2.4 GHz.
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4.5.2.5 Data analysis

We used R 3.4.3 [R C17] to analyze the outcomes. First, we performed exploratory data analysis to
gain insights into the data using basic plots and standard descriptive statistics. Then, we sought the
answers to our predefined research questions. We support our answers using tables, charts, and basic
statistical methods. These assets were mostly automatically generated from the raw data using the R
script we created.

4.5.3 Threats to validity

4.5.3.1 Construct

Mono-method bias. We measured improvements introduced by AutoIsolator using coverage metrics
only. However, there are critiques about assessing test suites using coverage metrics (e.g., [IH14]).
Such studies usually state that it is unsafe to use coverage values, as they are not well correlated with
the effectiveness of test suites. Although we also considered this threat, our tool and its evaluation
focus on improving and alleviating the test generation process, not on the quality of generated test
suites. The improvement of a test generation process can be measured by comparing the ratio of
the explored and covered code. Nevertheless, using mutation score to assess the quality could be an
obvious choice when evaluating different kinds of automated behavior generation algorithms that
provide actions inside the sandbox.

4.5.3.2 Internal

Randomness in test generation. Although Pex uses dynamic symbolic execution, sometimes its under-
lying constraint solver uses randomized algorithms, which might affect the outcome of the generated
tests. This yields that occasionally the generated test data is not reproducible immediately. We treated
this threat by executing every measurement three times and obtained the median value from them.
Parameters of test generation. We used the default settings for Pex and provided no extra parameters.
However, by default, Pex uses a meta-strategy to select the best search strategy for exploring the code
in dynamic symbolic execution. We did not have control over the meta-strategy algorithm. In this
sense, it could happen that the improvements presented previously are produced by a better-chosen
strategy caused by the transformations.

4.5.3.3 External

Selected projects. To improve the generalizability of our evaluation results, we selected the objects
randomly from the popular C# repositories on GitHub. However, there is a threat that these projects
are not well representing the characteristics of all open-source C# programs. To further eliminate this
threat, replication studies are needed with different projects from different sources.
Measurements in cloud.We performed our measurements on virtual machines in a cloud environment.
As there can be interferences between themachines on the same host, our results in terms of execution
times may be distorted by this effect. We tackled this threat by executing the measurements three
times and choosing the median values from them.
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Table 4.8: The basic descriptive statistics of the variables observed during the 2596 executions per-
formed by Pex without any isolation.

Variable Min Med Mean Max SD

TC 0 1 2.88 60 5.55
SC [%] 0 66.67 52.83 100 45.18
BC [%] 0 92.96 56.86 100 46.64

4.5.4 Results

4.5.4.1 General overview

First, we provide a general overview of how Pex was able to perform on the selected open-source
methods in terms of the number of generated tests and achieved statement and branch coverage.
These results are not only serving as a baseline for the comparison with automated isolation, but they
are unique results for Pex itself as well: we are not aware of any public evaluation – at this scale – of
the performance of Microsoft Pex.

939 793 864

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600
Count

Number of generated tests >1 1 0

Figure 4.8: The number of generated tests for the successfully executed 2596 methods (without any
isolation), separated into 3 main categories.

Figure 4.8 shows how many tests were generated by Pex on the successfully executed methods:
in two thirds of the cases there was at least one test case that has been generated. Also, in 36% of the
cases there weremore than one generated test cases. For the other third of the cases (864) no tests were
generated at all due to various issues around the execution of Pex. We investigated some randomly
selected cases among those using Pex’s log and found that the reason why Pex could not generate any
tests is because it could not instantiate the desired objects through the usable constructors or default
factory methods (commonly referred as the object creation problem).

Table 4.8 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables about the performance of Pex without
any isolation. Based on these, in more than half of the cases Pex generated only a single test case, yet
there is a large deviation betweenmethods. In terms of statement coverage (SC), Pex reached amedian
coverage of 66.67% with a mean of 52.83%. Although, the maximum statement coverage reached was
100%, there was a standard deviation of 45.18%. The situation is somewhat better for branch coverage
(BC): median of 92.96%, maximum of 100%, a mean of 56.86% with a high standard deviation of 46.64%.
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Table 4.9: The basic descriptive statistics of the test generation time in the 2596 executions performed
by Pex without any isolation.

Variable Min Med Mean Max SD

TTestGeneration [s] 3.65 7.06 11.54 237.31 162.20

A deeper look in the distributions of the statement and branch coverage values (shown in Fig-
ure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively) yields that in the largest portion of the cases if Pex was able
to generate any tests, then it reached 100% for both coverage types. In terms of statement coverage,
there were only 604 cases, where Pex reached more than 0%, yet less than 100%.
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of statement cover-
age values achieved by Pex by itself.
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of branch coverage
values achieved by Pex by itself.

These results indicate that in most of the cases Pex could generate a single test, which led to full
code coverage (i.e., found the golden path). In the second largest portion of the cases Pex reached
0% code coverage. After analyzing these cases (the corresponding warnings given by Pex), we have
found that the main issue – in correspondence with the number of generated tests – was that Pex
could not instantiate an object, which was needed as a test input (PUT parameter). Although, this is a
well-known limitation of white-box test generators, yet it is surprising how this hinders the coverage
reached.

In terms of time required by Pex, we show the basic descriptive statistics in Table 4.9. The median
time required is 7.06 seconds and the mean is 11.54, but this contains those cases, where Pex did not
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Figure 4.11: The distribution of time required for test generation by Pex without any isolation. Note
the logarithmic scale.

generate any tests. The maximum time required was due to reaching some boundaries of the test
generation. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the time required for test generation by Pex on a
logarithmic scale. Note that the largest portion of the executions were performed under 10 seconds.

4.5.4.2 RQ1: Code coverage improvement
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of statement coverages reached by Pex itself and with AutoIsolator.
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Table 4.10: The basic descriptive statistics of the variables observed during the 2596 executions per-
formed by Pex with automated isolation by AutoIsolator.

Variable Min Med Mean Max SD

TC 0 1 2.79 114 5.89
SC [%] 0 66.67 56.08 (+3.25) 100 45.72
BC [%] 0 100.0 59.07 (+2.21) 100 46.52
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of branch coverages reached by Pex itself and with AutoIsolator.

In this section, our goal is to discover whether the automated isolation approach and the imple-
mented tool can improve the coverage reached by generated white-box tests. First, we provide an
overview in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 about both types of coverage differences in the two observed
cases: using Pex only, and using Pex with AutoIsolator. Out of the 2596 examined cases, there are
2361 where AutoIsolator did not affect the statement coverage (diagonal line in Figure 4.12). In 195

cases AutoIsolator could improve the statement coverage with an average of 52.95% and median of 37.50%

additional coverage. In terms of branch coverage, there were 2456 equal cases, while AutoIsolator could
improve the branch coverage in 111 cases by an average of 67.58% and median of 66.67%.

In the remaining 40 and 29 cases for statement and branch coverage, respectively, the execution
with AutoIsolator reached a lower value. All of these were caused by a known limitation of the im-
plemented tool already mentioned in Sect. 4.3: the tool does not support isolating transformations
for operators applied on external (uninitialized) objects. Reaching a transformed code part, which
contains this problematic structure yields an exception, which halts the execution. The most prob-
lematic cases were such that these operator usages were inside a constructor, and thus Pex could not
instantiate the class under test.

Note that for statement and branch coverage there were 1059 and 1297 cases, respectively, in
which Pex reached 100% by itself, and thus AutoIsolator could not have improved the values in any
ways.

Table 4.10 summarizes the basic descriptive statistics of the observed coverage values for the
execution performed with AutoIsolator support. The number of generated tests slightly decreased,
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however it can be noticed that the statement and branch coverage values obviously improved (the
mean gain compared to Pex-only execution is marked with green in the table).
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Figure 4.14: The distribution of statement cov-
erage achieved by Pex with AutoIsolator (blue)
compared to using Pex only (yellow).
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Figure 4.15: The distribution of branch coverage
achieved by Pex with AutoIsolator (blue) com-
pared to using Pex only (yellow).

Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 shows the distributions of statement and branch coverages, respec-
tively, for the executions performed with the help of AutoIsolator (blue) compared to the case of using
Pex only (yellow). It can be seen that both types of coverages indicate an increase in the number of
cases having 100% code coverage.

RQ1: Based on the results above, almost 200 of the analyzed 2596 methods were sensitive to iso-

lation in terms of statement coverage (SC). For branch coverage (BC), more than 100 cases

were subjects to coverage increase. Note that in cases where Pex reached 100% by itself, there

was no room for improvement to AutoIsolator. Nevertheless, the scale of the increase (52.95%

mean additional SC, and 67.58% mean additional BC) indicate that if the automated isola-

tion approach was able to help, then it was clearly effective in improving both types of code

coverages.

4.5.4.3 RQ2: Additional time required

In RQ2, we investigate what is the additional time required by AutoIsolator in the whole test genera-
tion process. This is an important aspect, because white-box test generation aims to reduce the testing
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efforts invested into to the whole development process, yet if the automated isolation approach in-
creases the time to a large extent, it may not worth using it. To find the answer, we measured the time
spent by AutoIsolator in each of its steps and we compared them against the time required by Pex for
test generation. In Table 4.11 we summarize the basic statistics of the results.
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Figure 4.16: The distribution of the total time required for AutoIsolator itself (without test generation
of Pex).

AutoIsolator transformed the unit under tests in a median of 2.78 seconds (TTransformation),
which includes the traversal and the possible replacements of the nodes in the abstract syntax trees.
Note that this step also includes semantic type analyses as well. The code generation part (TCodeGen-
eration) – as it is expected – usually took a very short amount of time with a median of 0.4 seconds
and a maximum of 2.73 seconds. Finally, the compilation part (TCompilation), which is intuitively
dependent on the size of the project, took 6.11 seconds on average with median of 5.43. The largest
unit under test and its project took 16.66 seconds to compile. Summing up the previous three values
yields that the time required by AutoIsolator is 9.54 seconds on average (having a median of 8.72). The
longest execution for AutoIsolator was 26.14 seconds. The distribution of these values are shown in
Figure 4.16. Comparing these values to the times Pex spent with test generation indicates that the time
of AutoIsolator moves on a very similar scale as the time required by Pex itself with (TTestGeneration
in Table 4.10) or without (TTestgeneration in Table 4.9) isolation.

RQ2: Considering the results mentioned in the section, AutoIsolator usually doubles the time re-

quired for white-box test generation with Microsoft Pex as the values are very similar to what

Pex requires by itself – except the maximum time. These values however does not seem to be a

large gambit, because they are still some dozens of seconds in total, yet the coverage achieved

may be a much larger as considered in RQ1.
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Table 4.11: The basic descriptive statistics of the required times in the 2596 executions performed by
AutoIsolator, and Pex with isolation.

Variable Min Med Mean Max SD

TTransformation [s] 1.00 2.78 3.301 9.02 1.05
TCodeGeneration [s] 0.31 0.40 0.42 2.73 0.10
TCompilation [s] 2.68 5.43 6.11 16.66 1.80

AutoIsolator Total [s] 4.81 8.72 9.54 26.14 2.76
TTestGeneration [s] 3.76 7.03 9.68 129.42 11.83

4.5.5 Discussion

4.5.5.1 False positives

Our transformation approach automatically isolates all dependencies of a selected code unit and lets
the white-box test generator to put behavior into the fake methods. This process yields that the white-
box test generator can inject arbitrary values into the unit, which could not be valid for real executions
(false behavior). See Figure 4.17 for an overview of this concern describedwith a decision tree. The tree
can be used to decide whether a given combination of a) the behavior being checked, b) the original
tests’ coverage, and c) the isolated tests’ coverage is a good (acceptable for practical use) or a bad case.

Figure 4.17: A decision tree providing an overview of the false positive problem with isolated isolated
tests.

The real behavior induced by the original code is the starting point of the whole automated isola-
tion process. If the external invocations inside this code are replaced with fake ones, then the number
of possible behaviors is likely to increase. For instance, the sandbox can return a value that is other-
wise not possible in the original dependency (e.g., due to internal checks). An ordinary test suite on
the original code may not cover all real behavior of the original code. For example, some errors are
really hard to trigger in the external dependencies without isolation (e.g., permission issues in the file
system).

If the tests use isolation, they can cover additional behavior not reachable from ordinary tests.
There are two consequences of this: on one hand, they may cover otherwise uncoverable behaviors
of the original code (this is the benefit of using the parameterized sandbox – marked with a hexagon
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leaf in the decision tree), on the other hand, theymay introduce tests triggering false behavior (marked
as an octagon in the leaves of the decision tree).

We hereby propose two possible solutions to tackle false behavior: 1) automatically extracted re-
strictions, 2) user-defined restrictions. For automatically extracting behavioral restrictions, one could
use symbolic execution on the given dependency to extract procedural summaries like in composi-
tional symbolic execution [AGT08]. For the latter, we propose an approach in Section 4.4 by which
users can restrict the isolated behavior for test generation using an intuitive description of behaviors.

4.5.5.2 Practical applicability

Using our approach, the white-box tests are generated on the transformed code. This implicates that
– most of the time – these tests are a) not directly executable on the original, untouched code, and b)
might not trigger the same behavior as in isolation. To tackle this issue, we hereby define an approach
by which such tests remain applicable in practice.

The execution of tests that were generated on the transformed, isolated code requires the trans-
formed code itself. This would require a fully separate handling of non-isolated and isolated source
including their versioning as well. The concept of isolated tests introduces a new type of tests for the
test execution frameworks: when such type of test is being executed, then the framework – with the
help of an extension – automatically transforms the code under test prior to the test execution. This
way the execution of the isolated tests will remain transparent to the user and can be handled together
with other types of test, such as regression tests. Most of the popular test execution frameworks (e.g.,
NUnit, MSTest, JUnit) support these kinds of extensions.

4.6 Related work

Mock generation. There are several approaches dealing with the automated handling of external
dependencies. Tillmann et al. proposed the idea of mock generation [TS06; TGS07] along with an
evaluating case study [Mar+09] showing promising results. The approach they presented uses ex-
plicit interface definitions to generate mocks with basic behavior (not including side effects), while
our approach uses extracted data from the invocation sites (instead of interfaces), therefore it can
isolate more types of external dependencies. Galler et al. [GMW10b] use contract specifications to
generate mock objects concerning the contracts defined manually by the users. It is unclear whether
the approach they presented is usable for white-box test generation as well. Arcuri et al. [AFJ17]
extended EvoSuite, a well-known search-based white-box test generation tool to 1) directly access
private API methods and 2) create framework-specific mock objects automatically. Pasternak et al.

[PTY09b] proposed a symbolic execution-based test generation engine that produces mocks from
previous program executions alongside the generated tests. Our approach does not require previous
program executions. Alshahwan et al. [Als+10] presented the AutoMock approach, which performs
on-the-fly replacement of external calls into automatically generated mocks. We considered it as an
alternative approach to ours, but due to the dependencies on mocking libraries, it could face limi-
tations on large-scale software. On the other hand, their approach of inferring postconditions into
mock objects is interesting and can be an extension for our approach.

Transformation-based isolation. Taneja et al. [TZX10] proposed the MoDA approach to gener-
ate mock objects for automated test generation for database applications. First, the database queries
in the code are replaced with fake ones. Then, the approach generates mocks that mimic the be-
havior of a database. This approach is somewhat similar to our transformation approach, yet ours
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intends to provide a more general solution to the problem by handling various type of calls to ex-
ternal dependencies. Klikovits et al. [Kli+15] introduced the idea of semi-purification that replaces
external functional calls and global variables in C# functions to eliminate the dependencies. These
are replaced with variables that are defined as new parameters for the method. This approach is also
similar to ours, however instead of replacing invocations with single variables, our approach creates
new invocations to the sandbox that can be extended with arbitrary behavior (including side-effects).

Interactions with dependencies. Jeon et al. [Jeo+16] presented an approach that can synthesize
models for external API accesses. Their solution is designed to be used for symbolic execution. Thus
the engine can utilize the behavior in the generated framework model. This technique is similar to our
sandbox concept, but ours does not require predefined empty declarations, instead, it automatically
generates the code. However, the concept of behavior generation into these methods can be employed
for our approach as a future extension. Similarly Havrikov et al. [Hav+17] elaborated an approach to
support unit test generation with structured interactions between the unit and its dependencies. They
integrated an XML generator tool to generate meaningful behavior into themocks to avoid generating
false positive tests. This approach could be integrated with the sandbox concept of our technique.

Declarative behavior description. Christakis et al. [Chr+17] proposed a technique to alleviate
the work of testers regarding mock implementation. Their technique utilizes a domain-specific lan-
guage to describe stub behavior and injection in a declarative way. They implemented a tool that
automatically injects these stubs into binary code. However, they do not mention how the technique
can collaborate with white-box test generation approaches. Similarly, Samimi et al. [Sam+13] presents
a technique called declarative mocking, where developers write declarative mock specifications in a
special purpose domain-specific language. Another approach was presented by Islam et al. [IC10a]
that uses interfaces instead of declarative specifications to generate mocks.

4.7 Summary and Future Work

Section 3.4 have identified four issues with the practical application of white-box test generation. Two
of those are concerned with low code coverage (C3) and issues in complex programs (C4). Environ-
mental (or external) dependencies could be one of the root causes of such issues.

Throughout this thesis I have presented the details of a novel approach and its large-scale eval-
uation on supporting automated white-box test generation via automated isolation. The approach is
able to overcome the difficulties caused by handling external dependencies during test generation.
The technique uses source code transformations and a parameterized generated sandbox wrapped
around the isolated unit under test. I have also presented an incremental approach on how users of
the automated isolation approach can fluently define program behavior in the generated sandbox
code.

Thesis 2 I designed a novel, automated, code transformation based approach for alleviating
the external dependency problem in white-box test generation.
2.1 I designed an approach to automatically isolate the unit under test from its dependen-

cies for test generation purposes. This approach also generates a parameterized sandbox
around the isolated unit that can be utilized by the test generator. I mapped the auto-
mated isolation approach to the domain of a concrete white-box test generator (Microsoft
Pex/IntelliTest) to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
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2.2 I conducted a large-scale quantitative evaluation to assess the performance of the approach
via the implemented tool. The tool was able to improve the coverage reached by generated
tests by around 50-60% in problematic cases.

Response to challenges. The evaluation of the presented approach has shown that applying it
together with white-box test generation yields higher code coverage achieved with the generated
tests. This result responds to challange C3. In response to challenge C4, the evaluation also showed
that there were numerous cases in open-source projects when an external dependency blocked the
test generation. By using the proposed approach in those cases the coverage achieved increased from
0% to sometimes even 100%.

Publications. A preliminary version of the approach presented in this thesis was published in the
proceedings of the Ph.D. Minisymposia at BMEMIT [w6] [w7] as well as in the Periodica Polytechnica
journal [j1]. The final approach was elaborated in the journal of Information and Software Technol-

ogy (IST) [j3]. A dataset produced during the evaluation of the approach was published in Data in

Brief [j4].

Applications. The automated isolation approach was implemented in a tool called AutoIsolator2
as an extension for Visual Studio. Beyond the publications, the tool has been presented in a meetup
for enterprise software professionals. The thesis also served as a basis for one B.Sc. thesis.

Future work. A possible improvement for this approach would be to define how it handles the
states of the externally typed objects inside the unit under test. Also, a user-oriented experiment (e.g., a
think-aloud study) may be required to grasp knowledge about the practical applicability from a user’s
perspective. Another future direction could be to provide the ability for a more granular definition of
the unit under test by e.g., advanced selection and filtering of external method signatures, or definition
of exact code regions to isolate.

2The website of the AutoIsolator tool is at https://ftsrg.github.io/autoisolator
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Chapter5

Visually Aiding the Use and Problem

Resolution of Symbolic Execution

5.1 Overview

5.1.1 Background

To overcome the gap discovered in practical applications, we applied the idea of visualizing symbolic
execution. SEViz (Symbolic Execution VIsualiZer), the prototype tool introduced in this chapter, in-
teractively visualizes symbolic executions in a form of symbolic execution trees. The nodes in this
tree provide information about the test generation (e.g. path conditions, source code locations, se-
lected test inputs). The visualization serves as a quick overview of the whole execution and helps to
enhance the test input generation.

Our initial motivation for developing SEViz was to assist testing complex software, however, the
tool can also be used in education and training by showing the process and result of symbolic execu-
tion in a step-by-step manner on simpler programs.

The approach and tool presented in this chapter tackles the first two challenges we identified in
Chapter 3, namely the difficulty in understanding white-box tests and the low trust in test generator
tools. The chapter presents our experiences for i) identifying what to visualize in terms of symbolic
execution and how to represent each element, ii) showing how visualization can enhance test input
generation, thus the whole symbolic execution process, iii) how various metrics can be attached to
the trees, and iv) implementing the components of SEViz. Figure 5.1 provides an overview of this
chapter’s structure.

5.1.2 Motivation

This section introduces an example, which shows the typical issues encountered in generating test
inputs for complex software. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the symbolic execution-based test generation approach
used in the example. Our goal in this example is to select test inputs that could identify possible failures
and achieve relatively high code coverage.

We selected one method (Resolve) from the GitSharp open source project [Gmb13], which is
a real-world, .NET-based Git client application. The method parses so-called Git revision strings (a
unique identifier of a modification set) and returns the identifier of the corresponding object found
in the Git repository. The method Resolve is one of the most complex parts in the GitSharp project
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Empirical Investigation of Practical White-Box Test Generation
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the structure of Chapter 5.

Symbolic execution

Test inputs

Coverage and metadata

Source code

provide

mapped

generates

execute

Figure 5.2: An approach for using symbolic execution based test generation

with its 147 lines of code. It has 28 if statements, 8 while and 7 for loops, and 2 switch statements.
The cyclomatic complexity of the method is 51.

The description of the example uses these concepts from the terminology of the Pex tool. Exe-
cution refers to the whole symbolic execution process, and run is an execution of one, exact path.
Preconditions provide hints to the symbolic execution engine for selecting the most interesting inputs
(e.g. a parameter should be not null or has a specific format). Mocks help to isolate the unit under
test from its dependencies. Pex uses so called boundaries to limit symbolic execution (e.g. number of
method calls).
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Basic test generation First, Pex was started with the default configuration and without any guid-
ance or intervention, so there were no preconditions or mock objects to restrict the symbolic exe-
cution. This execution produced a block coverage of 22.15% and generated 12 test inputs. The tool
reached a specific boundary during execution (reached 100 runs without a new test), and warned
about file system access in the code (Pex does not instrument the file access API by design). Increas-
ing the limit for the boundary or increasing the time limit for the execution did not result in generating
new test input.

Isolated test generation In the next step, as suggested by the tool, we used mock objects to isolate
the file system. After re-executing Pex the results showed that the file systemwas successfully isolated,
but the boundary was still reached, thus code coverage was not increased significantly.

This is the critical point of the example, as we have to find out the cause of the unsuccessful test
generation, and make the necessary adjustments (e.g. reconfigure the tool or make the unit under test
more testable) to achieve additional generated test inputs and higher code coverage. This is a typical
situation we observed, where several questions arise:

• What kind of information can help in the analysis? Several factors affect the success of the test
generation, e.g. the conditions in the code, the search strategy used by the symbolic execution
engine.

• Where to find this information? The basic information is displayed on the UI of the tool, but
most of it is in the detailed reports or in the debug logs.

Test generation with report analysis Finally, we thoroughly analyzed the data in the report gen-
erated by Pex manually, which guided us to discover, that Pex could not guess the correct form of the
revision string, and that is the reason why it could not cover new statements and branches. Based
on this, we specified test input preconditions that show the specific format of the revision string (e.g.
it should contain at least one of the following strings: ^, @, ~, tree, commit). This execution
reached 50.63% block coverage and generated 21 more test inputs, a significant increase compared to
the basic step.

Even though we were already experienced in symbolic execution-based test generation, the initial
analysis of the logs and reports was quite effort-intensive (requiring 1-2 hours just for this method).
The time required for this analysis can be greatly reduced if the necessary information is collected in
a clear representation (with detailed metadata), which helps quickly understanding the execution and
makes searching for the required details fast and easy. The requirements against such representation
are the followings.

1. Clarity: It should be clear and easily understandable for users, who are just getting to know
symbolic execution.

2. Traceability: It should be connected with source code and traceable in order to discover where
did the execution end exactly.

3. Detailed: It should be annotated with detailed information about the symbolic execution (e.g.
path conditions). Also various metrics attached to the elements of the tree (or the tree itself)
may be useful for easier problem identification and resolution (e.g., number of method calls on
a given path in the symbolic execution tree).

In the forthcoming sections, we describe our chosen visual representation and its elements in
detail.
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Figure 5.3: Example symbolic execution tree with metadata

5.2 Elements of Visualization

Based on the previous functional requirements, program execution traces can be represented as a
directed rooted tree with metadata attached to each of its nodes. This directed rooted tree is the
symbolic execution tree. Each node represents a location in the explored code. An edge from one
to another node exists if the statements were interpreted after each other in one execution. Since
directed rooted trees are well-known, we can state that, this fulfills the clarity requirement of the
representation.

5.2.1 Information

Based on our experiences with test input generation we chose the following metadata to appear in
each node of the symbolic execution tree.

5.2.1.1 Basic Information

• Sequence number: Represents the order of the given node in the symbolic execution.
• Method: Each node points to the containingmethod, where the corresponding source code state-
ment is located.

• Source code (if exists): Mapping a node to a source code location can also give a considerable
help for overview, thus nodes should be mapped to it, if the source code is available. If not, the
method of the node could help.

• Tracing runs: Each run should be individually traceable, which helps discovering, where the
given run possibly ended or stranded.

5.2.1.2 Detailed Information

• Path condition: The constraints, which have been collected until reaching the examined node.
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• Constraint solver calls: By marking when a call to the constraint solver is made, issues related
to constraint solver can be discovered.

• Generated tests: Shows whether a test was generated in a leaf node or not.
• Reason of exhaust: The information on the state of the node after the execution. This data can tell
if there is a chance of discovering a new path branching from this node (e.g. not yet exhausted
or timeout), if not the reason is provided (e.g. it is a leaf).

In large-scale software, path conditions can grow into large constraint systems, which can be hard
to understand. To overcome this issue, we present the path conditions also in an incremental format
attached to each node. This shows which literal has been added to the constraint system compared to
the previous node. It could help locate where that constraint was added that can not be handled by
the constraint solver.

The attached metadata serves as the basis for identifying the issues of the test generation process.
However, in a wider focus area, there is a large number of other metrics that can be attached to
a symbolic execution tree. These metrics can be obtained from related domains (e.g., source codes,
graphs). With the additional metrics attached, a symbolic execution tree may be more capable of
indicating root causes of challenging issues. Moreover, the data obtained for the metrics can be used
for recommendations and predictions.

5.2.2 Visual Representation

Designing a consistent, intuitive visual representation is not straightforward [Moo09]. After several
iterations we selected that the shape, border and color of the nodes should represent some of the basic
information mentioned above, in the following way.

• Shape: If the constraint solver was called during executing the node, the shape of the node is
an ellipse, otherwise it is a rectangle.

• Border: If source code mapping is available for the node, its border is doubled, otherwise it is
simple-lined.

• Fill color: Each leaf node is colored depending on its role. If the execution was ended without a
newly discovered path, then the fill color should be orange. Otherwise, if the execution ended
without any error or exception, the node should be green, else it is red.

Edges can also display metadata. Our idea is to mark the edges with red color, if the symbolic
execution is leaving a predefined unit of the source code. Unit isolation can be utilized here (e.g., the
automated isolation approach presented in Chapter 4). Otherwise, the edges stay black.

5.2.3 Visualization Example

Let us consider the example source code found in Listing 5.1, in which the source code below has its
symbolic execution tree visualized. Method Foo of class A is our unit under test for now.

Listing 5.1: Two example methods used for visualization purposes.
1 class A

2 {

3 int Foo(bool a, int b)

4 {

5 if(a) return Bar(b);

6 else return -1;

7 }

8 int Bar(int b)

9 {
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10 if(b > 0) return 1;

11 else return 0;

12 }

13 }

If we visually represent the symbolic execution starting frommethod Foo, the symbolic execution
tree with extended metadata will be as shown in Fig 5.3. The nodes are annotated with detailed in-
formation discussed above. The red dashed edge indicates that the execution exits from the examined
unit.

5.3 Additional Metrics

As described in Section 5.1 we additionally define metrics from different domains to aid the problem
identification using symbolic execution trees [w8]. These problems (as described in Section 2.4) in-
clude constraint solver issues (CSI), state space explosion (SSE), object creation (OC), and environment
interactions (EI).

Source. To gain an overview of what metrics can be attached to a symbolic execution tree, we
defined four categories from related domains of dynamic symbolic execution-based test generation.
For each of the categories, we searched for survey papers that collect the most important and widely-
used metrics in their domains. The domains we selected are source code, dynamic symbolic execution,
tests, and graphs.

Context. In this section, we select and detail the four most relevant metrics for each category.
Also, we provide indications on which metric could be influenced by the issues stated before and
vice versa (denoted with the abbreviation of the issue). Albeit the selected metrics could be used as
standalone indicators for issue prediction during test generation (e.g., after each successfully explored
path), our work only focuses on using them for extending symbolic execution trees to perform post-
analysis. We defined three locations, where a metric can be attached to a symbolic execution tree. We
indicate these next to the name of the metric.

• Nodes (N): A node in a symbolic execution tree represents a program state. Each node is mapped
to a given location of the program (as a basic block).

• Paths (P): A path is a sequence of nodes in the SE tree that represents a corresponding execution.
• Exploration (E): The exploration refers to the set of all the paths that have been executed. Ba-
sically, this is the whole symbolic execution tree.

Selection. We defined the selection criterion of the metrics based on two dimensions: 1) chal-
lenges occurring in dynamic symbolic execution and 2) locations where a metric can be placed in a
symbolic execution tree. Each of the examinedmetrics was labeledwith values from these dimensions.
The defined coverage criterion requires to cover all the combinations of the locations-challenges di-
mensions with at least onemetric. The labeling was based on our experiences and intuitions regarding
with symbolic execution trees [c5].

5.3.1 Static Code-based Metrics (SC)

The domain of source code can be viewed from various aspects, e.g., abstract representations like
abstract syntax trees or control-flow graphs. We obtained the source code metrics from two papers.
One of them is a study conducted to extract characteristics of 147 open-source Java projects [EED16],
while the other compares programmer opinions to complexity [KK12].
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Lines of Code [E][SSE] The LoC is a textual metric of the source code measuring the number of
lines. A very large program with many modules interacting with each other could lead to huge path
constraints causing constraint solvers to fail.

Cyclomatic complexity [E][CSI, SSE] CC is a metric that indicates the number of linearly in-
dependent paths in the source code. The number of these paths are derived from the control-flow
graph (CFG) of the program. Large CC could indicate the presence of loops that would yield large
path conditions and search space. Both hinder constraint solvers.

Halstead’s difficulty [E][CSI, SSE] The metric is sometimes called the error-proneness, which is
regarding with the number of unique operators and operands in the code. Both the operators and
operands are usually expanding the search space that the DSE interpreter must explore.

Number of method calls [N, P, E][SSE, EI] This metric is an indicator how many calls are per-
formed to any other methods (e.g., to other classes, libraries, environment). The larger the number of
external method calls, the higher the probability of environment accessing issues for DSE. Obviously,
if there are other, additional methods to explore, the search space also grows.

5.3.2 Dynamic Symbolic Execution Metrics (SE)

In dynamic symbolic execution, one of the key concepts is the path condition that is solved by con-
straint solvers on each path [EED16]. Also, an important feature of the explored paths is the variety
of instructions found along each path [BW09].

Path condition length [N,P][CSI, OC] Represents the length of the constraint system collected
on an execution path (sum of variables and operators used). Note that this metric does not care about
the repeated use of the same variable, constant or operator.

Number of variables in path condition [N,P][CSI] The metric measures the number of distinct
variables in the path condition. This represents how dependent is the outcome of the execution path
on the symbolic variables.

Number of constants in path condition [N,P][CSI, OC] The metric measures the number of
distinct constants in the path condition including all data types that support constants. This denotes
how restrictive is the program code in the given path on the variables.

Path description vector [P][SSE, EI] An executed path can be represented as a sequence of in-
terpreted basic blocks. Each basic block contains a given number of low-level instructions, which can
be represented using an occurrence vector with a fixed length (based on the number of possible in-
struction types on the given platform). Then, for each path, a feature matrix can be assembled using
the occurrence vectors obtained along the path. This matrix represents the covered program features
on the given path [BW09].
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5.3.3 Generated Test Metrics (GT)

At each leaf node of the symbolic execution tree, a test case can be derived that executes the corre-
sponding path, which ends in that node. When a test case is produced, the characteristics of the test
(regarding with the inputs, actions and expectations) may give overview of the given path about what
is performed along [GF16; Bow+17].

Number of assertions [P][SSE, OC, EI] This metric tells how many assertions are found in the
given generated tests. If there are too many, then the test may be too specific, which could cause false
positive outcomes and could lead to Assertion Roulette [Mes06]. On the contrary, if there are few
assertions, then it could mean that the test case is too permissive and may omit to check important
behaviors. This issue is usually caused by a problem in the DSE engine about what observed behaviors
to check.

Number of different types of assertions [P][SSE, OC, EI] It measures the variety of assertions
in a generated test. It may indicate that the single test case is checking multiple behaviors. However,
a high number for this metric may indicate that the test is too specific. This is usually caused by an
issue on observing the behavior of the program.

Lines of test code [P][OC] The length of the test code is usually a good indicator of its complexity.
Too long tests may hinder easy understanding, or it could contain unwanted setups or assertions. Long
tests may also indicate that the dynamic symbolic execution engine was only able to setup the test
environment in an unusual or unnecessary way.

Number of constants in test code [P][CSI, SSE] The metric measures the number of constant
values that the dynamic symbolic execution engine was able to generate into the code. If there is a
value, it means that the algorithm was able to discover and parse it from a given basic code block.
A large number of constants in the code usually yields wrongly handled unbounded loops in the
program.

5.3.4 Generic Graph Metrics (GG)

It is typical to apply general metrics for a wide variety of graphs across several domains. This is
the case for software engineering as well [Bha+12]. The most common abstract representation of a
program is its control-flow graph that is by definition contains the possible execution paths between
the basic code blocks in the program. However, to our best knowledge, there is no study, which maps
these general graph metrics to symbolic execution trees.

Average branching factor [E][CSI, SSE, OC] Let graph G be the symbolic execution tree with a
set of vertices V (G). We define the branching factor d+(v) for each node v ∈ V (G) as its number of
outgoing edges. The overall metric for the whole tree is an average calculated as 1

|V (G)| ∗
∑

v∈V (G)

d+(v).

If a symbolic execution tree has a low branching factor, it could reveal that the constraint solver faced
issues during the solution of complicated path conditions. High branching factor could indicate the
presence of unbounded loops.
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Height of tree [E][SSE] The height of a tree is given by the length of the longest path selected
out of all possible paths from the root to a leaf. A suspiciously deep symbolic execution tree may
indicate that the dynamic symbolic execution engine was not able to appropriately handle bounds of
execution.

Number of leaves [E][SSE] The number of leaves in a tree provides a way to determine its width.
As a leaf node represents the end of an execution path, we use this metric to decide how many tests
could have been generated. The metric should be used in strong cooperation with others (e.g., test
outcomes, branching factor).

Diameter of the tree [E][SSE] To determine the diameter of a symbolic execution tree, we tem-
porarily remove the directions of edges and calculate the longest path available among all of the node
pairs. From the longest paths between all of the node pairs, we select longest one to indicate the di-
ameter of the whole tree. If the diameter of a symbolic execution tree is unusually large, it may yield
that search space is too huge for the engine and must be handled properly.

In Table 5.1 we summarize the coverage of the metrics on both of the defined dimensions. It can
be seen that although the coverage criterion has been fulfilled, yet there are some fields, which have
a smaller amount of associated metrics (e.g., object creation issue identification on node level).

Table 5.1: Summarizing table of metric coverage of the two dimensions defined (Location-Challenge).

CSI SSE OC EI

N SE-1, SE-2,
SE-3

SC-4 SE-1, SE-3 SC-4

P SE-1, SE-2,
SE-3, GT-4

SC-4, SE-4,
GT-1, GT-2,

GT-4

SE-1, SE-3,
GT-1, GT-2,

GT-3

SC-4, SE-4,
GT-1, GT-2

E SC-2, SC-3,
GG-1

SC-1, SC-2,
SC-3, SC-4,

GG-1,
GG-2,

GG-3, GG-4

GG-1 SC-4

5.4 Implementation of the Approach

Although currently the tool works with data from Pex, our intention was to design a tool, which could
be used with a wide range of symbolic execution-based tools. Thus, we separated the architecture into
three loosely-coupled components. Each of them has well-defined tasks to support maintainability.
Fig. 5.4 shows an overview of the structure of the tool.

5.4.1 SEVizMonitoring

The component collects the information from the executions of Pex through the provided Pex exten-
sion API. Several extension points are present in Pex, thus we had to decide, that which one affects
the executions the least. We gathered ideas for the implementation from existing, open-source Pex
extensions (e.g. [CTS08; Xia+11b; Xie+09]).
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ii) opening file in 

the viewer

Figure 5.4: Architecture of the SEViz tool

Pex uses search frontiers during the symbolic execution to choose which code location (execution
node) is going to be explored next. The tool allows defining search frontiers in order to alter the strat-
egy of the code exploration. A monitoring search frontier, based on the default one, would have been
a straightforward solution. However, during the implementation of our monitoring search frontier,
we discovered that Pex only attaches the metadata to the nodes after the executions, which cannot
be reached through this API. Thus, we searched for another solution.

The architecture type of Pex offers extensibility in each of its layers (which is execution, explo-
ration and path). The path layer defines callbacks before and after each execution path. Firstly, we
analyzed these path-based operations with test extensions to determine if the layer fits our require-
ments. After an execution of a path, Pex provides the list of the executed nodes with all the required
metadata attached. Nevertheless, we need other information, which can only be extracted after the
whole exploration (e.g. generated tests, Z3 [MB08] calls).

This monitoring component stores the execution nodes in an internal storage, which plugs itself
into Pex. After the exploration ends, SEViz flushes the collected nodes into a GraphViz [GN00] file
and all of its related metadata into data files. Then, SEViz calls GraphViz to compile its source to
create a layout for the graph. Finally, the generated files are zipped into a SEViz (.sviz) file, which can
be opened with the SEViz Viewer.

SEVizMonitoring is compatible with the public version of Microsoft Pex (v0.94.51023.0), and also
successfully collaborates with the recently released Smart Unit Tests integrated in Visual Studio 2015
Preview.

Our preliminary measurement showed that the overhead of the monitoring depends on the struc-
ture of the code under test instead of its length. Significant overhead was mainly observed only in
cases of loops with bounds defined as an input parameter.

5.4.2 SEViz Viewer

The main component of the architecture is based on GraphViz files. We used an open-source project
(DotViewer [Rod07]) to visualize the compiled graph data. The Viewer opens SEViz (.seviz) files,
extracts its content, and builds up the graph. The DotViewer WPF control enables to zoom in and out,
and also allows to select one or multiple nodes. The main features besides the visualization are the
following.

• Zoom and scroll: Users are able to zoom into large graphs to search for details, and it is also
allowed to scroll in two dimensions.

• Node selection: Users can select one or multiple nodes for analysis. These are highlighted in the
visualized graph.
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(a) Visualization example (b) String example

Figure 5.5: Symbolic execution trees in SEViz

• Node details: Detailed metadata of the nodes are presented in two forms. 1) When the cursor
hovers a node, then a tooltip appears with the incremental path condition, the method of the
node and the code location mapping (if it exists). 2) When a node is selected, all of its metadata
is presented in the node details section of the UI, which can be opened in a new window too.
This enables users to compare the data of different nodes.

• Run selection: SEViz enables users to select a run from a list and the tool highlights the corre-
sponding nodes in the visualized graph.

These features almost fulfills the requirements, which we established in Section 5.1.2, although
the source code mapping is missing, which we describe below in detail.

5.4.3 SEViz Visual Studio Extension

The third component, an extension for Visual Studio, is responsible for ensuring the two-waymapping
between the source code and the visualized nodes in SEViz Viewer.

The component uses pipes to implement inter-process communication with the Viewer. We cre-
ated a pipe server in the Viewer and also in the Visual Studio extension for ensuring two-way com-
munication. Thus, when a user selects a source code line the corresponding node is selected in the
symbolic execution graph. Furthermore in the other direction, when a user selects a node in the graph,
the corresponding source code line is selected in a predefined Visual Studio instance.

The difficulty of the implementation was that Pex uses IL, the intermediate language of .NET,
for symbolic execution. To implement this mapping, we relied on the internal services of Pex, which
are made available through its API. First, we get the instrumentation info about the method of the
currently analyzed node. Then, we extract the offset of the node in this method, which results in a
sequence point. Finally, this can be used in the translation to the source code. However, this multi
level mapping does have some potential inaccuracy, which can be optimized in future works.
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5.5 Use Cases for Visualizations

This section presents the two main use cases of our tool. First, by visualizing the symbolic execution
of simple programs with basic language elements (branches, loops, etc.), users can get familiar with
the technique. Secondly, it is able to help test engineers and developers to make the correct decisions
to enhance test generation.

The typical usage workflow of SEViz is rather straightforward. Currently, it collaborates with
Microsoft Pex, therefore we introduce the workflow using it.

1. Attributing: The user should specify two attributes for the unit test method in order to start
monitoring during the execution of Pex. These attributes define the output file location and the
unit under test.

2. Execution: During the execution of Microsoft Pex, the monitoring is active and data is collected.
3. Analysis: When the execution finishes, SEViz creates a file, which contains all the collected

information. This can be opened with the tool and a symbolic execution tree is drawn from the
data.

4. Mapping: Each node, which has source code metadata, can be mapped to a source code file and
line in a user specified Visual Studio instance.

5.5.1 Educational and Training Usage

The motivation of our work was to support engineers using symbolic execution for test generation
in large-scale, complex software cases. However, SEViz, the implemented tool has another use case,
which is to support the learning curve of the usage of symbolic execution. From simple to rather
complex cases, our tool is able to visualize the executions, therefore users, who just started to learn
symbolic execution, can have the desired knowledge with less effort.

Users can easily extract the path conditions and observe the executions as the contained con-
straints are incrementing with literals from node to node (by using the incremental path conditions).
Especially, cases with complex objects are challenging, since the path condition constructs are can
grow into rather complex systems.

Source code mapping and the overall view of the symbolic execution tree can help understanding
and comparing the search strategy used during the execution. For example, as the sequence numbers
inside the nodes show the order of execution, the user can experiment with different strategies (e.g.
BFS, random, fitness-guided) to observe the traversing in codes using loops or recursion.

Let us see the example source code from the previous section along with themanually drawn sym-
bolic execution tree. Microsoft Pex was run on the code, and SEVizmonitored the execution. Fig. 5.5a
shows the opened symbolic execution tree. SEViz shows how Pex explored the code. The shape of the
nodes illustrate that the constraint solver was called three times (node 0, 1 and 3). Pex selected three
test inputs (node 2, 4 and 5). The edge from node 1 to 3 is colored, because that edge corresponds to
calling the Bar method, and we specified method Foo as the unit under test. By selecting the nodes,
all the path conditions can be examined in the details panel.

Fig. 5.5b presents a real-world example from a method that manipulates strings. The node with
purple selection has its details opened, while the orange nodes show the path, which should be tra-
versed to get there.
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5.5.2 Engineering Usage

Our tool supports test engineers who are familiar with test input generation and use it on complex
software. Their workflow (generate tests for code, examine generated test inputs and coverage, im-
prove generation) can be supported by visualization as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Symbolic execution

Test inputs

Coverage and metadata

Source code

mapped

execute

provide

Visualization
generates

uses

uses

mapped

Figure 5.6: Symbolic execution workflow with visualization

In general, the visualization of the symbolic executionwith our tool can help identifying problems,
which prevent achieving higher code coverage. The following list summarizes the most important
characteristics to analyze in common situations.

• Shape of the tree: It shows the effectiveness of the traversal strategy. Too deep branches could
mean that the search strategy was not efficient or a loop or recursive structure was not properly

(a) Overview of the tree (b) Loop identification (c) Path condition of a selected node

Figure 5.7: Analysis steps of the GitSharp example in SEViz
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handled.
• Generated tests: If there are many leaf nodes with no corresponding generated tests, those can
be unnecessary runs. Either they should be cut off earlier or guidance should be provided to
help selecting test inputs.

• Path constraints: Complex constraints blocking the progress of symbolic execution can be iden-
tified by analyzing the path conditions.

• Unit borders: Stepping through borders means reaching code regions, which are not in scope of
the testing. Indicating these exit points supports finding correct position for isolation.

Let us revisit the motivational GitSharp example from Section 5.1.2 to show how visualization can
be used to increase coverage. With SEViz we can more quickly identify the issue in the generation
and avoid the detailed analysis of the reports and logs using the following steps.

1. Execution identification (Fig. 5.7a): By just looking at the tree at a high level, we can identify
that test inputs were only selected in the runs at the right side of the tree, and there is a large,
deep portion of the tree where Pex spent considerable time, but was not able to select any tests.

2. Loop identification (Fig. 5.7b): In the next step, we took a look at the source code mappings of
the nodes in this deep branch. We discovered that the nodes are mapped to a loop, which causes
the tree to be deep. Now we should investigate why the execution did not quit from the loop.

3. Path condition identification (Fig. 5.7c): The answer lies in the path conditions of the nodes. It
can be seen, that Pex could not guess the correct condition to exit the loop, it tried to add the
same characters until reaching its execution boundary.

By going through these three steps, the problem (format of the revision string) can be discov-
ered just by working with the data presented by SEViz, and there is no need for further analysis or
debugging.

Another difficult problem for symbolic execution based test generation is non-determinism caused
by e.g., use of threads, synchronization, delays, complex floating point arithmetics, or network com-
munication. Such cases steer program execution into different states with the same inputs. In those
cases, the visualization of dynamic symbolic execution might provide a hint for the root cause. By
comparing the two symbolic execution trees of the same problematic code with the same inputs one
can identify subtree that show differences. The node from which the altered subtree is rooted can be
mapped to the code, which causes non-deterministic behavior.

5.5.3 An Example Use of the Metrics

We present how the additional metrics from various domains could indicate issues through an exam-
ple. In this simple program, the identification of an object creation issue (OC) will be demonstrated via
the attached metrics. Consider the example class layout shown in Figure 5.8. Class A contains the cur-
rent method under test Foo that has an argument of type B (Listing 5.2). Class B has a private default
constructor and a method (Instance) that obtains an instance of this class. We executed dynamic
symbolic execution on method Foo using Microsoft Pex [TH08]. The outcome visualized in SEViz is
shown in Figure 5.9a. We identified the number of constants in the path condition (5.3.2), the lines of
test code (5.3.3) and the branching factor (5.3.4) as a unique indicator set of the OC.

Listing 5.2: An example method used for visualization purposes.
1 public bool Foo(B b) {

2 if(b == null) return false;

3 if(b.GetState() == 5) return true;

4 return false;

5 }
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Figure 5.8: The example program architecture and code with classes A and B.

Figure 5.9b shows the symbolic execution tree after the OC issue has been resolved using a man-
ually crafted factory method. The branching factor of the tree previously was 1, while it increased to
1.66 with using the factory. Furthermore, the generated test code length was 5 LoC in the first case,
which increased to 6.33 in the second case. The number of constants in the path condition also con-
firms the issue: in the first case, there is only one constant used in the only path (null), while in the
extended case, there are other constants as well (e.g., state == 5). Only null constants in the path
conditions throughout the tree usually indicate that there is a problem with creating objects for the
given variable. In this example, this hypothesis was supported by two facts: the low branching factor
of the tree and test cases with short length. The identification of the root cause is fairly simple using
the path condition variables, therefore can be automated: one shall examine, which variables were
only constrained to null.

(a) SE tree with OC issue present. (b) SE tree after resolved OC issue.

Figure 5.9: SE trees for the example with the OC issue present and resolved.

5.6 Related work

Several papers utilize the visualization of symbolic execution in different contexts. Hahnle et al. imple-
mented a tool, which can be used to debug applications visually with the usage of a symbolic execution
tree [Häh+10; HBH19]. They used a different representation in the visualization than ours, specialized
for debugging and not for test generation purposes. Despite its benefits, visualization raises numerous
problems, especially in cases where symbolic execution has large or even infinite space to discover
(which can not be visualized). For example, representing loops and recursions in symbolic execution
trees are included in the topics of research around the visualization. Hentschel et al. introduced a
method, which can compose the symbolic execution tree finitely in case of loops or recursions by
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using method summaries [HHB14]. This approach can be a powerful extension of our visualization
tool since loops and recursions are part of our further and planned improvements.

Cao et al. enhances the approach of SEViz and uses Variant Control Flow Graphs to represent the
test generation process [Cao+18]. This enables a more concise visualization and provides easier in-
vestigation possibilities for white-box test generation. SymNav by Angelini et al. [Ang+19] is another
approach for visually gaining overview of a symbolic execution process, but without any specificity
to white-box test generation. Therefore, no related information is presented on the visualized tree.
Nonetheless, their approach provides compact representation of large symbolic execution trees to
easily gain understanding of the analysis performed.

5.7 Summary and Future Work

In Section 3.4 I have identified four of the main challenges that hinder the application of white-box
test generators in practice. Two of them is regarding with the understanding (C1) and trust (C2) in
such test generators. To improve the practical applicability of symbolic execution, I have proposed a
visualization method for its code exploration process.

Visualizing symbolic execution offers a helping hand to understand and identify issues hindering
the test generation process. The visual representation of symbolic execution can be combined with
various metadata (from multiple domains as well) for more precision. In this chapter I have presented
a symbolic execution visualizer tool designed and implemented for this special purpose.

Thesis 3 I designed a generic visual representation of symbolic execution trees that handles
additional data, which are related to the path conditions, constraints and generated test cases, for
easier understanding and issue identification. I adapted the generic representation to a concrete
white-box test generator (Microsoft Pex/IntelliTest) by precisely mapping each generic concept
to the concrete domain. Based on the analysis of multiple related domains, I identified and or-
ganized several metrics that alleviate the problem identification process during test generation
based on symbolic execution.

Response to challenges. The proposed approach helps its users in understanding how the sym-
bolic execution generates the tests, and aids them in identifying issues with the test generation pro-
cess. This responds to challengeC1. In response to challengeC2, the details inside the proposed visual
representation aims to increase the trust in symbolic execution based test generation by providing in-
sights into the whole process.

Publications. The approach for visualizing symbolic execution was presented in a paper at the
International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST’15) [c5]. An extension
of the approach for supporting more precise problem identification was published in the proceedings
of the Ph.D. Minisymposium at BME [w8].

Applications. The implemented visualization tool (SEViz1) was used during laboratory sessions of
Software and Systems Verification course of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
to help students better understand how symbolic execution based test generation techniques work.
The proposed idea served as a basis for two B.Sc. theses as well. Cao et al. have built their PexViz
visualization tool based on SEViz [Cao+18].

1The website of the SEViz tool is at https://ftsrg.github.io/seviz
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Future work. An obvious future research direction to decide on the practical applicability of the
technique and the implemented tool is conducting a think-aloud empirical study. An alternative way
of improving the technique is to elaborate a mapping between nodes in the symbolic execution tree
and the source code using control-flow graphs. In order to gain deeper insights into how the identified
metrics help, carefully designed empirical evaluations are required. For instance, their relationship
with code coverage or with test generator issues can be examined via correlation analyses.
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Chapter6

Summary of the Research Results

The dissertation showed an overview of current challenges in using automated white-box test gen-
eration in practice, and proposed two possible solutions for some of the issues raised. The identified
challenges – along with related research – are supported by results from two empirical studies con-
ducted with human participants. In correspondence with this, a novel visualization technique was
presented for symbolic execution based test generation to alleviate the work with test generation on
complex programs. The dissertation also introduced an approach for automatically isolating external
dependencies during white-box test generation using source code transformations.

6.1 Thesis 1: Empirical Investigation of Practical White-Box Test

Generation

Numerous empirical studies have strengthened the existence of major issues when applying white-
box test generation in practical settings (e.g., environment dependencies, instantiation of complex
objects, problems with state space size). Investigating the practical aspects of white-box test genera-
tion, however, requires human participants, which makes conducting those studies more complicated.
Two concrete aspects were selected for detailed investigation in this dissertation. On one hand, exist-
ing experiments that employ human participants have shown that users of test generators were able
to reach higher code coverage, yet the number of bugs found, and thus the software quality did not
increase. On the other hand, the assertions in the generated test code may encode wrong behavior
(compared to a given specification) that must be identified by the user of the test generator. Although
it might seem like a trivial task, it requires a thorough understanding of the generated test code, which
might turn into an effort-intensive exercise.

The first empirical study presented in this thesis is a replication of an experiment, which analyzes
i) how white-box test generation can be used during software development, ii) how does it increase
the code coverage reached, and iii) if it improves the quality at all. The original study was planned
and conducted by Fraser et al. [Fra+15]: they used EvoSuite as the test generator for Java programs.
The replicated study is an external differentiated replication [Bal+14]: the replication uses a mix of
professionals and students as participants (instead of students only), and the test generator tool is Mi-
crosoft Pex/IntelliTest (instead of EvoSuite). Most of the results of the original study are strengthened
by this replication: code coverage can be indeed increased using automated white-box test generation,
however, the size of the increase can vary depending on the actual code under test.
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The second study is concerned with the fault-encoding generated white-box tests. An entirely
new empirical study design is elaborated to assess how users of the test generators classify the gen-
erated white-box tests. The task included the analysis of the assertions (and the test cases) generated,
the source code, and a predefined textual specification. Briefly, participants have to decide whether a
generated test encodes expected or an unexpected (wrong) behavior. After the validation of the study
design with pilot sessions, an original study session and a replication session were held summing up
106 students as participants in total. The replication changed the objects (the project) participants
had to work on. The results from both sessions show that classifying generated white-box tests’ cor-
rectness is a challenging task: only 4 participants classified all tests appropriately, while numerous
participants misclassified tests as wrong (yet they encoded correct behavior). Furthermore, the time
required for this task reached 2 minutes per test on average, which might hinder the application of
white-box test generators in practice.

My contributions in this thesis are summarized as follows.

Thesis 1 I have analyzed the use of white-box test generation in two separate empirical stud-
ies. Based on the results I have identified and quantified new challenges thatmay hinder practical
white-box test generation, and also strengthened the evidence for already known challenges.
1.1 I designed and conducted a replication for an existing empirical study with 30 human

participants on using white-box test generation during development to gain further in-
sights of the topic. The outcome showed that white-box test generation might provide
test suites reaching higher coverage with less manual effort compared to manually writ-
ten tests. The study also showed that spending more time with test generation increases
the implementation quality.

1.2 I designed and conducted an empirical study and its replication with 106 individuals al-
together. The studies addressed the white-box test classification performance of the par-
ticipants. The studies provided evidence that developers tend to misclassify generated
white-box tests in terms of correctness.

The publication related to this thesis is [j2].

6.2 Thesis 2: Automated Isolation of Dependencies in White-Box

Test Generation

Both the results from Thesis 1 and related research serve as a foundation for the definition of two prac-
tical challenges of white-box test generators, which were considered in detail in Thesis 2. The two
challenges are strongly connected as one might be a root cause of the other. First, most of white-box
test generator tools might achieve low code coverage with their tests on complex programs initially.
This can be due to several factors that may hinder the test generation process. One of them is the
external dependencies of the code under test (e.g., file system, network, or other modules of the pro-
gram). These dependenciesmight prevent test generators from exploring all the statements in the code
because they are not under control during the generation process. Second, these dependencies can
not only affect the initial coverage reached, but may negatively influence the whole test generation
process: isolating each problematic dependency manually can be burdensome, and the collaboration
between white-box test generators and isolation frameworks is challenging.

The thesis presents a novel, automated way of isolating the dependencies of the unit under test
for the purpose of white-box test generation. The proposed approach uses static source code trans-
formations prior to test generation by which the invocations to the environment or external modules
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are replaced with calls to a parameterized sandbox. The sandbox contains all the methods to which
the calls were isolated, but their behavior is controlled by the test generator via the generated, param-
eterized fake implementations. This way, the test generators have all control over the dependencies’
behavior, and their generation process will not be blocked. The thesis also presents details of a large-
scale evaluation of the novel technique on open-source projects. Based on the results, the approach
is able to facilitate the test generation, where it is possible: in several cases, the statement coverage
was immediately increased to 100% from an average of 60%.

This automated isolation approach is extended by a feature, which allows the users to refine the
behavior of the fake implementations of isolatedmethods. The approach works with input-effect pairs
given by the user. These give the methods of the generated sandbox a restriction on their behavior
by defining what input intervals should apply a given effect. The pairs might eliminate the possibly
invalid behavior that is triggered by the arbitrary values from the test generator. Therefore, with
the use of incremental refinement of behavior resulting in a set of input-effect pairs, the user will
eventually reach a behavior of a given fake method that is neither too specific, nor too general for its
purpose.

My contributions in this thesis are summarized as follows.

Thesis 2 I designed a novel, automated, code transformation based approach for alleviating
the external dependency problem in white-box test generation.
2.1 I designed an approach to automatically isolate the unit under test from its dependen-

cies for test generation purposes. This approach also generates a parameterized sandbox
around the isolated unit that can be utilized by the test generator. I mapped the auto-
mated isolation approach to the domain of a concrete white-box test generator (Microsoft
Pex/IntelliTest) to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.

2.2 I conducted a large-scale quantitative evaluation to assess the performance of the approach
via the implemented tool. The tool was able to improve the coverage reached by generated
tests by around 50-60% in problematic cases.

The publications related to this thesis are [j1], [j3], [w6], and [w7]

6.3 Thesis 3: Visually Aiding the Use and Problem Resolution of

Symbolic Execution

The application of white-box test generation for complex software might require a thorough un-
derstanding of the underlying algorithms due to the inconvenient resolution of possibly occurring
problems with the test generation. However, for the widespread use of such tools in practice, this
might be a difficult requirement to satisfy due to effort or resource constraints. Therefore, support-
ing techniques have to be used for e.g., identifying exact problems with test generation, obtaining an
overview of the test generation process, or even understanding the test inputs chosen. These tech-
niques usually monitor the test generation process along with data collection and try to guess the
root causes of occurring problems. Although these solutions might be useful if problems occurred,
the user of the tool still cannot grasp a summary of what was happening in the background.

The thesis proposes a visualization technique for symbolic execution based test generation that
may help its users to obtain a clear overview of the generation process. Using the collected data, the
technique visualizes symbolic execution graphs with well-defined semantics. The nodes have detailed
information attached to them, including the source code location, the path condition, the indication of
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constraint solver calls (if any), generated tests (if any), and the reason of possible path exhaustion. The
directed edges between the nodes show how and where the symbolic execution progressed through
its states. Some of the basic information is shown immediately to the user via the nodes’ shape, bor-
der, and fill color. The thesis also presents the tool (implemented for Microsoft Pex/IntelliTest) which
automatically generates this visual representation and interactively presents it to the user in the de-
velopment environment. Two practical use cases are proposed for the visualization technique. First,
in engineering use it might alleviate and speed up the work with symbolic execution based test gener-
ation. Second, in educational use the visualization might help the new users to gain an understanding
of symbolic execution with less effort, more rapidly.

The visualization technique is extended with further multi-domain metrics regarding the code
under test, symbolic execution and its graph, and the generated tests. Those data are mapped to
common issues of white-box test generation, such as constraint solver issues, object creation, state-
space explosion, or environment interactions. This way users of the visualization might identify the
issues with test generation that resulted in low code coverage.

My contributions in this thesis are summarized as follows.

Thesis 3 I designed a generic visual representation of symbolic execution trees that handles
additional data, which are related to the path conditions, constraints and generated test cases, for
easier understanding and issue identification. I adapted the generic representation to a concrete
white-box test generator (Microsoft Pex/IntelliTest) by precisely mapping each generic concept
to the concrete domain. Based on the analysis of multiple related domains, I identified and or-
ganized several metrics that alleviate the problem identification process during test generation
based on symbolic execution.

The publications related to this thesis are [c5] and [w8].
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